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A peasant must stand a long time 
on a hillside with his mouth open 
before a roast duck flies in.
-Chinese proverb
Abstract.
This thesis presents a multi-waveband study of the amorphous galaxy 
NGC 1705. It is shown to be a nearby (D «  5 Mpc for Hq = 75 kms-1 Mpc-1) 
nucleated blue compact dwarf (BCD) galaxy. Its emission line spectrum is like 
that seen in typical emission line galaxies, with an oxygen abundance like that of 
the LMC.
NGC 1705 contains two stellar populations: a central high surface bright­
ness (HSB) population, a kpc in diameter, which is actively forming stars, and 
a lower surface brightness (LSB) population with an exponential distribution of 
light, which is also a star forming population around 3 Gyr old. The HSB pop­
ulation of NGC 1705 defines its BCD morphology. It is a region of relatively 
continuous star formation at least 50 Myr old; about a Gyr old if the star for­
mation rate has remained constant. Embedded objects within the boundaries of 
the HSB population are manifestations of its recent star formation. These objects 
include star clusters, some of which are ionizing sources, and perhaps individual 
supergiant stars. The brightest object is the unresolved off-centre nucleus which is 
probably a young (13 Myr old) globular cluster with a mass of of ~  1.5 x 106 Mq.
In the light of Ha, NGC 1705 has a bipolar morphology, with the axis of the 
flow roughly along the continuum minor axis. The expulsive nature of this flow 
is confirmed by the emission line kinematics, which show velocity splits of around 
100 kms-1 over much of the face of the galaxy. A comparison of the integrated Ha 
and HI velocity profiles indicates that the neutral material is probably entrained 
in this flow. A simple expansion model is constructed and found to yield an 
expansion time-scale on the order of the age of the nucleus for any likely set of its 
free parameters. A comparison of the estimated mechanical energy release of the 
nucleus, HSB and LSB populations, and that required for the flow confirms that 
the nucleus provides the largest fraction of the energy required for the flow.
It is shown that velocities greater than the escape velocity have already been 
achieved in the flow, and thus NGC 1705 is losing mass in a galactic wind. This 
result holds for all mass to light ratios expected for BCD’s, and is not sensitive to 
details of the flow geometry. The possible evolutionary outcomes from this mass 
loss includes complete destruction of the galaxy, if the total mass to light ratio 
is low (Mt /L b ~ 0.8); quick evolution into a nucleated dwarf elliptical galaxy, if 
the gas is removed by the wind but the remainder of the galaxy survives; and the 
retention of some gas for future star formation.
Examples of minor axis flows have been found in the literature for four other 
BCD/amorphous galaxies: NGC 1569, NGC 3077, NGC 5253, and I Zw 18. The 
first three are within a distance of 5 Mpc and have young clusters in their central 
regions. These clusters are probably powering their flows. We conclude that ex­
pulsive flows powered by clusters are not uncommon in BCD/amorphous galaxies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: D w arf Galaxies.
1.1 D efin ition  and selection .
Dwarf galaxies are historically defined as intrinsically small, low luminosity, low 
surface brightness systems (Hodge, 1971). In practical terms dwarf galaxies are 
usually selected by either their low luminosity or low surface brightness by a cutoff 
in one of these parameters. Such cutoffs are arbitrary and vary from observer to 
observer. For example the limiting magnitude of dwarfs is often taken as Mb = 
— 16 (e.g. Bothun, et a/., 1986), but Thuan and Martin (1981) use Mb ~ — 18, 
while Hodge (1971) takes MB £ -  15.
A luminosity cutoff does not correspond to a uniform stellar mass cutoff due 
to the variation of mass to light ratio with population age or colour. This is a 
problem as mass or stellar mass is a more physically meaningful parameter to 
define a galaxy by. We have adopted the population models of Struck-Marcell 
and Tinsley (1978) to illustrate this effect in figure 1.1. The stellar mass as a 
function of (B — V) for galaxies with Mb = —16 is shown for the cases where 
stars are formed in a single burst and for continuous star formation. Similarly, 
this figure also shows the absolute magnitude as a function of (B — V ) assuming 
a constant stellar mass. The scale on the right illustrate this effect for a galaxy 
with the stellar mass of the SMC (Mb = —16.2, and assuming it is a constant star 
formation galaxy about 3 Gyr old).
Surface brightness has been found to be correlated with luminosity (e.g. 
Binggeli, Sandage, and Tamman, 1985), so selecting low surface brightness galaxies 
yields low luminosity galaxies. This is convenient as surface brightness is distance 
independent. However, this criterion classifies large low surface brightness galaxies 







Figure 1.1: Reciprocal effects of adopting luminosity or stellar mass limits to 
define dwarf galaxies. The solid line is for galaxies were all the stars were made in 
a single burst. The dashed line is for a continuous star-formation galaxy. When 
using the scale on the left the curves show the stellar mass of a galaxy having 
M b =  —16. When using the scale on the right the curves give the luminosity of 
galaxy having the stellar mass of the SMC.
2
tion of dwarf galaxies. Furthermore, it has been argued that the surface brightness 
-  luminosity correlation is a result of selection effects due to the background sky 
level (e.g. Davies, et al., 1988; Impey, Bothun, and Malin, 1988).
Ferguson and Sandage (1988) defend the correlation using the results from a 
catalogue of the Fornax cluster (Ferguson, 1989). They state the limiting isopho- 
tal radius for objects to be identified as galaxies irrespective of whether they are 
cluster members or belong in the field. They show that the correlation is not due 
to the bounds caused by this limiting radius. However, it is the selection criteria 
for cluster membership that may cause a spurious surface brightness -  luminosity 
correlation. They use the same selection criteria for cluster membership as used 
by Binggeli, Sandage and Tamman (1985) in their Virgo Cluster Catalog. These 
criteria tend to reject high surface brightness dwarf galaxies from cluster member­
ship as probable background galaxies. For this reason blue compact dwarfs were 
almost excluded from the Virgo Cluster Catalog. Ferguson (1989) shows that the 
lack of concentration of the possible background galaxies towards the centre of the 
Fornax cluster indicates that at most 45 members have been misclassified as back­
ground objects. Although, this is small compared to the number of background 
objects, it may increase the cluster sample by up to 20%, and the dwarf sample 
by nearly 25%. This may change the form of the surface brightness -  luminosity 
correlation since the misclassified objects will tend to be high surface brightness 
dwarfs.
In the following discussion of the types of dwarf galaxies and their evolution 
we do not adopt a preferred set of selection criteria for dwarf galaxies. Instead 
we discuss what are commonly considered dwarf galaxies, but are mindful of the 
selection effects on commonly accepted results. Similarly, we do not adopt a uni­
form Hubble constant, Ho, in the discussion below. Distance dependent intrinsic 
quantities are taken from the relevant studies quoted below.
1.2 C lassification .
Dwarf galaxies are usually classified into one of five types:
1. Dwarf elliptical (dE). These have the following properties:
• a smooth surface brightness distribution (Sandage and Binggeli, 1984),
• elliptical isophotes,
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• an exponential radial profile (Ichikawa, Wakamatsu, and Okamura, 
1986; Caldwell and Bothun, 1987),
• Are characterized by an older stellar population containing no stars 
brighter than Mb = —1.5 (Tamman, 1980),
• contain virtually no Hi (Tamman, 1980; Bothun, et al, 1985),
• and frequently contain a central unresolved or semi-resolved nucleus 
(type dE,N; Caldwell, 1983; Sandage and Binggeli, 1984; Ichikawa, 
Wakamatsu, and Okamura, 1986; Caldwell, 1987).
2. Dwarf spheroidal (dSph). This is the classification usually assigned to the 
very faint gas poor local group galaxies such as Fornax and Draco. dSph’s 
appear to be the faint end of the dE luminosity function (Tamman, 1985).
3. Com pact elliptical (cE). The paradigm of this type is M32. They have 
the following properties (Prugniel, Nieto and Simien, 1987):
• a small size and high mean surface brightness which gives their compact 
appearance,
• low mass,
• are usually a companion of a relatively massive galaxy
• have a luminosity profile which fits to either an r* law or to a tidally 
truncated King profile (see also Wirth and Gallagher, 1984).
No confirmed cE is known to contain gas or recent star formation. How­
ever the star forming galaxy NGC 1510, which is classified as “amorphous” 
(see below), is a candidate cE (Faber, 1973; Eichendorf and Nieto, 1984; 
Nieto and Prugniel, 1987). Faber (1973) attributed these properties as due 
to the tidal truncation of an originally much larger elliptical (E) galaxy (e.g. 
NGC 3379) by its present companion. However, this view has lately come 
under attack. Wirth and Gallagher (1984) argue that cE’s are the low lu­
minosity tail of the normal E luminosity function, and the more diffuse dE’s 
and dSph’s belong to different family of galaxies. They also present an ex­
ample of a probable isolated cE whose properties are not likely to be due 
to tidal effects. They note that there is an observational bias against recog­
nizing such objects as they are easily mistaken for more distant E galaxies. 
Nieto and Prugniel (1987) argue persuasively that the known satellite cE’s 
(M32, NGC 4486B, NGC 4478, and NGC 5846A) were low mass systems 
when they formed, whether this occurred before capture or while already
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bound to the primary. They note that if captured the cE must have had a 
small mass relative to the primary, otherwise the primary would have been 
severely disrupted. The works of both Wirth and Gallagher (1984) and Nieto 
and Prugniel (1987) indicate the cE’s are much rarer than dE’s and have a 
different origin. We will not consider them further.
4. Dw arf Irregular (dl). These have the following properties:
• an irregular surface brightness distribution that is roughly exponential 
(Bothun, et al. 1986, hereafter BMCM),
• a considerable Hi content (Bothun, et al. 1985),
• contain a young stellar population characterized by bright blue stars 
(Tamman, 1980),
• often contain Hll regions (Tamman, 1980),
• and are not known to contain an intrinsically bright nucleus (BMCM).
5. Blue compact dw arf (BCD). This classification is relatively new. Many 
properties of BCD’s are apparent from Thuan and Martin’s (1981) selection 
criteria which defines this type:
• low luminosity (Mb ~ — 18),
• sharp narrow emission lines,
• and optical size less than about 1 kpc.
The compactness refers to their sharp boundaries on photographic plates and 
often refers to a high surface brightness region in a lower surface brightness 
underlying galaxy (Loose and Thuan, 1985, Sandage and Binggeli, 1984, 
hereafter SB). BCD’s are gas rich systems with low mass to light ratios 
(M/Lb ~  1? Thuan and Martin, 1981). Much of Thuan and Martin’s sample 
was chosen from objective prism surveys for ultraviolet bright or emission line 
galaxies. Their blue colours and strong emission lines ensure that BCD’s are 
actively star forming galaxies, and that this star formation dominates their 
morphology. The BCD class is similar to and in some cases equivalent to 
other classes and descriptions of star forming galaxies including:
• Hll galaxies (Campbell, Terlevich, and Melnick, 1986),
• isolated intergalactic/extragalactic Hll regions (Searle and Sargent, 
1972; Kunth, 1980),
• starburst galactic nuclei (Balzano, 1983),
5
• clumpy irregular galaxies (Heidmann, 1982),
• and violent star formation regions (Melnick, Terlevich and Eggleton, 
1985).
Sandage and Brucato (1979) have defined another relevant class of galaxies; 
the “amorphous” type. All five amorphous galaxies in their study are nearby 
(K) ~ 1000 kms-1) low luminosity galaxies (M b  > —18) while nine out of the 
fifteen amorphous galaxies with velocities studied by Gallagher and Hunter (1987) 
also have such low luminosities. The amorphous classification is characterized by 
a “high surface brightness amorphous sheet”, and all members of the class have 
emission lines and early type absorption spectra (Sandage, and Brucato, 1979). 
Compare these properties with the description of BCD’s above. The star forming 
regions in Thuan and Martin’s sample are typically only a few arcseconds across. 
If a BCD with a star forming region a kpc in diameter were only 3 Mpc away this 
region would no longer be compact but subtend over an arcminute, perhaps giving 
the appearance of a high surface brightness sheet. Such a BCD would also be 
missed from objective prism emission line surveys (e.g. the Tololo survey: Smith, 
Aguirre, and Zemelman, 1976; the Michigan survey MacAlpine and Williams, 1981, 
and references therein; and the POX survey: Kunth, Sargent, and Kowal, 1981) as 
its angular extent will ensure their emission lines are washed out. To find nearby 
BCD’s for detailed study it may be best to look at lists of amorphous galaxies.
1.3 E volu tion  o f dw arf galaxies.
Dwarf galaxies are of two broad types: star forming gas rich systems (dl, BCD) and 
gas poor inactive systems (dSph, dE, cE). One of the key questions in dwarf galaxy 
research is: how do dwarf galaxies evolve (if at all)? Figure 1.2 shows possible 
evolutionary connections between the different types. Following the initial star 
formation phase (so that it is seen as a galaxy) the galaxy may remain in the star 
forming sequence as long as it retains some gas. If it loses its gaseous component 
it becomes inactive. The end of the line may be disruption as the galaxy becomes 
unbound due to tidal interaction or mass loss. The individual evolutionary paths 
are numbered and the mechanisms for evolution discussed below. Paths with a 
“?” axe paths that are more controversial as discussed below.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of possible evolutionary connections between 
dwarf galaxies.
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1.3 .1  U n form ed  and you ng galax ies.
The strongest candidates for unformed galaxies (bound clouds of gas and per­
haps dark matter; see Dekel and Silk, 1986) are the Hi clouds in the M96 group 
(Schneider, et al., 1989, and references therein). These clouds have masses typ­
ically about 107 M0, are several kpc’s across, and define a nearly complete ring 
centred on M105 and NGC 3384. So far no stars or stellar products have been 
found in them. The limits this places on their stellar content makes a tidal origin 
unlikely. Schneider, et al. conclude that the simplest explanation is that the clouds 
are made up of primordial material left over from the group’s formation. However, 
they note the clouds may be inhibited from forming stars (and thus becoming 
recognized galaxies) because of tidally induced turbulence since they are within 
the Roche limit of M105 and NGC 3384.
Recently Giovanelli and Haynes (1989) reported the discovery of an isolated 
HI cloud in the vicinity of the Virgo cluster. Although its HI mass is about 4 x 
1O9M0 (if in the Virgo cluster), they were not able to find an optical counterpart in 
the plate material available to them. However, Djorgovski (1990) and Impey, et al. 
(1990) did find a counterpart in deeper plate material. Its position corresponds 
to the brightest of the two peaks seen in the Hi distribution. The Giovanelli 
and Haynes Cloud is therefore not a totally unformed galaxy. However, there is 
no counterpart to the second Hi peak, which is well separated from the optical 
component. Impey, et al. (1990) suggest that the two Hi peaks correspond to 
separate dwarf galaxies, in which case the second peak may correspond to an 
unformed galaxy. This hypothesis must be tested with deeper optical images.
Previous searches for isolated intergalactic Hi clouds have been fruitless. For 
example, Lo and Sargent (1979) searched three nearby groups of galaxies in Hi for 
such proto-galaxies with no luck. Fisher and Tully (1981b) limit the contribution 
of isolated HI clouds with masses between 107 and lO10 M§ to less than 6% of the 
mass in visible galaxies.
There is as yet no compelling evidence for the existence of truly young galax­
ies, although the observations have been used to argue for such recent formation. 
First we will consider path 1. Although Lo and Sargent’s (1979) survey did not 
uncover any intergalactic Hi clouds, they did reveal four extremely faint uncata­
logued dl’s three of which have hydrogen mass to photographic luminosity ratios 
Afff/Lpg > 1, with two having M ff/LPg «  16. This suggests they, as well as the 
Giovanelli and Haynes Object, have suffered little evolution into stars. However, 
even if this is the case, it is still unknown how long ago their stars did form.
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There are two arguments commonly used to suggest some BCD’s have re­
cently formed along path 2. First, many BCD’s have low metallicities and are thus 
chemically un-evolved. The most extreme case is I Zw 18 which has an oxygen 
abundance 1/30 of the solar value (Lequeux, et al., 1979). The argument here 
is that at their present luminosity over a Hubble time they would have produced 
more heavy elements than are observed. Therefore BCD’s must be young or un­
dergoing a star formation burst (e.g. Searle and Sargent, 1972). However, this 
assumes a “closed box” (no infall or mass loss) chemical evolution model which 
predicts that the metallicity, Z, is related to the ratio of stellar to gaseous mass:
(Searle and Sargent, 1972) where p is the heavy element yield (the mass of heavy 
elements returned to the interstellar medium as a fraction of the gas mass which 
forms stars). Matteucci and Chiosi (1983) show that this relationship does not exist 
with many galaxies having both a low Z and low gas content. The observations 
could be better explained if the box were to be opened by allowing gaseous infall 
or outflow. Furthermore, one would expect galactic winds to be more important in 
low mass, low escape velocity dwarf galaxies (Larson, 1974). In such a case the hot, 
ionized, metal enriched gas may preferentially escape in the wind (Vader, 1987). 
A stronger argument for recent formation is that a few BCD’s show no signs of an 
older (redder) population outside of their star formation sites, unlike the majority 
which do (Loose and Thuan, 1985; Kunth, Maurogordata, and Vigroux, 1988). 
However, the existence of underlying older populations has not been ruled out in 
these systems.
Although there is no strong evidence that dl’s or BCD’s are truly young there 
is equally no strong evidence that all such galaxies are old. The most common 
argument used to assert the existence of an older population is the existence of a 
cool stellar component detected in the near-infrared (Thuan, 1983; 1985). This is 
often attributed to the red giant branch which requires about a Gyr to develop. 
However, the near-infrared flux may be produced by red supergiants (RSG’s) which 
would indicate population ages less than 45 Myr (Campbell and Terlevich 1984). 
The CO index can be used to determine the luminosity class dominating the 
near-infrared. It measures the depth of the CO first overtone feature longward of 
2.29/xm and has been shown to be luminosity sensitive by Frogel, et al. (1978). 
Campbell and Terlevich obtained CO index measurements for three violent star 
formation regions. In two of these regions RSG’s were directly detected by the 
presence of a deep CO index. Lequeux (1985) presents a similar discussion on the
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interpretation of near-infrared data.
1.3 .2  S tar form ing d w arf ga lax ies.
The sequence from dl to BCD is one of increasing star formation rate (SFR) as 
made evident by the existence of dl’s with BCD components of various strengths 
(see SB). In this context, a BCD component is a conspicuous high surface bright­
ness star forming region. They are also seen in Magellanic irregulars and late 
type spirals. Thus it is easy to turn a dl into a BCD by adding a star forma­
tion burst (path 3). However, Gallagher and Hunter (1984) note that there is 
evidence that OB stars can not form below some critical surface gas density, a 
result recently confirmed by Kennicutt (1989). The existence of such a critical 
density can be understood theoretically as the density required for the onset of 
large scale gravitational instabilities (Toomre, 1964; Quirk, 1972; Cowie, 1981). 
Since low surface brightness dl’s often have large diffuse Hi haloes (see Gallagher 
and Hunter, 1984 for review) they may not be able to form a BCD component 
unless some mechanism acts to clump the gas.
The stochastic self propagating star formation theory of dwarf galaxy evolu­
tion (Gerola, Seiden, and Schulman, 1980; Gerola and Seiden, 1978) predicts that 
dwarf galaxies experience star formation bursts followed by long quiescent periods. 
The frequencies of bursts increases with the size of the galaxy while their strength 
decreases. For a galaxy as large and massive as a spiral, star formation proceeds 
at a constant rate. For dwarfs we expect an oscillation in morphology between dl 
and BCD as starbursts form (path 3) and fade (path 4, see also the similar descrip­
tive model of Davies, and Phillips, 1988). Hunter and Gallagher’s (1985) study 
of 26 low surface brightness dl’s suggests evolution along path 4 does not occur. 
Their sample galaxies all have had a low SFR at a nearly constant rate over the 
last Gyr. None of their galaxies have post-starburst characteristics. However, this 
result may be due to selection effects. The objects were selected from a catalogue 
of low surface brightness galaxies; objects which had a recent starburst will have 
a higher surface brightness. For example, an instantaneous starburst producing 
10% of the total mass in a 15 Myr old galaxy with an otherwise constant star 
formation rate will contribute 60% of the V  band luminosity after 0.1 Gyr, 30% 
after 0.5 Gyr, and 17% after 1 Gyr (here we are again using the population models 
of Struck-Marcell and Tinsley, 1978). If the starburst is confined to the inner scale 
length of the galaxy, (assumed to have an exponential mass distribution) then the 
central V surface brightness at the above times will be increased by 2.1, 1.0, and
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0.6 mags respectively over the underlying galaxy. Thus a localized star formation 
burst can significantly enhance the surface brightness of a dwarf galaxy, even a 
Gyr after all star formation ceases. Therefore such post-starburst galaxy will tend 
not to be included in low surface brightness galaxy catalogues.
1.3.3 Evolution onto the inactive sequence.
We define inactive galaxies as those with no signs of recent (within the last Gyr) 
star formation. This includes all dSph’s and most dE’s. We know of no dwarf 
galaxies with detectable amounts of gas and dust but no recent star formation; 
all dE’s with gas and dust also have young OB stars in their central regions (e.g. 
NGC 205: Hodge, 1973; Da Costa and Mould, 1988; NGC 185: Hodge, 1963).
This means that any evolution between star forming and inactive dwarfs 
must be accompanied by a depletion of the gaseous component. There are three 
ways this can be accomplished.
1. The gas can be stripped off the galaxy by the ram pressure of motion through 
a diffuse medium such as a hot galactic halo (Gunn and Gott, 1972; Eskridge, 
1988). Strong indirect evidence that this occurs is given by the increase in 
the dE/dl ratio at the centre of the Virgo cluster (Binggeli, 1985) and close 
to massive galaxies (Einasto, et a/., 1974). It is also thought the formation of 
the Magellanic stream may be the result of ram pressure stripping (Meurer, 
Bicknell, and Gingold, 1985). Vigroux, et al. (1986) present a CCD study of 
an apparently stripped dl in the Virgo cluster core.
2. A galactic wind powered by supernovae, stellar winds, or other energetics 
sources can remove the gas from dwarf galaxies (Larson, 1974; Dekel and 
Silk, 1986; Yoshii and Arimoto, 1987). Galactic winds have been observed in 
starburst galaxies (Heckman, Armus, and Miley, 1987; McCarthy, Heckman, 
and Van Breugal, 1987) but previously none have been confirmed in a dwarf 
galaxy. A galactic wind has been suggested to explain the Ha morphology 
and emission line kinematics of the dwarf amorphous galaxy NGC 1569 (de 
Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Pence, 1974).
3. Finally, it is possible that efficient star formation may rapidly consume the 
gas in dwarf galaxies (Gallagher, 1972).
BMCM show that, if the gas is removed from a dl at the distance of Virgo, it 
will fade below the detection limit of most photographic surveys and may become
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a dSph (path 5). Aaronson (1985) shows that after such fading dl’s are likely to 
have a similar (high) mass to light ratio as dSph’s. BMCM argue that dl’s can 
not be the progenitors of dE’s (path 6) using three structural arguments:
1. they will be too faint after fading;
2. they have a larger scale length on average than dE’s. Since a galaxy will 
increase its scale length following mass loss (Hills, 1980; Yoshii and Arimoto, 
1987), it is hard to see how dl’s can lose their gas and also decrease their 
scale length to make them look like dE’s;
3. they have dissimilar flattening distributions.
These conclusions may be affected by selection effects. Their dl’s were se­
lected from SB’s atlas of Virgo cluster dwarfs which is a subset of the Virgo Cluster 
Catalog (Binggeli, Sandage, and Tamman, 1985). Here only low surface brightness 
galaxies were classified as d l’s. BMCM note that dl’s must fade 1.5 magnitudes 
in B  to have the same colours as dE’s. If dE progenitors have the same colours 
as dl’s, then we see from BMCM’s figure 5 that they must have scale lengths 
a -1 «  4" to 14" and central surface brightness 20.5 ~ B(0) ~ 22.5 mag arcsec-2. 
Most galaxies in this range will be fainter than the usual Mb = —16 limit for 
dwarf galaxies, but will have i?(0) similar to that expected in normal disk galaxies 
(Freeman, 1970). This property, when combined with the short a -1, means that 
such high surface brightness dl’s are likely to be rejected from the Virgo Cluster 
Catalog as background disk galaxies (recall the discussion in §1.1). In other words, 
high surface brightness dl’s may or may not be the progenitors of dE’s but they 
would not have been recognized as Virgo cluster dwarfs.
BMCM show that the BCD’s in their sample have scale lengths and extrap­
olated central surface brightnesses in the appropriate range to become dE’s after 
fading (path 7). However, their assertion is based on only three BCD’s. The ob­
servation that dE’s may contain extended main sequences (Bothun and Mould, 
1988) is consistent with the hypothesis that they are formed continuously from 
BCD’s.
The dE,N subtype poses further questions: what is the nucleus of a dE,N? 
Why do they only occur in some dE’s? Why are nuclei uncommon in star forming 
dwarfs? So far Loose and Thuan (1985, 1986) are the only researchers to identify 
nucleated BCD (BCD,N) galaxies (their BCD subtype nE), and no nucleated dl’s 
have been identified. One picture for the origin of dE,N nuclei is that they form
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from off-centre bound star clusters which are dragged to the centre of the galaxy 
by dynamical friction where they coalesce (Norman, 1985). Alternatively, Caldwell 
and Bothun (1987) suggest that the presence of a nucleus is associated with a deep 
central potential, possibly due to dark matter, which allows an efficient nuclear 
star formation. This hypothesis nicely explains the observed correlation of the 
ratio dE,N/dE with galactic luminosity (van den Bergh, 1986). In any case, the 
ultraviolet spectrum of NGC 205 suggests that dE,N nuclei form in a short burst 
of star formation (Burstein, et al., 1988).
1.3 .4  P o st a ctiv e  ev o lu tio n .
Once a dwarf galaxy becomes inactive there will be some fading along the inactive 
sequence (path 9). However, fading can not produce the full range in luminosity of 
the inactive sequence. The colours of dE’s indicate that they have population ages 
on the order of a few Gyr’s (c.f. Caldwell and Bothun, 1987; Struck-Marcell and 
Tinsley, 1978). Fading of a 1 Gyr old population to the Hubble age (~  15 Gyr) will 
be 2.3 mag in V (Struck-Marcell and Tinsley, 1978), while the inactive sequence has 
an absolute magnitude range from -8 to an arbitrary luminosity cutoff between 
-15 and -18 mag. Therefore, the luminosity range of the inactive sequence is 
indicative of the mass range of the sequence.
It has been suggested that dE’s can acquire enough gas (either from the 
intergalactic medium or from mass loss from stars within the galaxy) to allow 
evolution back to a star forming dwarf along path 10 (Caldwell, 1983; Caldwell 
and Phillips, 1989). This is the suggested origin of the blue centres seen in a few 
dE’s and dE,N’s (besides NGC 185, and NGC 205 mentioned above these include 
NGC 4267, NGC 1531, NGC 4472 DwlO, and NGC 4594 Dw2: Caldwell, 1983; 
and M100 Dw5: Vigroux, Souviron, and Vader, 1984). However, it is equally likely 
that these are formerly star forming galaxies that have retained a small amount 
of gas and are now fading onto the inactive sequence.
If future ISM accumulation does not occur, dwarf galaxies will remain on 
the inactive sequence unless they become disrupted and unbound. There are two 
mechanisms for dwarf galaxies to become totally disrupted. Both star forming 
and inactive galaxies can be tidally disrupted in interactions with larger galaxies 
(paths 8 and 11). In addition a star forming dwarf can be internally disrupted if 
half its mass is lost quickly, such as might happen due to the energetics of star 
formation during its early evolution (path 8; Hills, 1980; Yoshii, and Arimoto, 
1987).
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1.4 D ark m atter  and dw arf galaxies.
The existence of dark matter in dwarf galaxies has recently been reviewed by 
Freeman (1987) and Kormendy (1987). The case for dark matter is strongest 
for dl’s which, like spiral galaxies, have rising rotation curves out as far as can 
be measured (e.g. Lake and Skillman, 1989; Skillman, et a/., 1987), although this 
feature does not always require a dark halo to explain (Lake, 1989). Both Freeman 
(1987) and Kormendy (1987) find that the M/L  ratios of dl’s are somewhat anti­
correlated with their luminosity. Those brighter than Mb ~  —12.5 have M/ Lb < 
10, whereas the M/ Lb of fainter dl’s range from 10 to 30 (Freeman). One galaxy 
which goes counter to this trend is is DDO 170 studied by Lake, Schommer, and 
van Gorkom (1990). It has Mb = —15.2 and M /Lb ~  54, and is the dl with the 
most well established dark matter halo. Its rotation curve extends out to twice 
the Holmberg radius (radius where the B surface brightness is 26.5 mag arcsec-2) 
which allows the authors to establish the core radius of the dark matter distribution 
for various types of models. As is the case for spirals, it is clear that DDO 170’s 
dark matter distribution has a larger scale length than the optical distribution. It 
may be that all dl’s have extended massive halos, but few have rotation curves far 
enough out to confirm this.
The local group dSph’s with measured velocity dispersions display a M/L 
-  L anti-correlation similar to dl’s. The Fornax, Sculptor and Carina galaxies 
have M/ Ly < 10 and Mv ~ — 9.4 while the Draco and Ursa Minor galaxies have 
M/Ly  > 50 and My  ~  —8.5 (Freeman, 1987). Pryor and Kormendy (1990) model 
the star counts and velocity dispersions of the latter two galaxies. They find that 
their central M/ Ly can be brought down to around 20 if their velocity dispersions 
are anisotropic (predominantly radial orbits). Surprisingly their best models have 
nearly equal core radii for the luminous and dark components, which is contrary to 
the case for spirals (Athanassoula, Bosma, and Papaiouannoa, 198) and probably 
dl’s (as noted above). Until recently little was known about the kinematic of the 
more luminous dE galaxies except for a few nuclear velocity dispersions for dE,N 
galaxies (e.g. Bothun, et al. 1985). However, recently Carter and Sadler (1990) 
have measured stellar velocities and velocity dispersions out to radius of 0.2 Kpc 
in the local group peculiar dE,N NGC 205. Out to this radius the rotational 
amplitude is less than 10 km s"1, indicating that the galaxy’s flattening is due to a 
velocity dispersion anisotropy, and not rotation, as is the case for larger ellipticals. 
The velocity dispersion outside of the nucleus is about 50 kms-1, indicating a 
mass to (red) light ratio of 9.4. Although the kinematics data goes out further
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than in any other dE galaxy, it does not extend far compared to its optical extent. 
Therefore this M/ L  ratio should be considered a central value.
There is as yet no strong evidence for dark matter in BCD’s. Brinks and 
Klein (1988) claim to have found a large dark matter contribution to the mass of 
II Zw 40 using Hi images from the VLA. However, they note that this galaxy has 
a very disturbed HI and optical morphology, probably due to the collision of two 
giant HI clouds. Nevertheless they base their dark matter claims on a model for 
these two clouds in which the gas is in circular orbits and in virial equilibrium. 
This claim is clearly not supported by the morphology. I Zw 36 is another BCD 
studied with the VLA (Viallefond and Thuan, 1983). It shows no obvious signs 
of interaction. I t’s Hi distribution is composed of seven clouds. Viallefond and 
Thuan use their relative velocities to derive a virial mass 5 - 7  times larger than 
the Hi mass. They suspect the “missing” mass is in the form of molecular clouds.
In general, BCD’s tend to have low M/ L  ratios, with M/ L b on the order of 
unity or less (Thuan and Martin, 1981). They are not the ideal object to search for 
non-luminous matter because their light is dominated by a young high luminosity 
low M/ L  component. A detected dark matter component may in fact be an 
underlying high M/ L  stellar component whose luminosity is relatively insignificant. 
Furthermore, the young population will produce a large mechanical luminosity 
output in the form of photo-ionizing flux, stellar winds, and supernovae. This may 
energize the interstellar medium leading to non-virial motions in the H I such as 
winds (e.g. Larson, 1974). In such a case the Hi profile can not be used to estimate 
the M/ L  ratio.
The existence of dark matter in dwarf galaxies may explain some of the 
fundamental correlations found in their global properties. Dekel and Silk (1986) 
use simple physics to show that the inter-correlations between surface brightness, 
metallicity, velocity dispersion and luminosity are easily produced if dwarf galaxies 
form in dark matter dominated haloes, and that these correlations favour the ‘cold 
dark matter’ cosmological scenario. They go on to show that the anti-correlation 
of M/ L  with luminosity is predicted by this model. The paper is impressive 
but has a few problems. First it is partially based on Binggeli, Sandage and 
Tarenghi’s (1984) correlation between surface brightness and luminosity for Virgo 
dE’s. As mentioned earlier (§1.1) such correlations may be due to selection effects. 
Furthermore, BMCM note that Dekel and Silk assume the same mass to light 
ratio for dl’s and dE’s and thus do not take fading into account. Dekel and Silk’s 
scenario provides a physical distinction between dwarf and non-dwarf galaxies. 
Dwarf galaxies are those that can undergo a global ISM loss through the mechanical
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energy release of their first wave of star formation. The condition for this is that 
they have a virial velocity dispersion of about 100 kms-1 or less.
If the dark component density is much greater than that of the luminous 
component, then the luminous matter is non-selfgravitating. This appears to be 
the case for the Draco and Ursa Minor galaxies (Freeman, 1987; Kormendy, 1987). 
It is hard to see how clouds can collapse to form stars in these conditions. In general 
an underlying dark component will inhibit selfgravity and thus star formation in 
dwarf galaxies. The low surface brightness of dwarf galaxies may be an indication 
of a relatively large dark matter contribution.
The dark matter parameters can be used to provide a lower limit to the 
neutrino mass, if they are the sole constituent of dark matter (Tremaine and 
Gunn, 1979; Gunn, 1982). In three dl’s the derived lower limits are marginally 
inconsistent with upper limits for the neutrino mass determined from cosmological 
arguments (Kormendy, 1987; Skillman, et al., 1987). This means that neutrinos 
are not likely to be a major constituent for their dark matter haloes. Lin and 
Faber (1983) and Kormendy (1987) show that neutrinos are completely ruled out 
as the dominant dark matter constituent in the local group dSph’s.
1.5 N G C  1705.
This thesis presents a detailed study of NGC 1705, originally brought to our atten­
tion by A. Sandage because of its very blue colours (U — B «  —0.8 near its centre). 
It is one of the original galaxies classified as “amorphous” by Sandage and Brucato 
(1979), who briefly discuss its morphology and spectrum (see also Sandage, 1978). 
Because it is nearby, (our adopted distance is 4.7 Mpc) NGC 1705 can be studied 
in detail and the observations can be used to constrain or verify various scenarios 
for dwarf galaxy evolution.
Figures 1.3, and 1.4 are our narrow band images of NGC 1705 at A6626Ä 
(continuum) and Ha (after continuum subtraction), showing strikingly different 
morphologies in the two bands. In continuum light NGC 1705 resembles a dE,N 
galaxy: a smooth distribution of light with a bright unresolved source near the 
centre which we shall call the “nucleus”. It is not a true nucleus as it is clearly not 
at the centre of the galaxy. However, we will continue to refer to it as a nucleus 
for historical reasons and because of its similarities with dE,N nuclei. Near the 
nucleus, several additional fainter embedded objects can also be seen. In chapter 3 
we show that NGC 1705’s surface brightness distribution is like that of a BCD; so
16
Figure 1.3: (Following page) Continuum A6626Ä image of NGC 1705. North is 
up, east to the left. The scale bar is 20" (460 pc) long.
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Figure 1.4: (Following page) Continuum subtracted Ha image of NGC 1705. Scale 
bar and orientation is as in figure 1.3. The nucleus is the point source with a small 
white dot (byproduct of continuum subtraction) above it.
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we classify NGC 1705 as BCD,N galaxy. In Ha we see an expulsive morphology 
similar to 30 Doradus, with giant loops and arcs. These two images set the tone of 
this study, suggesting a galactic wind in a BCD galaxy with subsequent evolution 
into a dE,N galaxy. Our main aim is to examine whether the fate of NGC 1705 is 
what these images suggest.
NGC 1705 has previously been studied by Lamb, et al., (1985, hereafter 
LGHH) who discuss an International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) spectrum of the 
nucleus. The nucleus is also discussed by Melnick, Moles, and Terlevich (1985, 
hereafter MMT) who identify it as a “super star cluster”. NGC 1705 has also been 
included in an infra-red study of violent star formation regions (Melnick, Terlevich, 
and Moles, 1985), and an optical study of amorphous galaxies (Gallagher, and 
Hunter, 1987). Preliminary results of this study were presented at the Evolutionary 
Phenomena in Galaxies Advanced Study Institute held in July 1988, at Tenerife 
Spain (Meurer, Freeman and Dopita, 1989). The work presented here updates and 
expands on those findings.
1.6 Layout o f  th esis .
A large amount of data on NGC 1705 have been collected and used in this study. 
These data are presented and their reduction discussed in chapter 2. Near the end 
of the chapter a table of the galaxy’s global properties is presented.
The stellar content of NGC 1705 is the subject of chapter 3. It is shown to 
be composed of two populations. The properties of these populations such as age, 
mass, and star formation history are discussed in detail, as are the properties of 
the nucleus and the other embedded sources seen in figure 1.3.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the interstellar medium. Emphasis is placed on 
the nature of the flow pattern seen in figure 1.4. In particular we examine the 
relationship between the flow and the nucleus which appears to be at its centre. 
We find overwhelming evidence that the flow is powered by the nucleus.
Chapter 5 discusses the evolution of NGC 1705 from its progenitor (before 
the present burst of star formation) to its likely fate. Mass loss estimates are 
derived which show that NGC 1705 is indeed losing mass in a galactic wind for 
any likely L ratio for the galaxy.
In chapter 6 NGC 1705 is compared with other amorphous and BCD galaxies. 
The implications of our results are discussed, with emphasis placed on the impli-
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cations for dwarf galaxy evolution. Directions for further research into NGC 1705 
and similar galaxies axe suggested.
Our conclusions are summarized in chapter 7.
The Appendix presents age calibrations of ultraviolet and optical colour in­




T h e D ata  and D a ta  R ed u ction .
2.1 In troduction .
We have collected a variety of data on NGC 1705: much of them are new data, but 
we also have material retrieved from archives, as well as published data. Thus we 
have optical spectroscopy, optical and near infrared aperture photometry, narrow 
and broad band images, International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) spectra, 21cm 
spectra, and far infrared fluxes from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). 
The optical and near infrared data originate from the Australian National Univer­
sity’s Mount Stromlo (MSO) and Siding Spring (SSO) observatories, the Anglo- 
Australian Telescope (AAT) of the Anglo-Australian Observatory (AAO), and 
the Cerro-Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). In this chapter a section 
is devoted to a discussion of each type of observation and to the details of the 
reduction, and measurement procedures used. Finally in §2.9 we list some derived 
global properties of NGC 1705.
2.2 O ptical sp ectra .
Six two-dimensional optical spectra are used in this study. Details of the observa­
tions are summarized in table 2.1. The orientation of the slits is shown in figure 2.1. 
The four moderate dispersion spectra, A-D (obtained by K.C. Freeman), and the 
high dispersion spectrum, E, are used to study the optical kinematics of the gas. 
Spectrum D, and the low dispersion spectrum, F, were flux calibrated and used 
to determine line ratios, and from these to estimate the metallicity and reddening 
of NGC 1705. We will use the terms channel and row to refer to positions along 
the dispersion and slit directions, respectively. The sum of contiguous rows will
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be referred to as a slit element. A description of the data reduction follows.
2.2.1 M oderate dispersion spectra (A -D ).
Arcs were taken before and after each object exposure. These were averaged 
and used for wavelength fitting and scrunching, employing standard techniques. 
Vignetting and variation of the instrumental response along the slit were removed 
using twilight exposures when available. The sky spectrum is taken as the average 
of all rows with no clear signal from NGC 1705 and was subtracted from the 
original spectrum. The spectra were then smoothed in the dispersion direction 
using a three point Hanning smoothing function. The resolution is measured from 
the averaged arc spectra after scrunching and smoothing as above.
2.2.2 High dispersion spectrum  (E).
Due to instrumental problems, spectrum E had a very low peak count rate and 
so was obtained in five exposures over three nights. Each night a bright star was 
observed to trace out the orders. The order containing [0 III] 5007 Ä was extracted 
and skewed so as to make the bright star spectrum horizontal. Shifts between 
the individual spectra were determined by cross-correlating in the dispersion di­
rection and by comparison of the [0 III] 5007 Ä slit profiles in the row directions. 
The shifts relative to the first spectrum were removed and the spectra added. A 
linear wavelength-channel fit to an arc spectrum obtained immediately before the 
first spectrum was used to scrunch the data. The spectrum was smoothed with a 
three point Hanning function, and had a constant sky level subtracted. The reso­
lution was determined Horn an arc spectrum obtained with the same slit width as 
spectrum E, after scrunching and smoothing as above.
2.2.3 Low dispersion spectrum  (F).
Spectrum F was acquired in two exposures. One taken with a neutral quartz (NQ) 
filter to prevent overcounting at the blue end, the other with an OG530 filter to 
improve the counts at the red end. During the exposure the telescope was rocked 
dh 5" in the dispersion direction to synthesize the IUE large aperture slit width, so 
that we could derive a flux-calibrated spectrum over the interval AA1150-7400Ä.
The pixel to pixel response of the individual frames was removed by dividing 
by a flat field from which the low frequency response was removed. Vignetting
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Table 2.1: Optical spectroscopy log.
N am e A B C D E F
Telescope AAT AAT A A T AAT M SO 1.0m A A T
Spectrograph® R G O R G O R G O R G O Echelle R G O
D etec to r6 IPC S IP C S IP C S IPC S P C A IP C S
U T C d a te 2 3 /0 9 /8 0 2 4 /0 9 /8 0 1 2 /1 0 /8 0 1 1 /1 2 /8 0 2 2 -2 6 /1 1 /8 5 0 5 /0 3 /8 6
A range (A) 6300-6900 6300-6900 6300-6900 3600-4650 5008-5027* 3150-7400
D ispersion* 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.075 2.29
Row scaled 4.8 4.8 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.5
R esolution^ (A) 1.0 1.0 1.2 2.2 0.24 10.8
E xposure  (s) 1800 2800 1000 800 14500* 4300*
¥ 135° 65° 0° 30° 96° 96°
N otes:
a Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) spectrograph, or MSO’s Boiler 
and Chivens Echelle spectrograph.
6 Imaging Photon Counting System (IPCS) or the MSO Photon Counting 
Array (PCA). 
c Universal time. 
d Order 45. 
e Ä channel-1 .
* " row-1 .
9 Full width at half maximum. 
h Five exposures over four nights.
* 1800.S with 0.7mm NQ filter, 2500.S with OG530 filter.
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Figure 2.1: Optical spectra slit positions overlayed on Ha image. The dotted lines 
delineate the effective slit width of spectrum F.
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and row to row detector sensitivity variations were removed by means of a twilight 
exposure taken during the run. Wavelength calibration, scrunching, sky subtrac­
tion, and smoothing were as for spectra A-D. An absence of arc lines in the region 
AA5100 — 6900Ä resulted in residual curvature in the [Ol] lines at AA 5577, 6300, 
and 6363Ä and thus imperfect subtraction of their sky components.
2.2.4 Flux calibration (D , F).
The flux standard L745-46A (Oke, 1974), observed immediately prior to acquiring 
spectrum F, was used for flux calibration. The calibration curve derived did not 
agree well with that from another standard observed much later in the night, but 
was in reasonable agreement with calibration curves derived on the other nights 
of the observing run. The difference between the calibration curves are consistent 
with the second standard being observed through the smoke of a bush fire seen that 
night. The NQ filter response (for spectrum F and the standard star) was removed 
using the AAO’s tabulated transmission functions. The OG530 filter response was 
derived by collapsing the two frames of spectrum F to one row, dividing one into 
the other, and fitting a smooth curve to the resultant ratio spectrum. The final 
spectrum F was taken as the NQ exposure blueward of A5400Ä and the weighted 
average of the NQ and OG530 exposures redward of A5400Ä. The weights used 
were determined by the signal to noise ratio in a line free region of the spectrum.
To check the adopted calibration we compared the Ha/H/? ratio in spectrum 
F to that shown in LGHH. The agreement is good. We also find that the IUE spec­
trum of the nucleus and the one dimensional spectrum extracted from spectrum 
F with a synthetic IUE aperture match up well at A3200Ä (see figure 3.3a).
Spectrum D was flux calibrated using spectrum F as a standard. The rows 
containing the nucleus in spectrum D were normalized to those in spectrum F.
2.2.5 Spectral line m easurem ents.
F lu x  m easurem ents.
Relative line fluxes of the unblended emission lines in spectra D and F were deter­
mined from the weighted flux under their line profiles. That is, for a given line at
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wavelength Ai the flux is taken as
Aj+O.SAA
Fx, =  E  (5 t (A) -  S0(A))W(A -  \t)8\,
Aj—0.5AA
where, 5t (A) is the total flux density of the spectrum, 5C(A) is the continuum 
flux density, and W(A — A/) is the weighting function. A — A/) is taken to be 
the profile of an unresolved axe line observed with the same slit width and on 
the same night as the object spectrum. This means that, for unresolved lines, we 
are determining the signal-weighted flux of the lines. The weighting function is 
normalized to have a peak height of \ / 2 , which gives the true flux i f  the line and 
the weighting function are both Gaussians of the same width. The sum is done in 
the pixel domain, where 8\  is the pixel size, and AA/5A is the number of pixels in 
the summation. We have taken AA to be twice the full width at half maximum 
(within a pixel) of the arc line profile.
Flux errors are from photon statistics, neglecting the error in continuum 
placement: _______________
_ \Jh + L  + ( 1 + f ) L  /oiN
F  ~  h ’ [ ' *
where e? is the error in the flux, F  is the flux in the line, I  stands for weighted 
raw counts, the subscripts /, c, and 3, stand for in the line, in the continuum, and 
in the sky respectively, and /  is the ratio of object to sky slit lengths. The error in 
continuum placement is small as the continuum is an interpolation spline fit to the 
mean in continuum bands spanning up to a hundred pixels. The continuum level 
is thus determined more accurately than the root mean square (rms) deviation per 
channel in these bands.
P ro file  f itt in g .
We used an interactive multiple Gaussian fitting code (a highly modified version of 
the GAUFIT code kindly made available to us by J. Walsh) to measure emission 
line positions and widths in our moderate and high dispersion spectra, and to 
measure relative fluxes of blended lines in the flux calibrated spectra.
The three parameters which define a Gaussian are: height, full width at half 
maximum (W50) and centre position (or velocity, Vr). The minimum W50 is set 
to the resolution. When decomposing blended lines (e.g. [ 0 II] 3726,3729 A, and 
H7 +  [0 III] 4363 A) the fit was constrained so that the corresponding components 
in each line have the same W50 and Vr. When decomposing components of a single 
line for their kinematics all parameters are allowed to vary.
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The measurement error emi; for parameter i is determined by standard tech­
niques (Deming, 1964). We consider two additional sources of Vr and W$o errors:
• er, the row to row variation in the wavelength calibration zeropoint, taken as 
the rms in the row to row shifts in the arc spectrum (using cross correlation 
techniques).
• ec, the uncertainty in the wavelength calibration, taken as the cr (standard 
deviation) of the residuals in the wavelength calibration to the summed cen­
tral ten rows of the arc spectrum.
er will add a dispersion to any smooth variation in Vr from row to row, and 
will increase W50 for slit elements containing several rows. It ranges from 1.5 
to 3.2 km s" 1 in spectra A-D, and is 1.0 km s“ 1 in spectrum E. ec will lead to 
systematic velocity errors between spectra and for different lines measured in the 
same spectrum. This is observed in spectrum D where a few lines per slit element 
are measured; the a in the velocity measurements in a slit element is roughly equal 
to the quadratic sum of em, and ec.
The main use made of the emission line kinematics is to compare the run 
of Vr along the length of a slit with simple models (chapter 4). Therefore, we 
are concerned here only with the random error in Vr within a spectrum. The 
systematic Vr offsets between spectra are removed by setting Vr at the nucleus 
to the mean from all spectra. The dispersion of the Vr offsets is 22 km s-1 . For 
spectrum A-C, and E one line only was observed so the velocity error is taken as 
the quadratic sum of em and er. In spectrum D often several lines are measured per 
slit element. Here the velocity is taken to be the weighted mean (weight oc em“2) of 
the individual measurements. The total em is determined by formally propagating 
the individual errors. The total error is then the quadratic sum of €m, er, and ec. 
A component is considered real if F /emiF >  2. If not, the fit is redetermined with 
one less component.
2.2.6 Extracted one dim ensional spectra.
Line ratios are measured from, and profiles fitted to, one dimensional spectra ex­
tracted from the two dimensional spectra. For the kinematics measurements the 
length of each slit element is generally large enough to get a peak count rate of 
at least 50. The natural width, Wn , of a line is determined by quadratically sub­
tracting the W50 of the instrumental profile from the line’s width. The extraction
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of one dimensional flux calibrated spectra for the relative flux measurements of 
emission lines is discussed in §4.2.
2.3 Aperture photom etry.
Broad band optical and near infrared photometry is used to study the stellar popu­
lations of NGC 1705. The optical photometry is also used to calibrate our images. 
UBV aperture photometry was obtained in 1969 on the SSO 1.0m telescope (by 
K.C. Freeman) and UBVRI (Cousins) photometry was obtained in 1987 on the 
SSO 2.3m telescope. Table 2.2a presents our optical photometry as well as pho­
tometry compiled from the literature. The I  band photometry is not used in this 
study but reported for the sake of completeness. Infrared photometry obtained by 
Terry Jones in 1979 on the AAT and from Melnick, Terlevich, and Moles (1985) 
is presented in table 2.2b. In addition, Melnick, Terlevich and Moles measured an 
H20  index (Frogel, et a/., 1978) of 0.13 ±  0.05 for NGC 1705; they do not state 
the aperture size used.
The aperture diameters for the 2.3m observations are the nominal projected 
aperture diameters. We compared the sky brightness levels of consecutive obser­
vations through different apertures and found the ratio of diameters for apertures 
15" and larger to be as expected for their nominal diameters. However, the 6" 
and 10" apertures have sky levels too low relative to the 15" aperture, indicating 
that their effective diameter may be smaller. In addition, seeing may cause these 
apertures to lose light. Both effects result in the magnitude in the aperture being 
an upper limit.
The optical photometry has been corrected for the systematic differences be­
tween observers. The corrections, which were added to the original photometry, are 
listed in table 2.2c as well as the sources for all the photometry. The corrections 
were determined from the mean difference from smooth curves passing through 
magnitude -  aperture and colour -  aperture plots of the combined data. The ran­
dom error in the aperture photometry is taken to be the standard deviation about 
these curves after the corrections have been applied. The maximum systematic 
error is taken to be N -1 2^ times the standard deviation in the corrections applied, 
where N  is the number of sources used to determine the corrections. Thus the 
random errors are 0.03, 0.03, 0.02, 0.02 and the systematic errors are 0.01, 0.02, 
0.01, 0.01 for V, (U — H), (B — F), and (V — R) measurements respectively.
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Table 2.2: Aperture Photometry.
a) Optical photometry.
Ap. V U -B B - V V -R V -I Source
6.0 14.43 -0 .83 0.05 0.22 0.62 2
9.2 14.21 -0 .76 0.12 1
9.2 14.19 -0 .72 0.11 5
10.0 14.08 -0 .73 0.13 0.22 0.59 2
10.8 13.98 -0 .71 0.10 0.21 0.57 3
14.0 -0 .67 0.15 0.24 0.58 7
15.0 13.72 -0 .69 0.16 0.21 0.57 2
15.5 13.67 -0 .68 0.15 0.23 0.53 3
18.0 13.57 -0 .63 0.19 1
20.0 13.45 -0 .63 0.21 0.23 0.58 2
21.9 13.39 -0 .63 0.24 4
22.9 13.29 -0 .60 0.23 0.22 0.57 3
28.0 13.14 -0 .59 0.26 0.24 0.58 2
31.2 13.07 -0 .59 0.31 0.24 0.59 3
35.6 13.03 -0 .57 0.28 1
35.6 13.02 -0 .56 0.29 5
35.9 13.02 -0 .54 0.28 4
39.1 12.96 -0 .57 0.30 6
40.0 12.97 -0 .54 0.29 0.25 0.58 2
43.4 12.89 -0 .54 0.33 0.27 0.62 3
54.3 12.78 -0 .49 0.35 5
54.4 12.80 4
55.2 12.76 6
60.8 12.75 -0 .51 0.35 0.26 0.57 3
81.2 12.63 -0 .54 0.37 1
81.2 12.64 -0 .46 0.41 5
83.6 12.59 4
86.6 12.63 -0 .49 0.37 0.33 0.68 3
131.0 -0 .45 0.46 0.42 7
b) Near infrared photometry.
A p. J J -H H -K CO Source
5.3 12.99 0.57 0.18 0.18 8
7.1 12.91 0.60 0.20 0.18 8
10.0 12.67 0.60 0.21 9
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c) Source References and Corrections to Optical Photometry.
Source A V A ( U - B ) A ( B - V ) A ( V - R ) Reference
1 -0 .03 0.06 0.00 1.0m
2 0.00 0.00 -0 .02 -0 .02 2.3m
3 0.04 -0 .02 0.01 0.02 L auberts and  Sadler (1984), ref. AA
4 -0 .04 -0 .03 0.04 L auberts and  Sadler (1984), ref. 30
5 0.01 0.00 -0 .02 L auberts and  Sadler (1984), ref. 51
6 L auberts and  Sadler (1984), ref. ES
7 G allagher an d  H unter, (1987)
8 M elnick, e t  a l ., (1985), C T IO
9 Jones, unpublished , A AT
*
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2.4 Narrow band images.
2.4.1 Observations and initial reductions.
Narrow band imaging is a powerful tool for separating stellar continuum from 
gaseous emission light, as can be seen from figures 1.3 and 1.4. NGC 1705 was 
observed with the IPCS in direct mode on the f/8 Cassegrain focus of the A AT in 
the light of Ha and continuum bands at A4647Ä and A6626Ä, hereinafter referred 
to as the 46 and 66 filters. Table 2.3 is the observing log for the images. (The 
broad band images are discussed in §2.5).
A “dot matrix” exposure (made by doing short integrations on a bright star 
on a 7 x 7 matrix produced by moving the telescope under computer control) 
was taken each night to calibrate the “S” distortion of the IPCS, which was then 
removed using a two dimensional scrunch. After fiatfiel ding, the 46 image was quite 
flat so a constant sky level was subtracted. Residual curvature of the background 
level in the 66 and Ha images was modelled by a low order polynomial fitted to 
the area outside the galaxy body. Examination of the polynomial showed it to 
be well behaved over the face of the galaxy. After division by this polynomial a 
constant sky level was subtracted. The percentage variation of the sky level after 
normalization is presented in table 2.3. The continuum image was subtracted from 
the Ha image after scaling by the ratio of fluxes of seven, non-saturated stars in 
the Ha and 66 images. Four LMC planetary nebulae from the list of Aller (1983) 
were observed and used to flux calibrate the Ha image.
The equivalent width of Ha, EWna, can be determined from the ratio of Ha 
to continuum intensities:
EWkc = c-r— , (2.2)
*66
where iua and z66 are the observed count rates above sky in the continuum sub­
tracted Ha and the 66 images respectively. We used spectrum F to determine the 
scaling factor, c, to an accuracy of 7%.
In all images the IPCS was weakly saturated in the nucleus. The brightness 
of the nucleus in the continuum subtracted Ha image is largely due to its relative 
saturation in the 66 and Ha images; the continuum was under-subtracted. The 
count rates around the bright Hll regions (identified in figure 4.2) are above 0.3 Hz 
in the Ha frame, indicating they may also be effected by saturation. To check this 
we compared EWna as determined from the images and our spectra for the HII 
regions Hl, H4+H5 (all spectrum B), and H3 (spectrum F). The only one that may
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Table 2.3: Image log.
Filter name Ha 66 46 B U
Telescope 3.9m A AT 3.9m A AT 3.9m AAT 4.0m CTIO 4.0m CTIO
Ac/ a a  • (A) 6574/11 6626/55 4647/20 4430/1280 3640/740
UT date 05/02/86 05/02/86 01/10/86 06/09/85 06/09/85
Exposure ( 5 ) 20006 1000 1000 45 300
Pixel sizec (") 0.40 x 0.44 0.40 x 0.44 0.45 x 0.35 0.59 x 0.59 0.59 x 0.59
PSF W ho* (") 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.6
Sky flatness (%) 1.4 1.7 1.0 0.9 0.6
N o tes  :
° Transmission function centroid /  filter width. 
b Sum of two consecutive 1000s exposures. 
c East-west x north-south dimensions.
d Full width at half maximum of point spread function (PSF) as measured 
from stellar images in each frame.
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be saturated is HI (the brightest Hll region) which is losing at most 40% of its Ha 
flux. This is given as an upper-limit because the slit of spectrum B does not pass 
directly through the centre of HI. Since the Ha distribution around HI is more 
extended than the continuum distribution we are likely to have under-estimated 
the continuum level when determining EWRa from spectrum B. The Hll regions 
contribute 17% of the Ha flux before saturation correction. Correction will thus 
raise the total flux by less than 7% and was thus considered negligible.
2.4.2 Calibration o f continuum images.
In order to facilitate comparisons with other galaxies we need to transform our 
narrow band magnitudes to broad band. The 46 and 66 filters are within the John­
son B  and Cousins R filter transmission functions respectively (Bessell, 1976). We 
employed the following aproximation for the transformation to B and R magni­
tudes:
( B - m A6) = aB + bBC{46 -  66) (
(R -  ttiqq) = aR + bRC(46 -  66) '
The spectrophotometric atlas of Gunn and Stryker (1983) was used to determine 
the colour terms bB, and bR. The data were convolved with the filter transmission 
functions to determine the magnitude in each filter. bB and bR were then taken 
as the least squares fit slope in the (B — m46) versus C(46 — 66) and (R — m66) 
versus C(46 — 66) relations. The narrow band filters are assumed to be square; 
the exact shape will not effect the colour terms. The broad band filter transmis­
sion functions were obtained from Bessell (1988, private communications) and are 
known to accurately reproduce the colours of standard stars. We find that the 
above linear transformation is adequate for (B  — R) < 2.3 with colour terms (and 
their standard deviations):
bB = 0.317 <rB = 0.045
bR = 0.078 aR = 0.016
Annular photometry from table 2.2 and our images were used to establish 
the zeropoints, aB and aR. Annuli were used rather than apertures due to the 
saturation of the nucleus in the images. For this purpose we selected annuli in 
which the B  and R magnitudes can be determined to 0.1 mag or better. First 
we corrected the broad band photometry to continuum magnitudes, Be and R c , 
(z.e. emission line free B  and R magnitudes) using spectrum F as follows: For a 
given annulus the summed rows containing the intersection of the slit and annulus 
was used as an initial estimate of its spectrum. The emission line contribution in
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the initial spectrum has to be adjusted because the slit passes through peaks and 
troughs in the H ll distribution and may not be indicative of the whole annulus. 
The adjusted spectrum was made by separating the emission line contribution 
from the continuum contribution, scaling the emission line spectrum by the ratio 
of EWnaS  as determined from the images (using equation 2.2) and the initial 
spectrum, and then adding the scaled emission spectrum back to the continuum 
spectrum. The B  and R  magnitudes were determined for the adjusted and contin­
uum spectra, and the difference between them (typically 0.06 and 0.11 mag for the 
B  and R  bauds respectively) was used to correct the broad band photometry to 
Be, R c • The narrow band magnitudes in the annuli were derived from the images 
and equation 2.3 solved for a#, aß.
The expected uncertainty in aß and clr is 0.07 and 0.04 mag respectively, as 
determined by the photoelectric aperture photometry errors. The standard errors 
for aß and an axe 0.02 and 0.07 mag respectively and were determined as (r/y/N 
of the N  individual zeropoint estimates. For c l r  the standard error is nearly twice 
the expected error. Because the emission line correction is larger for the R  band, 
we checked if saturation of the Ha image or an error in the determination of c 
(equation 2.2) could have caused the larger standard error. We determined that 
these were not the cause of the problem. A plot of the R  magnitude curve of 
growth from table 2.2 reveals the likely cause as an increased scatter in R  for large 
aperture diameters. This increased uncertainty is amplified when magnitudes in 
annuli are calculated. We have therefore adopted 0.07 mag as the uncertainty in 
both aß and aß.
2.4.3 Sm ooth and com plex structure separation.
The continuum images show structure embedded in the smooth underlying light 
distribution (figure 1.3). We wish to separate this complex structure from the 
amorphous light distribution and analyze the resultant images separately. The 
standard procedure for doing this is to heavily smooth the image to get the amor­
phous light distribution, and subtracting this from the original image to get the 
structure ( e.g. Bothun, 1986). However, this method will spread the light of the 
nucleus to large radii, yielding an erroneous surface brightness and colour distri­
bution. Our method is to first remove individual resolved objects from the images. 
The algorithm used replaces values inside a circular aperture with a surface fitted 
at its circumference, plus artificial noise at the level of tha t at the circumfer­
ence. These frames were then smoothed with a two dimensional Gaussian having
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Wso =  2.1" (~  5 pixels) yielding smoothed images which were subtracted from 
the original images to yield complex structure images. This technique depends on 
the recognition of the embedded structure present in the originell data. However, 
the analysis of both the embedded structure and the underlying light is greatly 
facilitated by this method. The 66 complex structure image is shown in figure 2.2 
(the original image is shown in figure 1.3). Not as many objects are seen in the 46 
complex structure image due to the relatively poorer seeing. Identification of the 
individual objects is presented in chapter 3.
2.4.4 M oment analysis: isophote shapes.
To determine the radial distribution of isophote orientations and shapes the 
isophotes in the smoothed images were examined using a moment analysis tech­
nique based on that of Ichikawa, Wakamatsu, and Okamura (1986). Our technique 
differs by not assuming the isophote centres, instead determining them indepen­
dently from first moments. In order to determine the semi-major axis length, a, 
of the isophotes we define the function F s ( i , j):
Fs(hj )
+1 S( i , j )  >  S 
- 1  S ( i ,j )  < S (2.4)
where 5  is the surface brightness of the isophote, and S(i,ji) is the surface bright­
ness of pixel i , j .  After determining the ellipticity, e =  1 — 6/a, and position angle, 
<f> (measured from the north towards the east), of the isophote, a is given by the 
zero of the function G(a) defined as
G(a) =  Y ,F s( i , j )  ■ (2.5)
The sum is over all pixels in an elliptical annulus of semi-major axis length a±  half 
a pixel, ellipticity e, and position angle <f>. The mean radius is given by f  =  y/ab.
We analyzed eleven and twelve isophotes at half magnitude intervals in the 
46 and 66 smoothed images respectively. The isophote levels are well above the 
background noise level so noise does not significantly contribute to the moments. 
The results are presented in figure 2.3. The ellipticity and centres remain consistent 
between bands for f  > 5". However, at smaller f  the subtraction of the resolved 
structure becomes important which is probably the cause of the sudden change in 
(j> and e for the smallest isophotes.
The isophotes are not concentric, but their centres change coherently with 
radii in the two smoothed images. The position angle remains constant and the
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Figure 2.2: (Following page) 66 complex structure image. Scale bar and orientation 




position angle and b ) Thfel h p t 'd t y l  a f u ^ T  ? riation <* ‘he m ajor axis
the isophote centres. The position of the nucleus is M e a l e d “  ^  P°Siti°n ° f
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axial ratio follows approximately the same trend with r. For 8" < r < 60" the 
mean (f) and e is
{(f>) = 49.3° ±  0.7
(e) = 0.22 ±0.01
The errors axe standard errors. There are no significant differences in the means 
between bands.
2.4.5 Surface brightness distribution.
Annular elliptical photometry was employed to study the surface brightness dis­
tribution in the Ha and smoothed continuum images. The results are presented in 
chapter 3. The light in each elliptical aperture is taken as the sum of the light in all 
pixels weighted by the fraction of the pixel in the aperture. The surface brightness 
profile is derived from the brightness difference between consecutive apertures.
For the continuum images, the apertures were set at the above mean elliptic- 
ity and centred on the centre of the isophote having f  = 10" (3.0"E, 1.2"S of the 
nucleus). The innermost aperture has f  = 1.5" with consecutive apertures stepped 
by Af = 0.41" (mean pixel size) until the ratio between consecutive apertures has 
reduced to 1.1. Apertures are then logarithmically stepped with consecutive aper­
ture f  differing by a factor of 1.1. The H a  distribution is more chaotic but appears 
to be nucleo-centric. Therefore, circular apertures centred on the nucleus are em­
ployed to determine the H a  surface brightness profile. Otherwise, the method is 
identical to that employed on the continuum images.
2.4.6 Embedded structure photom etry.
Photometry was performed on the objects (except the nucleus) in the narrow band 
complex structure images and is presented in chapter 3. The brightness of each 
object in a circular (on the sky) aperture was measured using the same algorithm 
for the brightness in the aperture as above. The aperture size for each object was 
selected to avoid contamination from other objects. The magnitude error in a 
measurement is the quadratic sum of the following terms:
1. photon statistics, properly including the effects of sky and smoothed galaxy 
subtraction.
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2. The standard error in the correction to an aperture large enough to contain 
all the light of a point source. This was derived from three stellar profiles in 
each frame.
3. The zeropoint errors in the transformation to broad band continuum mag­
nitudes.
The error in the (B — R)c colour is propagated normally from the errors in each 
band. For most objects, and in both bands, the first term dominates followed by 
the third.
The features selected for photometry were chosen because they appeared 
significant to the eye in the displayed images. Defining the random noise as the 
first source of error above, we find that all such objects have signal to noise ratios 
S /N  > 3 in one of the two images. Nearly all objects have S /N  > 4.
2.5 B road band im ages.
The U and B images used by MMT were kindly made available to us by J. Melnick. 
The images we received had been processed through bias subtraction and flatfield 
division. We removed the bad pixels, removed the residual large-scale curvature 
in the background, and sky subtracted. We determined the zeropoint calibrations 
using table 2.2. The observing log for these images is given in table 2.3.
These images were not analyzed in as much detail as the narrow band con­
tinuum images for two reasons:
1. Contamination by emission lines, particularly [Oil] 3727 A, in the U image. 
This could not be corrected for by a scaled subtraction of the Ha image due 
to local variations in the emission line ratios.
2. The worse seeing and larger pixel size of the broad band images did not allow 
us to adequately separate the complex from smooth structure.
The end result is that we could not obtain good colour profiles at large radii due 
to emission line contamination, nor at short radii due to inadequate structure 
subtraction, and we could not perform accurate photometry on the embedded 
objects.
We have therefore limited our use of these images to two purposes, first to de­
termine accurate integrated photometry of the major structural components, and
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second to identify objects in tbe broad band complex structure images (although 
accurate photometry is not possible as explained above).
2.6 IUE spectra.
IUE spectra were used to analyze the stellar populations in NGC 1705 and to probe 
the intervening interstellar medium between this galaxy and the earth. Table 2.4 
lists the low dispersion IUE spectra of NGC 1705 we use in this study. All spectra 
were obtained with the large aperture which has parallel sides and round ends. Its 
dimensions are 21" x 9" and its major axis is roughly perpendicular to the dispersion 
direction (Turnrose and Thompson, 1984). The data were either acquired for this 
study by C. Cacciari, or retrieved from the IUE condensed data archive. LGHH 
have already published their results from SWP19992. The data were reduced with 
the standard IUESIPS production software (Version 2.0; Turnrose and Thompson, 
1984).
The IUE spectra are displayed in figure 2.4. It is immediately apparent 
that the spectra at <f> = 51° are down by a factor of around two in flux relative 
to the other spectra centred on the nucleus. This is not due to extra-nuclear 
sources in the other spectra as none show up in the line by line plots of the two 
dimensional spectra. Furthermore, York’s exposure at <j> = 47° agrees well with 
those at <j> = 86°. We conclude that the nucleus was probably to the edge of 
the aperture in the <f> = 51° exposures. That the LWP and SWP portions of 
the (f> = 51° exposures meet well in the overlap region at around A1950Ä is a bit 
puzzling, as they were taken two years apart by different observers. Both exposures 
were acquired by blind offset from the same star, as were the exposures at <j> = 86°. 
We suspect that both Lamb’s team and Cacciari had an inaccurate but consistent 
position for this star. Another possible cause for both teams putting the object 
on the edge of the slit may be an inaccuracy in the roll angle correction to the 
pointing.
We have combined the spectra to make three merged spectra of NGC 1705. 
The adopted nuclear spectrum, IUE-A, is the (exposure time) weighted average 
of the spectra at <j> = 86° and <f> = 47°. IUE-B is the spectrum 10" to the south 
of the nucleus. IUE-C, is spectrum IUE-A with the exposures at <f> = 51° also 
averaged in so as to increase the signal to noise of the spectral features for our 
equivalent width (EW ) measurements. Spectra IUE-A and IUE-B are presented 
in chapter 3.
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Table 2.4: IUE log.
Spectrum UT date exp.
(min.)
<t> observer notes
LWP3621 18/06/84 180 86° Cacciari
LWP3623 19/06/84 230 86° Cacciari 10" south of nucleus
LWP3624 20/06/84 117 86° Cacciari
LWP5949 10/05/85 60 47° York
LWP5988 16/05/85 149 51° Cacciari
LWP6230 17/06/85 40 86° Cacciari
SWP19992 15/05/83 240 51° Lamb/Hjellming
SWP23285 19/06/84 217 86° Cacciari 10" south of nucleus
SWP25906 10/05/85 60 47° York

































Figure 2.4: The individual IUE spectra with the exposures identified above the 
spectra.
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2.6.1 Equivalent w idth m easurem ents.
E W  measurements from low dispersion spectra are prone to large systematic er­
rors due to the qualitative nature of continuum placement. For example we find 
differences of over 1Ä in EW  between our measurements and those of LGHH. 
These differences can be accounted for if they use a higher continuum level rela­
tive to ours. In actuality, what we and LGHH are measuring are psuedo-equivalent 
widths.
Our approach is to take the continuum to be a smooth curve through appar­
ent line free regions of the spectrum, and to include in the error estimate a term 
for the uncertainty in the continuum level. The continuum of the LWP portion 
of spectrum IUE-C was modelled as a fifth order polynomial fitted to the con­
tinuum bauds. The spectrum was then normalized by this continuum. For the 
SWP portion, the normalization was done in two steps. First an interpolation 
cubic spline was fitted by eye to the continuum regions and then divided into the 
spectrum. Next a third order polynomial was fitted to the continuum regions and 
divided into the spectrum. The latter fit was to remove any systematic effects due 
to the selection of the spline knots. Figure 2.5 is the normalized spectrum IUE-C 
with likely line identifications shown. The E W  measurements are presented in 
table 2.5. Unless otherwise noted in table 2.5, we used the identifications of Rosa, 
Joubert, and Benvenuti (1984) and the IUE spectral atlas of Wu et al. (1983) to 
identify the features and classify their most likely origin as stellar, interstellar, or 
both.
The EW  of a line is taken as the flux of a Gaussian fitted to its inner 
parts (starting at a depth around 20% of minimum) in the continuum normalized 
spectrum. The error is estimated from the a in the normalized spectrum in nearby 
continuum regions. The random error due to the noise of the spectrum is \ fN crAA, 
where N  is the number of pixels at the base of the line, and AA is the pixel 
size in Angstroms. Assuming the continuum placement is correct within ±la- 
yields an error of N a  AA due to continuum placement. The total error is then 
esw  = V N 2 + N a AA. We have adopted a conservative approach and taken N  = 
2UVAA.
Although NGC 1705 is well separated from our galaxy in velocity, its velocity 
is not high enough for features in the low resolution IUE spectra to be resolved from 
~  0 velocity features. Thus, the geocoronal Lya emission masks the presence of 
Lya arising in NGC 1705, and the absorption E W 's are contaminated by galactic 
interstellar absorption. We have therefore adopted the approach of LGHH for
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Figure 2.5: Spectrum IUE-C normalized by its baseline spectrum showing possible 
line identifications. Those above the spectrum are stellar lines at the redshifted 
wavelength; those below are the interstellar lines at rest wavelength.
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Table 2.5: IUE Equivalent Width Measurements.
ion(s) Ao (A) E W a E W gal -EWNGC1705 origin
C III 1176 2 .4 : ± 1 .3 stellar?
S II Si II 1260, 1265 2.1 ± 0 .7 1.2 ± 0 .3 0.9 ± 0 .7 in te rste lla r
0 1  S ill 1302, 1304 2.6 ±  0.7 1.3 ± 0 .3 1.3 ± 0 .8 in te rste lla r
C II 1335 2.7 ± 0 .8 0.9 ± 0 .2 1.8 ± 0 .8 b o th
Si IV 1394,1403 3.7 ± 1 .1 0.4 ± 0 .2 3.3 ±  1.1 b o th
Fe IV M nV  0  V 1505 0.9 ±  0.8 0.9 ± 0 .8 ste lla rc
S ill 1527 1.3 ± 0 .5 0.6 ± 0 .3 0.7 ± 0 .6 in te rste lla r
CIV 1548,1551 3.5 ±  0.7 0.5 ±  0.3 3.0 ± 0 .8 b o th
F e ll 1608 1.8 ± 0 .6 0.2 ± 0 .1 1.6 ± 0 .6 in te rste lla r
Fe IV Fe V He II 1623 -  1640 1.5 ± 0 .7 1.5 ± 0 .7 s te lla r0
A li i 1671 1.6 ± 0 .3 0.8 ± 0 .5 0.8 ± 0 .6 in te rste lla r
FelV 1710 0.7 ± 0 .4 0.7 ± 0 .4 ste lla r0
A1III 1855, 1863 1 .0 : ± 0 .6 0.2 ± 0 .1 0 .8 : ±0.6 b o th 6
F e ll 2343 1.4 ± 1 .2 0.8 ± 0 .5 0.5 ±  1.3 in te rste lla r
F e ll 2374, 2382 3.1 ± 1 .3 1.4 ± 0 .7 1.7 ± 1 .5 in te rste lla r
M n ll  F e ll 2576 -  2599 4.2 ±  1.3 2.2 ± 0 .5 2.0 ±  1.4 in te rste lla r
Mg II 2803 5.6 ± 1 .0 3.2 ± 1 .0 2.4 ±  1.5 in te rste lla r
OIV? 3067 2.2 ±  1.2 2.2 ±  1.2 in te rste lla r
N otes:
a A colon indicates continuum level is highly uncertain. 
b Fitzpatrick (1984).
0 Dean and Bruhweiler (1985).
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separating the galactic and NGC 1705 components of EW: the galactic E W  is 
assumed to be roughly the same as it is towards the LMC, which is separated by 
about 20° from NGC 1705. The galactic component is then taken as the mean of 
the measurements of Savage and de Boer (1981), with an uncertainty twice the 
standard deviation of their measurements, to allow for any relative differences in 
the halo between the LMC and NGC 1705 directions. The difference between a 
measured E W  and the corresponding galactic contribution is the E W  arising in 
NGC 1705.
2.7 21cm  spectra .
21cm spectra of NGC 1705 were obtained at two epochs with the Parkes 64m 
radio telescope in order to determine the HI mass and line profile. The observing 
logs are in table 2.6. The spectra were obtained using the total power mode of 
observation. The reference position was offset from the signal position by 15' to 30' 
in an arbitrary direction (the beam size is 15' at 21 cm). Both the University of 
Tasmania’s L21 receiver (McGee, Newton, and Morton 1983), and the Australia 
telescope prototype CLSX receiver are dual polarization cooled FETs. In both 
cases the spectrometer was the 1024 channel autocorrelator, with the bandwidth 
set to 5 MHz in each of its two orthogonally polarized 512 channel bands, both of 
which were centred on the redshift of NGC 1705. The spectra were flux calibrated 
using observations of strong 21cm continuum sources as listed in table 2.6.
Figure 2.6 shows the individual Hi spectra at the two epochs illustrating the 
agreement of the data. The line flux agrees to within 1.5% in the two spectra. 
Cross-correlation of the two spectra reveals that the profiles are coincident to 
within 1.1 km s ' 1 after correction to a heliocentric rest frame. The final spectrum 
presented in chapter 4 is the weighted average of the 1984 and 1986 data, with the 
weight proportional to t8ig/Tsys2 (t5ig is defined in table 2.6, Tsys is the system 
temperature of the receiver). The final spectrum has an eye fitted cubic spline 
baseline removed, and was smoothed with a three point Hanning filter. This 
spectrum is displayed in chapter 4 (figure 4.7).
2.8 IRAS  data.
NGC 1705 was detected by IRAS at 60 \im and 100 /im and is included in the 
IRAS Point Source Catalog (1985). The IRAS data are used to estimate the dust
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Table 2.6: 21 cm log.
UT date 02/09/84 16,17/12/86
Receiver U. Tasmania CLSX
T s y s 54° 41°
* s i g a 5600 3600
Flux calibrator Hydra A PKS1934-638
N otes :
° Effective integration time on the signal if there had been equal 
exposure on signal and reference positions, as is the case for the 
1986 data. However, this is not the case for the 1984 data because one 




Figure 2.6: The individual Hi spectra after baseline subtraction, Hanning smooth­
ing, and correction to a Heliocentric rest frame, showing the close agreement be­
tween the 1984 and 1986 data.
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mass and the upper limit to extra-galactic extinction.
2.9 B asic  O bservational P rop erties.
Table 2.7 lists some properties of NGC 1705. The position is given for the nucleus 
as measured from a plate taken with the SSO 1.0m telescope (by K.C. Freeman). 
The positional uncertainty is 0.6" in each coordinate. Vaya is the mean heliocentric 
radial velocity (K) measured at the nucleus from spectra A-D. In spectrum D, 
Vr was taken as the mean of 11 absorption line velocities. For spectra A-C, Vr 
was taken as the mean velocity from the H and L components of the Ha emission 
line (chapter 4). The distance D = 4.7 Mpc was estimated from Vaya using the 
linear virgo-centric flow model of Schechter (1980) and H0 = 75 km s-1 Mpc-1. 
At this distance 1" = 23 pc. The parameters used to define the flow model are in 
Schechter’s notation:
w0 = 220 kms 1
VVi rgo  = 976 kms-1
(Binggeli, Tamman and Sandage 1987)
7 = 2 (Schechter, 1980)
The galactic reddening, E(B  — V)gai, is taken from Burstein and Heiles 
(1984). To remove galactic extinction we have adopted the reddening law of 
Howarth (1983) for the optical and IR, and that of Seaton (1979) for the ul­
traviolet. We assume that the dust extinction has the normal galactic selective to 
total value:
Ay = 3.2
E(B -  V)
The determination of the extragalactic extinction, E(B  — V)^, is discussed in 
detail in §4.2.1
The oxygen abundance in the standard form, 12 + log(0/H), is derived in 
§4.2.2. As noted there, it is highly uncertain due to the quality of the spectra and 
to the uncertainty in the nature of the Balmer decrement.
2.9.1 Photom etric quantities.
The photometric quantities were measured from the narrow band images. Dh is 
the Holmberg diameter (mean diameter of the fiß,o = 26.5 mag arcsec-1 isophote), 
measured by extrapolation of the linear portion of the narrow band surface bright­
ness profiles. The Holmberg radius is only 7" beyond where our 46 band surface
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Table 2.7: Properties of NGC 1705.
Parameter Value units
R.A.(1950) 4h 53m 05.99»
Dec.(1950) -53° 26' 25.7"
vv ays 628 ± 9 kms-1
D 4.7 Mpc
E ( B  -  V)„i 0.045
E ( B  -  V)eg 0.0
Oxygen abundance
12 +  log(0/H) ~  8.46
photometric quantities
D h 137 n
B h , o 12.71
(B — R )s , o 0.67
L b 2.8 x 10s L ©
E W Ha 93 A
F 3,Ha 3.51 x IO '12 erg cm-2 s-1
L r 0 2.3 x 1039 ergs-1
log Q(H°) 51.90 log s-1
Nos 155
21 cm spectrum
J S  du 16.6 ±0.2 Jy kms 1
m Hi 8.7 x 107 M©
M , 1.78 x 108 M©
Ve , 627 ± 1 kms-1
W 50 111 ± 6 kms-1
w 20 155 ± 6 km s-1
M r J L b 0.31 Solar units
IRAS data
Sßo 1.00 J y
S\oo 1.76 J y
F i r 5.47 x HT11 erg cm-2 s-1
L m /L ß 0.23
Td 34 °K
m d 2.2 x 105 M0
M m / M D 400
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brightness profile was terminated at the 3<7sicy level. Br , o  and (B — R)h, o  are the 
reddening corrected magnitude and colour within D h , and were measured from 
the narrow band images after correcting for saturation. Lb is the blue luminos­
ity within D h , here we have adopted Mb0 =  5.48 (Allen, 1973). EWna is the 
Ha equivalent width. F0ina is the integrated dereddened Ha flux. L^ß is the H/3 
luminosity determined from -Po.Ha? and assuming a global Balmer decrement of 
Ha/H/3 =  3.9 (see §4.2). This was converted to the ionizing photon flux, Q(H°) 
using
L#0 a B(H°,Te)
(Osterbrock, 1974). This is an upper limit if the Balmer emission spectrum is not 
purely due to recombination. The electron temperature, Te, is discussed in §4.2.2. 
The equivalent number of 05  stars needed to produce Q(H° ), iVos, was estimated 
assuming each 05 star emits log Q(H°)os =  49.71 (Panagia, 1973).
Q(H°)
2.9.2 H i quantities
W 50 and W 20 are the HI line widths at 50% and 20% of the peak value respectively. 
The integrated 21cm line flux is f  S du. Its error includes the rms noise over the 
integration region, the uncertainty in the base level, the a  in the flux calibrator 
over six days in December, 1986, and an estimate of the error due to baseline 
fluctuations. Vhx is the H i centroid velocity; its error is taken as the standard 
error determined by measuring Vhx separately for the 1984 and 1986 data. The 
mass of neutral hydrogen, MjjI5 was determined from equation 4 of Roberts (1962). 
The total gas mass, Mg, is estimated in §4.6.1.
2.9.3 Far infrared quantities.
The IRAS QO/im and 100/im flux densities, Sß0 and 5 10oj are from the IRAS Point 
Source Catalog (1985), after colour correction using table 2 of Neugebauer, et a/., 
(1984). Fir is the integrated far IR flux from the relationship of Lonsdale et al. 
(1984). Lir / L b is derived from
Lir _ ________ Fir________
Lb ~  440010-°-4(ms + ^ ) - 8-17 ’
where the B flux is a generalized flux of the form F\ =  XS\. The factor 10-817 
erg cm-2 s-1 is the flux density of an unreddened star having tub — 0 (Allen, 
1973). To is the dust temperature assuming thermal emission with an emissivity
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proportional to A-1,5. The dust mass, Md , was calculated following Soifer, et al. 
(1986) and Hildebrand (1983) where we adopt the mass absorption coefficient at 
60 f i n l to be K$0 = 230cm2gm_1 (McGregor, et al., 1988). M ^ / M d is the Hi 
to dust ratio which compares with M ^ / M d = 230,900 in the LMC and SMC 
respectively (Dopita, unpublished; based on the ratio of column density of Hi to 




3.1 In troduction .
In this chapter we present and analyze our results concerning the stellar distribu­
tion and star formation history of NGC 1705. These results are based primarily 
on the images and broad band photometry. The other data are used mainly to 
corroborate the findings from the image and colour analysis. In section 3.2 we 
show that NGC 1705 contains two stellar populations and decompose the light 
distribution into four structural components. The nature of each component is ex­
amined in detail in sections 3.3 to 3.6. The results of this chapter are summarized 
in §3.7.
3.2 P opu lations and com p on en ts.
The surface brightness (/x) and colour distributions from the Ha and smoothed 
continuum images are shown in figure 3.1. For f  >  20" (460 pc) there is an 
exponential distribution of light with scale length a -1 = 13.3" in the 46 frame and 
a -1 = 15.2" in the 66 frame. The mean of the two a -1 = 14.2" ± 0.9" (320 ±  20 
pc) has been adopted as the scale length of this structure. The differences in 
a -1 between frames manifests itself as a shallow colour gradient for this structure. 
Figure 3.1 shows that the uncertainty in the sky levels allows a negligible colour 
gradient. The mean (7(46—66) colour for f  > 20" corresponds to ( B  — R)c,o = 0.99 
(the C,0 subscript indicates dereddened continuum values). Inwards of f  «  20" 
there is an excess of light over the exponential distribution corresponding to an 
increasing blueness in (B  — R)c,o and a peak in (Figure 1.4 indicates that this 














Figure 3.1: Surface photometry results. The upper panel shows the narrow band 
surface brightness profiles. The lower panel shows the colour distribution. The 
scales on the left have arbitrary zeropoints. On the right hand side of the upper 
panel the Ha flux scale is shown, and in the lower panel C(46 — 66) has been 
converted to (B — R)c• Horizontal arrows indicate the sky brightness level. The 
error bars show the random errors, the dotted lines show the effect of varying the 
sky level by ±l<r,ky. The profiles have been term inated at approximately
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nucleus itself is in a local Ha minimum.) Thus there are two stellar populations 
in NGC 1705 which we shall refer to as the LSB and HSB populations for the low 
surface brightness exponential and high surface brightness excess population. It 
is interesting that the Ha distribution also shows an exponential structure with 
the same scale length (a -1 = 13.9"). This is not due to inadequate continuum 
subtraction.
The nucleus and surrounding complex structure seen in figure 2.2 is within 
the boundaries of the HSB population, and thus is considered part of this popu­
lation. Since their light is easily separated from the smooth light distribution in 
the continuum images, we will treat the nucleus and remaining complex structure 
as separate structural components of the light distribution, and discuss them sep­
arately from the HSB population. The complex structure outside of the nucleus 
provides 6% of the A6626Ä luminosity and its light can not be accurately separated 
from the galaxy as whole in the U and V  bands. Therefore, when deriving prop­
erties of the HSB population we include the luminosity of the complex structure 
outside the nucleus.
The surface brightness profile identifies NGC 1705 as a BCD galaxy. Simi­
lar surface brightness distributions containing an exponential LSB structure with 
an inner high surface brightness excess are seen in the four Virgo BCD’s and 
Im/BCD’s studied by Bothun, et al., (1986, BMCM). Both a -1 and the diameter 
of the HSB region are within the range of BMCM’s sample.
Table 3.1 presents a summary of the properties of the nucleus, HSB and 
LSB components. These properties include the integrated magnitude, colours, 
age estimates, likely star formation history, mass to light ratio, and resultant 
mass. Bc,o is the integrated continuum magnitude of the component. The circular 
annuli used to define the colours are given in the sixth row as inner -  outer radii. 
Broad band magnitudes and colours were corrected for emission line content in 
the manner discussed in §2.4.2. Errors were propagated normally. The error in 
the emission line correction was arbitrarily set to 30% of the total correction. The 
errors are largest for (B — V)c,o because the V magnitudes had to be determined 
from differenced aperture photometry. The UBV  colours of the components are 
displayed in figure 3.2.
He,o,LSB was taken as the integrated magnitude of its exponential profile 
(Freeman, 1970). In determining the colours of the HSB population, we assumed 
that the LSB population extends to the centre at constant colour, and subtracted 
its light first. Hc.o.hsb was determined from the continuum images where only the
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Bc,o 14.48 ±  0.02 14.05 ±  0.07 13.39 ± 0 .07
( U-  B)c,o -0 .84  ±  0.03 -0 .45  ±0 .09 -0 .34  ±0 .09
(B -  V)of l 0.00 ±  0.04 0.28 ± 0 .14 0.44 ± 0 .13
( B  -  R)c,o 0.19 ± 0 .04 -0 .1 4  ±0 .12 0.99 ±0 .10
C (25 -  31)0 -0.61 -0.04
annulus (") 0.0 -  3.0 3.0 -  15.6 15.6 -  43.3
lo g rs 7.1 ± 0 .3 7.7 ± 0 .3 7  q + 0.7  ‘ -  0.3
log Tourst 7.2 ±  0.0 7.7 ± 0 .3 7  qI  0.3  ' *y - 0 . 1
log Tcont 7.6 ± 0 .1 9.0 ± 0 .5 Q K + 0.4  -  0.3
log TUV 7.1 ± 0 .3 8.2 ± 0 .3
Star formation history burst continuous continuous
log T'adopted 7.1 9.0 9.5
( Af /  L ß  ) a d o p te d 0.027 0.33 0.78
A /p o p  ( A / q ) 1.5 x  106 2.7 x  107 1.2 x  10s
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• Elson and Fall, 1985
★  SMT burst
☆  SMT continuous SF
nucleus
(B - V ) c ,o
Figure 3.2: Two colour diagram of the nucleus, HSB, and LSB components. Shown 
for comparison are the mean colours of a sample of dl (Hunter and Gallagher, 
1985), and dE (Caldwell and Bothun, 1987) galaxies; their error bars indicate the 
cr of the samples. Also shown is Elson and Fall’s (1985) w5” sequence with the 
log ages (years) of the endpoints from our calibration (Appendix) indicated, and 
the population models of Struck-Marcell and Tinsley (1978), with plotted points 
at ages 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 Gyr.
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light of the nucleus was patched out, and was defined as the light in a f  =  20.4" 
(elliptical) aperture after subtracting the LSB component. Bc,o,imcieus was found 
by subtracting the B  light in the smooth continuum images from the total B 
light within the 6" aperture from table 2.2. We assumed that the colours of 
the nucleus are the same as those within the 6" aperture without correction for 
the underlying populations (which contribute only ~15% of the B band flux). 
(7(25 — 31)o is defined in the appendix and was determined from spectra IUE- 
A and IUE-B for the nucleus and HSB components respectively. There were no 
corrections to (7(25 — 31)o for the underlying light distribution.
It is important to estimate the ages and star formation histories of the stel­
lar components in order to derive their masses, and to determine the past and 
future morphological evolution of NGC 1705. We have therefore used four par­
tially independent calibrations to estimate the ages of the nucleus, HSB and LSB 
components. The first three are in the (U — B), (B — V)  plane. They are our 
age calibration (Appendix) of the “5 ” sequence defined by the locus of Magel­
lanic cloud clusters (Elson, and Fall, 1985, 1988), and the burst and continuous 
star formation population models of Struck-Marcell and Tinsley (1978, hereafter 
SMT). These sequences are illustrated in figure 3.2. The fourth method is our 
age calibration of the ultraviolet colour (7(25 — 31)o (Appendix). The ages from 
these sequences will be denoted as rs, rbur*t> rcont, and ruv respectively. Log ages 
(in years) from these calibrations are in table 3.1. Our adopted age is radopted- It 
is listed with our adopted star formation history; either burst or continuous star 
formation.
It is clear from the nature of the calibrating objects that rs and ruv are 
strictly valid only for star clusters, which form over a very brief time. It is there­
fore not surprising that rs, ruv and TWat are consistent in table 3.1: they are all 
measuring a burst age. For populations with an age dispersion, rs and TWst can 
be considered optical luminosity weighted mean ages, and ruv can be considered 
the ultraviolet luminosity weighted mean age. The errors in rs and ruv combine 
the photometric uncertainty with the uncertainty in the age calibrations (see Ap­
pendix). The errors in rburst and rcont are the projected photometric uncertainties. 
rcont is measured from the onset of star formation. Its uncertainty due to likely 
variations in the star formation rate (SFR) is much higher than the photometric 
uncertainty. For example, in the adopted continuous star formation models for the 
HSB and LSB components more than half the B  luminosity is produced by the 
youngest 10% of the population. The colours of the population are thus rather 
insensitive to the actual onset time of star formation. For the continuous star
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formation populations it is probably safe to say that star formation has proceeded 
for at least Tb^t-
For consistency, we have adopted the population models of SMT throughout 
this study to derive the properties of the different components. The initial mass 
function (IMF) that they use is given by Larson and Tinsley (1978, appendix B). 
We have adopted this form for the IMF but extended it to an upper mass limit, 
M u , of 120 Mq. The IMF can then be written as
Aim-2,3 2 < m < 120 M0
A2m~2-0 1.01 < 771 < 2 M0
A$m~125 0.45 < m < 1.01 m q
A4m~20 0.1 < m < 0.45 m q
(3.1)
where f(m )dm  is the fraction of stars with initial masses between m  and m + dm. 
A\ through A\ are found by requiring continuity and normalizing over the entire 
mass range. The increase in Mu increases M /L  ratios by 13% over the values in 
SMT. This modification was made necessary by the discovery of high mass stars 
in the HSB population (see §3.5 below). It also allows us to model the mechanical 
luminosity output of a starburst using the full mass range of the stellar models of 
Maeder and Meynet (1987, 1988, 1989). This is done in §4.6.3.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that the sequence {nucleus - HSB - LSB} is clearly 
a sequence of increasingly red colours and thus increasing mean optical age. The 
colours of the components lie well away from the “hook” region of the 5 sequence. 
Thus there is no ambiguity to the optically weighted mean age. We will now con­
sider the nature of the components in detail and justify our adopted age estimates 
and star formation histories.
3.3 The nucleus.
Figure 3.3 shows various spectra centred on the nucleus. Figure 3.3a shows spec­
trum IUE-A and the corresponding optical spectrum, extracted from spectrum F 
using a synthetic IUE aperture. The contamination of the underlying (HSB + 
LSB) populations in this aperture is ~50% of the optical (U BV ) flux but only 
about 10% to 20% of the IUE flux. The strength of the nucleus in the ultravi­
olet is clearly evident. Figure 3.3b expands the IUE portion of the spectrum. 
Figure 3.3c shows the nuclear rows from spectrum D with the strongest features 







a) Low dispersion -  optical + IUE
7000
b) IUE sp ec tru m  (IUE-A)
300025002000
c) M oderate dispersion blue
46004000
W avelength (A)
Figure 3.3: Smoothed (with a three point Hanning filter) IUE and optical spectra 
of the nucleus.
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3 .3 .1  A  star or a co m p o site  source?
In all our images of NGC 1705 the nucleus is unresolved. Its diameter is then 
limited to W50 < 0.8" = (18 pc; from the point spread function of the 66 image). 
Although the nucleus is saturated in all IPCS frames, we still consider this a 
realistic upper limit for the diameter of the nucleus as saturation should increase 
the W50 of a point source. MMT claim to resolve the nucleus with = 0.7" 
(after correcting for the point spread function in their CCD images) and note that 
it is elongated in the NS direction. The elongation and apparent resolution is due 
to object j  (see figure 3.5 below) which they have not resolved from the nucleus.
If the nucleus is unresolved, is it in fact a star? We can rule it out as being a 
foreground star from its absorption line velocity (647 km s-1). MMT assign a mean 
optical spectral type of B3V to the nucleus (using a higher signal/noise spectrum 
than that shown in figure 3.3c). As they point out, the simultaneous presence of 
He I and metal lines at comparable strengths is evidence of its composite nature. 
The composite nature of the nucleus is clearly seen by comparing its hot optical 
colours with its cool IR colours (table 2.2b). In the infrared (J  — H )0, (H — K )0 
two colour diagram NGC 1705 falls along the sequence for Magellanic clusters 
(Persson, et al., 1983) and lies on the mixing line between red supergiants (RSG’s) 
and hot black bodies given by Campbell and Terlevich (1984) at around 85% 
RSG’s. However, we can not determine whether the infrared luminosity is due to 
RSG’s or less luminous stars from broad band colours alone.
The luminosity sensitive CO index measurements (table 2.2b) can be used to 
determine what stellar luminosity class dominates the cool component. However, 
first we must determine whether the CO index is contaminated by Br7. emis­
sion. Melnick, Terlevich, and Moles (1985) calculate that Br7 emission seriously 
contaminates the “off feature” (2.20 f i m )  CO filter, artificially increasing the CO 
index. However, their calculations assume the K  band is featureless except for 
Br7. This is clearly not the case for cool stars (e.g. figure 18 of Bessell, et al., 
1989). We used our Ha image, the measured Balmer decrement outside of the 
nucleus (to avoid Balmer absorption contamination) and the case B Balmer to 
Brackett ratios of Giles (1977) to calculate the Br7 flux in the 7.1" aperture: F  
< 6.3 x 10-18 erg cm-2 s-1. This is an upper limit due to the saturation of the 
nucleus in the 66 image which leads us to overestimate the nuclear Ha flux. From 
the K  band photometry and the filter data of Frogel, et al., (1978) and Bessell and 
Brett (1988) we derive a contribution of less than 0.1% for the 2.20 f i i n CO filter 
(assumed square). Non-case B recombination effects (§4.2.1) will have to increase
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FEry by over a factor of ten for Br7 contamination to begin to be non-negligible, 
which we consider to be unlikely.
In figure 3.4 the position of NGC 1705 in the (J  — K), CO diagram is 
compared with the loci of stars of various luminosity classes. The aperture sizes 
used are small enough to ensure the nucleus is the dominant source in the aperture. 
Here the observations are clearly in the domain of low metallicity RSG’s. In the 
(H — K ) y CO diagram the results are more ambiguous because (H — K ) is not as 
good as a temperature indicator as («7 — K ) (Bessell et a/., 1989). We conclude 
that the infrared light of the nucleus is dominated by RSG’s. To account for the 
fraction of K  band light due to RSG’s (85%) there must be the equivalent of 
around 60 very bright RSG’s in the nuclear region (using the data on the brightest 
Magellanic cloud RSG’s of Humphreys, 1979; and Elias, Frogel and Humphreys, 
1985).
3 .3 .2  A ge and star  form ation  h istory.
The evidence for a burst population in the nucleus is twofold. First is the lack of 
obvious emission lines and P-Cygni profiles seen in the IUE spectrum (figure 3.3b; 
also noted by LGHH). These are seen in NGC 604 and other extra-galactic Hll re­
gions (Rosa, Joubert, and Benvenuti, 1984). This indicates that Wolf-Rayet stars 
are not major contributors to the spectrum, which implies the nucleus ceased form­
ing more than around 5 Myr ago (the longest lifetime of Wolf-Rayet progenitors; 
Maeder and Meynet, 1987). Second, the nucleus is in a local minimum of the Ha 
distribution (figure 1.4). As noted previously the brightness of the nucleus in Ha 
is mainly due to saturation in the 66 image. The velocity component of Ha which 
appears to be spatially confined to the nucleus (§4.4) has a large relative velocity 
and we show that it is likely to be material being ejected from the nucleus. Thus 
there appears to be no gas in the nucleus available for current star formation.
We have therefore adopted a burst model for the nucleus and taken the age 
from Ts and ryv- b^urst is slightly higher than these estimates. This may be because 
the bursts in SMT’s models last for 10 Myr; Tburst will be slightly overestimated 
for ages on this order but of shorter duration. The adopted nuclear age of 13 Myr 
is consistent with the strength of the Balmer lines and the Balmer jump. This can 
be demonstrated by comparing figure 3.3 with the spectral evolutionary synthesis 
models of Ololsson (1989) and the young cluster spectra of Bica and Alloin (1986).
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I -  SMC
(J-K)0
Figure 3.4: NGC 1705 in the J  — K, CO diagram (squares). Also shown is the 
dwarf (dotted line) and giant (dot dash line) sequences of Frogel, et al. (1978), 
and the milky way (solid line) and SMC (shaded line) red supergiant sequences of 
Elias, Frogel, and Humphreys, 1985).
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3.3.3 The ultraviolet line spectrum .
The ambiguity between a stellar and interstellar origin for most of the absorption 
lines (e.g. Fitzpatrick, 1984) means that there are few features that can be used 
as diagnostics of the stellar populations. The exception is the FelV, FeV blend 
at Ao ~  1620Ä blend. The ionization stages of this feature are too high for it 
to be commonly found in the interstellar medium (it is not seen in the galactic 
halo towards the LMC; Savage and de Boer, 1981). Fanelli, O’Connell and Thuan 
(1987) show that this feature is a good indicator of the presence of 07 to B2 stars. 
They dehne a spectral index for this feature which we measure as I i62o =  0.11 
(from spectrum IUE-A). Using their figure 3g, we see that this corresponds to a 
spectral type of B1 or earlier. Assuming that this defines the blue edge of an 
isochrone and using the isochrones in Maeder and Meynet (1987) constrains the 
age of the nucleus to rnucieus < 14 Myr. This is in good agreement with our other 
ages estimates for the nucleus.
The CIV 1548-1550Ä E W  (table 2.5) provides a weaker constraint on rnucieua. 
If we assume that the internal interstellar component is weak, and that the nucleus 
has a metallicity between LMC and SMC values, then figure 5 of Hutchings (1982) 
indicates its EW  most likely corresponds to a spectral type of BO -  BO.5. Assuming 
that this corresponds to the blue edge of an isochrone, as above, we derive an age of 
about 8 Myr for the nucleus. However, the weakness of the constraint is due to the 
scatter in spectral type for a given E W  seen in Hutchings data. The C IV  E W  is 
consistent with spectral types 06 to B5, with corresponding turn-off ages between 
2 and 100 Myr. Since the internal interstellar C lV  E W  may be significant, then 
the C lV  EW  provides only an upper limit to rnucieuB (> 2 Myr).
3.3.4 A young globular cluster.
From the above observations we see that the nucleus appears to be a young stellar 
system containing both main-sequence stars and evolved RSG’s similar to the 
young Magellanic cloud clusters. Its age is between 5 and 14 Myr, and it appears 
to have been formed over a short time span. The size of the nucleus constrains 
it to be a star cluster. The ten rich LMC clusters studied by Elson, Fall, and 
Freeman (1987) have 3.5 < W$0 < 16.2 pc with (W50) = 8 pc. Thus we would not 
expect to resolve such clusters at the distance of NGC 1705 with standard ground 
based images. However such a cluster in NGC 1705 could be resolved with the 
Hubble Space Telescope or using speckle interferometry. The mass of the nucleus
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is like that of massive galactic globular clusters such as NGC 6388 and NGC 6715 
(Illingworth, 1976). It seems that what we axe seeing is not a galactic nucleus but a 
newly born globular cluster. The absolute magnitude of the nucleus, M b = —13.9 
is brighter than the most luminous star clusters in our galaxy (e.g. NGC 2808 and 
NGC 6388 which have Mb = —8.8; Illingworth, 1976) the SMC (NGC 330 with 
Mb =  —9.0; Mateo, 1988) and the LMC (NGC 2070 with Mb = —10.7, using 
(m — M) = 18.4; Elson, 1986). This high luminosity led MMT to refer to the 
nucleus as a “super” star cluster. The superlative nature of this object is not so 
much due to its mass, which is not uncommon for globular clusters, but rather its 
youth and resulting low M / Lb -
3.4 Rem aining com plex structure.
Figure 3.5a,b shows the complex structure images in the 66 and U pass bands 
respectively. All embedded objects seen in the 66 image are identified in figure 3.5a. 
Additional identifications of objects seen only in U and perhaps B  are given in 
figure 3.5b. The position of these objects relative to the nucleus and the results of 
the photometry on them are presented in table 3.2. For objects not detected in the 
46 image, the Rc,o magnitude was calculated assuming (B — R)c,o = 0.0. A check 
in the (B — R)c,o column indicates that the object is detected in the B  image 
but not in the 46 image. Similarly a check in the U column indicates detection 
in the U image. MMT also saw clumpy structure but only identify the brightest 
complexes seen in their CCD images. The correspondence of their objects and 
ours is presented in table 3.3
The objects in the 66 image must have a stellar origin. These sources include 
both extended objects such as p and unresolved objects such as i and j. Some of the 
objects seen in U only may be hot spots in the [0 II] 3727 Ä distribution. Therefore 
we have noted those objects which correspond to peaks in the Ha distribution. 
However, we would also expect ionizing sources to be bright in U and correspond 
in position to Ha peaks.
The presence of objects with (B  — R)c,o significantly bluer than the nucleus 
indicates that star formation has occurred in the HSB population since the for­
mation of the nucleus. The brighter objects (e.g. g+h, j, p and u) are likely to 
be ionizing clusters as suggested by the presence of high surface brightness Ha at 
(or near) their positions and their brightness in U (especially g+h). Figure 3.6 
shows the variation in ionization along the slit of spectrum F as measured by the
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Figure 3.5: a) 66 complex structure image with individual features identified,
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Table 3.2: Positions and photometry of embedded objects.
Object A a A 6 Rc ,  o ( B  -  R ) c ,o U Comments
a -1 3 .8 -1 0 .6 21.3 ± 0 .3 V
b -7 .4 -1 2 .7 20.1 ± 0 .2
c -6 .7 -5 .4 19.6 ± 0 .1 s ! v
d -6 .3 -1 1 .5 19.6 ± 0 .1 V
e -6 .2 -4 .2 19.8 ± 0 .1
f -5 .3 21.3 20.4 ± 0 .2 0.4 ±  0.4
9 -4 .7 -5 .8 19.1 ± 0 .1 fuzzy in 66; unres. from h in B,  U.
h -3 .3 -5 .0 18.8 ± 0 .1 0.3 ±  0.2 V fuzzy in 66; unres. from g in B,  U.
i 0.6 -7 .4 19.3 ± 0 .1 0.6 ±  0.2 n/ fuzzy in 66.
j 0.5 3.1 18.0 ± 0 .1 - 0 . 4  ± 0 .1 V unres. from nucleus in B, U.
k 1.4 -8 .7 19.7 ± 0 .1
l 2.4 -8 .3 19.7 ± 0 .1
k + l 1.9 -8 .5 19.1 ± 0 .1 0.4 ± 0 .2 V unres. in 46, B, U.
m 1.9 -3 .5 19.0 ± 0 .1 - 0 .1  ± 0 .2 V
n 3.6 -1 .8 19.1 ± 0 .2 - 0 .1  ± 0 .2 V
0 3.7 0.5 19.8 ± 0 .2 - 0 .9  ±  0.2
V 7.4 -0 .9 18.4 ± 0 .1 0.2 ±  0.1 V ext. in 66; unres. from * in B, U.
9 7.2 -3 .3 19.8 ± 0 .2
r 8.6 -9 .1 19.6 ± 0 .1
s 9.6 0.5 19.2 ± 0 .1 0.3 ± 0 .2 V
t 9.8 4.0 19.5 ± 0 .1 V V ext. in 66.
u 12.1 6.6 18.7 ± 0 .1 V V ext. in 66.
V 9.6 -3 .8 19.6 ± 0 .1 v V
Ua -1 6 .5 0.4 y weak Hor peak.
Ub -1 2 .7 4.2 V
Uc -1 0 .5 -3 .2 V in Hct ridge.
U d -1 0 .7 -5 .3 V in H a ridge.
Ue -7 .0 -2 .7 V V near H a peak.
U f -4 .7 1.5 V V H a peak.
U g -2 .9 -1 2 .7 V V in H a ridge.
Uh 7.9 6.4 V V
U i 25.4 4.2 V V
Uj -2 .7 26.3 V fuzzy in U\ H a  fuzz.
Abreviations: unres. -  unresolved; ext. -  extended.
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Table 3.3: Identification of M M T’s objects.






[0 II] 3727 Ä/[0 III] 4959+5007 Ä ratio. The positions of the nucleus and objects p, 
s and v correspond to a decrease in this ratio indicating the presence of ionizing 
sources. The presence of high surface brightness Ha coincident with young clusters 
indicates that star formation is ongoing in NGC 1705, and that the high surface 
brightness H II regions trace their sites.
We expect some of the fainter unresolved objects to be individual stars. 
Figure 3.7 is a histogram of Rc,o magnitudes of the embedded objects. The dashed 
line includes all objects while the solid line excludes objects that appear to be 
extended. The arrows show the magnitude of the brightest LMC red supergiants 
(RSG’s) if at our adopted distance and for two alternative values of the Hubble 
constant. Here we used the work of Humphreys (1979) who found My ~  —8.0, 
(V — R)o äj 1.0, and (B —  R)0 zz 2.9 for such stars (after converting from the 
Johnson to the Cousin’s system using Bessell, 1979). The objects b, e, q and r are 
very strong candidates to be RSG’s since they appear in the 66 image only. This 
means they must have (B  — R)c,o ~ 1*0.
3.5 T he H igh  Surface B righ tn ess p op u lation .
The HSB structure in BCD’s is seen as their dominant feature in optical images. 
The rest of the galaxy appears as a low surface brightness fuzz. One can easily be 
convinced of this fact by comparing figure 3.1 with figure 1.3, or by comparing the 
fi (surface brightness) profiles of BMCM’s BCD’s with their photographs in SB. 
The HSB population in a BCD marks the star forming region. It is easy to see 
how the BCD morphology is defined by the HSB structure: It is blue, has a high 
surface brightness, a sharp decrease in fi at its edge (see figure 3.1 and BMCM) 
leading to its compact appearance, and sizes on the order of about a kpc or less 
(see illustrations in SB).
IUE and optical spectra of the HSB population are presented in figure 3.8. 
The IUE spectrum shows broad emission features of N IV] 1486 Ä and C IV 1548- 
1550Ä which we attribute to Wolf-Rayet stars (Rosa, Joubert, Benvenuti, 1984). 
The most likely source of these features is object MMT-B (g+h) which is the 
brightest object within the aperture, the second brightest object in 17, and cor­
responds to the brightest Hll region (§4.3). The colours of the HSB population 
indicate an older mean age than the nucleus. However, the presence of Wolf-Rayet 
stars indicates that star formation has occurred in the HSB population within the 
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Figure 3.6: Variation of [Oil]/[OIII] along spectrum F’s slit. The position of the 
nucleus and the objects p, s and v are indicated.
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Histogram of Object Magnitudes.
Figure 3.7: Histogram of R magnitudes of the embedded objects. The solid line 
excludes all objects that appear fuzzy or extended. The dashed line includes 
all objects. The magnitude of the brightest LMC red supergiants at NGC 1705’s 
distance is indicated by the dark arrow. The lighter arrows indicate their brightness 
if we assume Ho = 50 and 100 kms“1Mpc“1.
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tions of recent star formation in the HSB population. We conclude that the HSB 
population is a continuous star formation population.
A constant star-formation rate model for this population requires a SFR of 
0.03 M q  yr-1. We obtain an upper limit to its past mean SFR of 0.14 M q  yr-1 
by adopting a burst model for this population. The total SFR of NGC 1705 can 
be derived from Lna using the method of Kennicutt (1983). This method yields 
SFR = 0.08 Mq yr-1, which is quite close to the integrated SFR of the HSB 
and LSB populations (see table 3.1). The nuclear contribution to this SFR is 
expected to be small because its age indicates that it is no longer a strong ionizing 
source (and thus does not contribute to Lua). However, one problem with this 
method of estimating the SFR is that the Balmer decrement is apparently steeper 
than that for case B recombination (see §4.2.1) which may cause the SFR to be 
overestimated.
The optical spectrum of the HSB population, shown in figure 3.8b, is domi­
nated by the nebular emission line spectrum which will be discussed in chapter 4. 
The flux scale of this spectrum is expanded in figure 3.8c to show the absorp­
tion features. We see Hydrogen lines, Call K, and some metal lines in the green 
(AA5170 — 5400Ä; identifications from Pickles, 1983). The metal lines are stronger 
than in the nucleus due to the relative coolness of the population.
3 .6  T h e  L ow  S u rfa ce  B r ig h tn e s s  p o p u la t io n .
The exponential light distribution suggests a disk structure for the LSB population. 
Indeed, the face-on dereddened central blue surface brightness of the exponential 
distribution is B (0) = 21.41 ±  0.07 which is close to the value H(0) = 21.65 ±  0.30 
expected of normal disk galaxies (Freeman, 1970). However, BMCM point out that 
an exponential profile does not necessarily indicate a disk structure as dE galaxies 
also have exponential profiles but a flattening distribution unlike disk galaxies (one 
of the referees notes that disks in dwarf galaxies are not expected to be thin, and 
will not have thin disk flattening distributions). Indeed, an r 1/4 law will also fit 
the surface brightness distribution of NGC 1705 for 10" ~ r ~ 60" (230 ~ r ~ 1370 
pc). In §4.3 we present stronger morphological evidence for a disk structure in 
NGC 1705; namely the bipolar flow and the alignment of the Hll regions along 
the continuum major axis.
Figure 3.9 shows the optical spectrum (extracted from spectrum F) of the 
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Figure 3.8: Smoothed ultraviolet and optical spectra of the HSB population.
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the spectrum, although hydrogen lines and Call H and K seem to be present as do 
the metal lines in the green. The continuum is redder than in the HSB spectrum 
but still rises slightly to the blue.
Unlike the nucleus and HSB components we have no direct evidence as to the 
star formation history in the LSB population. We assume that it is a continuous 
star formation population for two reasons. First, its colour are like those of dl’s 
which are continuously (and slowly) forming stars (Hunter and Gallagher, 1985). 
Second the morphology and colours of the populations suggest that the HSB popu­
lation is a recent starburst and the LSB population is the older underlying galaxy. 
For the LSB population to be older and as blue as it is requires it to be a contin­
uous star formation population as well as the HSB population. For our adopted 
M l  L b and age the SFR needed to produce this population is 0.04M© yr_1, which 
is marginally higher than that for the HSB population. This is due to the larger 
angular extent of the LSB population. Furthermore the uncertainty in ages and 
masses allows a lower total SFR in the LSB population. Clearly all the H II regions 
discussed in §4.3 are confined to the angular extent of the HSB population, and 
there is currently little high mass star formation outside its bounds.
3 .7  S u m m ary .
NGC 1705 contains two stellar populations: a high surface brightness central­
ized blue population (the HSB population), and an underlying redder low surface 
brightness population (the LSB population). The LSB population has an expo­
nential light distribution and optical colours which are significantly bluer than dE 
galaxies; it is likely to be a star forming population with an age on the order of 3 
Gyr. The HSB population shows clear indications of current and recent past star 
formation. If it has been forming stars at a constant rate it is about 1 Gyr old.
Embedded objects confined to the spatial extent of the HSB population are 
manifestations of the star formation in this population. These objects include 
clusters, some of which are young enough to be ionizing sources, and probably 
some individual supergiant stars.
The brightest source is the “nucleus”. It is not a true dynamical nucleus 
because it is displaced from the centre of the galaxy by about 800 pc. The photo­
metric age of the nucleus is 13 Myr. It contains both hot and cool stars with the 
cool component dominated by red supergiants. Its luminosity and the limits on 
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Figure 3.9: Smoothed optical spectrum of the LSB population.
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that of relatively massive galactic globular clusters.
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Chapter 4
The Interstellar M edium .
4.1 In troduction .
In this chapter our attention is turned to the interstellar medium (ISM). NGC 1705 
has a very strong emission line spectrum and the ultraviolet spectrum is rich in 
interstellar absorption features. In principle the lines in these spectra can be used 
to diagnose the properties of the ISM such as the reddening, chemical abundances, 
and the ionization state of the ISM intervening between the nucleus and us. This 
is attempted in §4.2. However, we immediately encounter problems determining 
the reddening, which forces us to question the nature of the Balmer decrement in 
NGC 1705 and other emission line galaxies.
The rest of the chapter is devoted to discussion of the spectacular flow seen 
in the Ha image. The Ha morphology (discussed in §4.3) and the emission line 
kinematics measurements (presented in §4.4) establish the presence of an expulsive 
flow and show that the Hi is probably also entrained in this flow. A geometric 
model for the flow, which adequately represents the overall pattern of emission 
line velocities, is presented in §4.5. In §4.6 the dynamics of the flow are discussed. 
The energy it requires is calculated and compared with modelled energy output of 
the nucleus. Our conclusions are summarized in §4.7
4.2 O ptical and u ltrav io let sp ectra l features.
The Ha and continuum distributions along spectrum F are shown in figure 4.1 
to illustrate the contents of the one dimensional spectra used in the emission line 
analysis. Spectrum FI is the spectrum of the Hll regions H3 and H4 and the 
continuum sources p, q, s, t, u and v. Spectrum F2 is that of the remaining diffuse
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gas. F3 is the sum of FI and F2. Spectrum D does not intersect any Hll regions 
but comes near H2. We take spectrum D1 to be the sum of all rows outside of the 
nucleus.
The relative line fluxes of spectra F1-F3 and D1 after correcting for 
E(B  — V^ gai axe presented in table 4.1. There is very little difference between 
the relative fluxes of the spectra. The Hll region spectrum FI may have a 
slightly higher degree of ionization than the diffuse Hll spectrum F2 (compare 
the [0 III] and [NeIII] lines with [Oil]). However, the significance of this differ­
ence is marginal. Spectrum Dl, which contains no Hll regions, has the strongest 
[Ne III] 3869 Ä line, suggesting that it has a high degree of ionization. However, 
this may be due to the higher dispersion which allows the continuum to be more 
well determined than it can be in the low dispersion spectra.
In the following discussion of the emission line spectrum we will concentrate 
on the combined spectrum F3 because of the lower uncertainties of the relative 
fluxes. The spectra are not of high enough quality to allow a detailed abundance 
analysis.
4.2.1 Reddening and the nature of the Balmer decrem ent 
in em ission line galaxies.
After correcting for E(B  — V’)gai, there are various methods to estimate the ex- 
tragalactic extinction, E(B  — V)eg. The most common method is to interpret any 
residual steepening of the Balmer decrement from case B recombination as due to 
reddening and underlying Balmer absorption (the decrement method; e.g. McCall, 
Rybski and Shields, 1985; Kunth and Sargent, 1983; Lequeux, et a/., 1979). We 
employed such a method on spectrum F3. We used the case B Balmer decrement 
of Brocklehurst (1971) for Ne = 100 cm-3, Te = 104 °K and solved simultaneously 
for E(B  — V)eg, and the underlying Balmer absorption E W  (assumed constant 
for all lines; McCall, Rybski, and Shields, 1985), to find E(B  — V)cg = 0.25 and 
E W  = 0.3Ä for the Balmer lines.
Another method is to determine E(B — V)eg from the absorption dip at 
A2200Ä (the ultraviolet method; e.g. Cassatella, Barbero, and Geyer, 1987). 
There is no such dip in spectrum IUE-A after correcting for E(B  — V)gai, yielding 
E(B  — V)eg < 0.05, even if the LMC reddening law of Howarth (1983) is used. If a 
reddening law with an even weaker A2200Ä feature (e.g. the SMC reddening law of 
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Figure 4.1: Structure along spectrum F as determined from the narrow band 
images. The solid line shows the distribution of light at A6626Ä, and the grey- 
line shows the Ha distribution. Displacement along the slit is measured from the 
position of the nucleus. The one dimensional spectra Fl -  F3 were extracted as 
follows: Fl is the sum of rows 25 -  28, F2 is the sum of rows 6 - 2 0  and 29 -  35, 
and F3 is the sum of spectra F l and F2.
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Table 4.1: Observed line fluxes relative to I#ß = 100
Line
[Oil] 3727 A
[Ne III] 3869 A
H8 + He I 3889Ä




[0 III] 4363 A 
H/3
[0  III] 4959 A 
[0  III] 5007 A 
He I 5876 
[01] 6300 A 
Ha
[Nil] 6584 A 




294 (13) 288 (13)
52 ( 8) 4 4 (7 )
17 (6 )
38 ( 6) 46 ( 6)
100 ( 8) 100 ( 8)
179 (10) 164 ( 9)
533 (14) 500 (13)
16(4) 16(5)
9 ( 4 )
358 ( 8) 395 ( 8)
18(4) 27(5)
27(5) 34(5)
23(4) 28 ( 4)
20 ( 5)
298 (10) 286 (11) 
47 ( 5) 60 ( 4)
28(4)  
9 ( 3 )  
12(3)  
31 (3)  
45 ( 5) 49 ( 3)











Note: the relative flux error does not include the uncertainty in the H/3 flux.
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then the resulting intrinsic spectrum is steeper than the hottest known stars, hav­
ing a blackbody temperature in excess of 90000 °K. This is clearly not possible. 
For the Balmer decrement reddening to apply to the ultraviolet, the reddening law 
must be both shallow and have a weak A2200Ä feature.
The disparity in the decrement and ultraviolet estimates of E(B — V)eg 
prompted us to devise a new method to estimate an upper limit to E(B — V^g. 
Our method (the far-infrared method) is a simplification of the Mas-Hesse, Ar­
nault, and Kunth (1989) method of determining E(B  — V)eg using population 
synthesis models. We assume the far infrared flux is due to the reradiation of the 
light absorbed from the ultraviolet to optical spectrum by a spherically symmetric 
distribution of dust. The maximum E(B — V )eg is the amount of reddening which, 
when applied to the intrinsic spectrum, decreases the integrated flux by the total 
far infrared luminosity. This method has been applied to the spectrum shown in 
figure 3.3a over the spectral range AA1226-7516Ä. The method gives an upper 
limit because we underestimate the spectral range over which the dusts absorbs 
and the total flux which is limited to that within an IUE aperture. This method 
yields E(B  — V)eg < 0.02, the value not being very sensitive to the reddening law 
used.
Mas-Hesse, Arnault, and Kunth (1989) model Fir as being the sum of:
1. the flux redward of the Lyman limit removed by the extinction, as parame­
terized by E{B — V),
2. a fixed fraction of the ionizing flux (realistically this fraction should also scale 
with E(B -  V )),
3. and all of the Lya flux which is expected to resonantly scatter in an Hll 
region until it is absorbed by dust, even for low E{B — V).
The Lya contribution for NGC 1705 is FLya = 3.1 x 10"11 erg cm-2 s_1 (as es­
timated from Fo.Hcn the observed Balmer decrement and the Lya/H/3 ratio for a 
104 °K plasma from Osterbrock, 1974). The Lya component dominates Fir with a 
55% contribution. This domination is what one would expect for a low E(B — V). 
If the Lya component is removed from F i r  the limit on E(B —  V)^ can be lowered 
to E(B -  F )eg < 0.01.
The discrepancy between the different estimates of E(B — V) is a common 
phenomena in emission line galaxies (e.g. Fanelli, O’Connell and Thuan 1988; Mas- 
Hesse, Arnault and Kunth, 1989; Gonzalez-Riestra, Rego and Zamorano, 1987).
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The discrepancy is such that the decrement estimate is always higher than other 
estimates. The most common explanation for this phenomena is geometric; we see 
the ultraviolet bright regions through holes in the dust distribution.
If dust is steepening the Balmer decrement in NGC 1705, holes in its distri­
bution would be apparent as regions with case B Balmer decrements. Moreover, 
we would expect these regions to dominate the spectrum if this mechanism is to 
resolve the E(B — V) discrepancies. We determined the run of F^a/F^ß along 
spectrum F using slit elements one or two rows wide in order to look for such clear 
holes. The minimum in this ratio corresponds to E(B — V)tg =  0.11 which is still 
much higher than that obtained using the far-infrared method. If holes in the 
dust distribution are to explain the E(B — V) discrepancies they must be much 
less than 2.5" x 10" in size. The nucleus has the steepest Balmer decrement with 
F-Ra/F-Qß =  12.5. However, we can not rule out a hole in the dust distribution in 
front of it because the nucleus’s strong Balmer absorption is likely to steepen the 
decrement.
Let us assume that this is the case; that the dust distribution is homoge­
neous except for a hole in front of the nucleus. If the hole is “covered” with the 
average column density of dust (i.e. reddened by E(B — V)eg =  0.25) removed 
from elsewhere in the galaxy, then Fir will remain the same, the decrease in the 
mean E{B — V ) outside the nucleus will be small, and the integrated ultraviolet to 
optical flux difference between the covered and uncovered spectrum should be less 
than Fir . We find this flux difference is greater than 4.6 and 4.4 times Fir when 
the LMC and galactic reddening laws are used respectively. Thus the geometric 
argument does not hold for NGC 1705 unless Fir has been greatly underestimated. 
This may be the case if there is a large Fir  longward of 100 /im, perhaps in the 
form of very cold dust.
The simplest explanation for the reddening discrepancies in emission line 
galaxies is that the Balmer decrement is intrinsically steeper than for case B 
recombination. This hypothesis would also explain the lack of correlation be­
tween c h /3 (the logarithmic H/3 extinction) and Fir /F r found by Kunth and Sevre 
(1985) and Salzer and MacAlpine (1988). These studies also find little or no 
correlation between c ß^ and 12 + lo g (0 /H ). This is seen most clearly in figure 
6 of Salzer and MacAlpine, which shows a large scatter in cup for any given 
12 +  log(0/H ). They find galaxies with 12 -f log(0/H ) as low 8.2 and CRß as high 
as 1.0. This corresponds to E(B — V) =  0.65, whereas the LMC has mean values 
of E(B — V )'g =  0.12 (Elson, 1986) and 12 +  log(0/H ) =  8.43 (Dufour, 1984). 
It is hard to see how such low metallicity galaxies can contain enough metals to
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make the dust.
A mechanism that may explain the steep Baimer decrement is the presence 
of a low velocity shock component such as those seen in Herbig-Haro objects (e.g. 
Dopita, Binette, and Schwarz 1982; Dopita, Schwarz, and Evans 1982). This is 
plausible in the case of NGC 1705 which has supersonic flows and perhaps super­
sonic turbulent velocity dispersions (see §4.4 below). Furthermore, the BCD’s and 
amorphous galaxies in Hippelein’s (1986) sample have intrinsic velocity disper­
sions on the order of the sound speed in the ionized gas. However, our attempts at 
modelling NGC 1705’s spectrum with a mixed photoionization and shock model 
(using the spectral synthesis code MAPPINGS; Binette, 1982; Binette, Dopita, 
and Tuohy, 1985) have not been successful. For these models the shock compo­
nent was assumed to be in the neutral gas which is set to the chemical abundance 
of the ionized gas. The problem is that when the shock velocity is low enough to 
give the correct Baimer decrement in combination with the photoionization com­
ponent, the [0 1] 6300,6363 Ä, and [S II] 6716,6731 Ä strengths are much too high, 
while [0 II] 3727 Ä remains too low. We conclude that these models only can work 
if the shock and photoionization components have different chemical abundances 
which seems implausible.
A more elegant and promising explanation for steep intrinsic Baimer decre­
ments is given by Osterbrock (1989, chapter 4 and references therein). He discusses 
the transition from case B to case C recombination, where a nebula becomes opti­
cally thick to Balmer series photons. For a pure hydrogen nebula with T  = 104 °K, 
total atomic density Nr , and neutral fraction £ = Nro/N r , the optical depth at 
the Ha line centre through a parsec of gas is
r o,Ha ~  (61.8 zm2)(NH.
Here we assume that the population of the n — 2 energy level relative to the n = 1 
level is given by the Boltzman equation. Figure 4.2 of Osterbrock (1989) and figure 
1 of Brocklehurst (1971) suggest that this should be correct to within an order 
of magnitude. The Ha loops in NGC 1705 have a thickness Ar «  5" «110  pc. 
Assuming that T = 104 °K, Nr  =  15cm“3, and £ = 10“4 yields an optical thickness 
ro,Ha = from above, and similarly rQ jjya = 4.2 x 105 for the Lya line. The 
corresponding Balmer decrement is Fh7 : Faß : Faa = 52 : 100 : 380 from figure 4.3 
of Osterbrock (1989). This compares favourabley with the decrements in table 4.1. 
(Note that such large values of r0 3 a will not result in the nearer of the two velocity 
components discussed in §4.4 to obscure the further because they have a sufficient 
velocity separation that Ha in the two components will not be in resonance.)
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Whatever their nature, the E(B — V) discrepancies in extragalactic Hll re­
gions deserve careful attention. All emission line studies of extragalactic HII re­
gions we know of assume case B recombination (e.g. Lequeux, et al., 1979; French, 
1980; Kunth and Sargent, 1983; McCall, Rybski, and Shields, 1985; Campbell, 
Terlevich and Melnick, 1986) not only for the determination of E(B — V) but 
also in determining chemical abundances. In particular the results of such stud­
ies have been crucial for the determination of the primordial helium abundance 
(Shields, 1985). Thus, there may be profound consequences if the Balmer Decre­
ment is steeper than normal case B recombination. For NGC 1705 we adopt 
E(B  — V)eg = 0.0 and note that taking E(B  — V)eg = 0.25 does not significantly 
change our results.
4 .2 .2  O ther p h ysica l p aram eters.
E lectron  tem p eratu re, T e.
The ratio of [0 III] lines (4959+5007)/4363 allows the temperature in the 0 ++ zone 
to be measured. Our data allow two measurements of this ratio one from spectrum 
F3 which corresponds to the average over the whole galaxy, the other from the 
combined results of spectra D1 and F2 which sample the diffuse gas outside the 
Hll regions. We find Te = (1.50 ± 0.22) x 104 °K, and Te = (1.33 ±  0.14) x 104 °K 
respectively for these two cases. There is some indication that spectrum F3, which 
contains H3 and H4, is hotter but the temperature difference is not significant. 
These values bracket the mean temperature Te = 1.37 x 104 °K found for 12 BCD’s 
by Kunth and Sargent (1983), which we have adopted in all relevant calculations.
E lectron  density, N e.
The electron density can be measured from the [Oll] 3727,3729Ä and [Sll] 
6716,6731A doublets (in spectra D and F respectively). Along the full length 
of spectrum D the [Oil] doublet ratio is either at the low density limit 
(Ne ~ 100 cm“3) or impossible to measure due to contamination by a second ve­
locity component. Within its uncertainty the [S II] doublet ratio is also at the low 
density limit for both spectra FI and F2. The higher 6731/6716 ratio for spectrum 
FI suggests Ne ~  250 cm“3 in H3 and H4.
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O xygen  abundance, 12 -f lo g ( 0 /H ) .
The oxygen abundance, given in the standard form, 12 + log(0/H), has been esti­
mated using the extragalactic H II region abundance sequence of Dopita and Evans 
(1986). In this sequence nitrogen is produced by secondary processes. The calibra­
tion of the sequence is to data where case B recombination is assumed to determine 
E(B — V). We have therefore corrected spectrum F3 for E(B  — V)eg = 0.25 in 
determining 12 -f log(0/H). Thus our 12 -f log(0/H) measurement will be on the 
same scale as those normally done for Hll regions, but may need further revision, 
as may the whole sequence, if steep Baimer decrements cause serious systematic 
errors to abundance determinations.
Dopita and Evans show how various strong emission line ratios vary with 
12 + log(0/H) in their figure 14. 12 + log(0/H) determined from these ra­
tios is presented in table 4.2. The full iterative procedure for determining 
12 + log(0/H) suggested by Dopita and Evans can not be applied because 
([Oil] 3727 +  [0 III] 4959,5007 )/H/3 is larger than the upper limit predicted for 
this sequence and ([Oil] 3727 • [Oil] 3727)/(H/? • [Sll] 6731 ) allows two values of 
12 -f log(0/H) (in table 4.2 we took the value that agrees best with the other two 
determinations and indicated the uncertainty with a colon).
Dopita and Evans also plot their sequence in diagrams where two ratios of 
bright emission lines are plotted against each other. We used these diagrams to 
make additional estimates of 12 -f log(0/H) which are presented in the second half 
of table 4.2. We will adopt the mean of the latter measurements 12 -f log(0/H) = 
8.46 as the oxygen abundance of NGC 1705. This is like the abundance of LMC 
Hll regions (12 + log(0/H) = 8.43 ±  0.08; Dufour, 1984). This oxygen abundance 
corresponds to 44% of the solar value (from the solar abundance scale of Dopita 
and Evans, 1986)
This oxygen abundance is high compared to emission line galaxy samples 
(from which BCD candidates are commonly drawn) such as those of Campbell, 
Terlevich, and Melnick (1986), and Kunth and Sargent (1983). However, the 
galaxies selected for follow-up spectroscopy in these particular studies were selected 
for their high excitation, and will therefore tend to be low metallicity galaxies. In 
the 12 + log(0/H) versus Mb plane NGC 1705 falls in the envelope of points in the 
sample of Salzer, MacAlpine, and Boroson (1989a,b), which is a complete sample of 
emission line galaxies discovered on objective prism plates (i.e. excitation and line 
strength were not used to select the galaxies for follow-up spectroscopy). The high 
oxygen abundance of NGC 1705 (if real) indicates a high degree of self-enrichment,
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Table 4.2: Oxygen abundance estimates.
E stim a tin g  p a ram e te r
log 124- 
value lo g (0 /H )
( [ 0 II] 3727 +  [0  III] 4959,5007 ) / E ß
[SII] 6 7 3 1 /H a
[ 0 II] 3 7 2 7 /[ N il]  6584
( [ 0 II] 3727 • [ 0 II] 3727 ) / { E ß  • [SII] 6731)
1.02
-1 .2 8  8.61 
1.40 8.39
2.01 8.50:
p a ram e te r 1 versus
sequence 
p a ram e te r 2
12+
l° g ( 0 /H )
[O il] 3 727 /[N il]  6584 ( [ 0 II] 3727 • [ 0 II] 3727 ) / ( E ß  • [SII] 6731) 8.49
[0  III] 4959,5007 /[N II]  6548,6583 ( [ 0 II] 3727 • [ 0 II] 3727 ) / ( E ß  ■ [SII] 6731) 8.43
[O III] 5 007 / E ß [ 0 II] 3727 /[O  III] 5007 8.41
[N il] 6 584 /H a [O II] 3727 /[O  III] 5007 8.49
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probably from the continuous star formation in the LSB population.
4.2.3 The ultraviolet absorption line spectrum .
The stellar/interstellar origin ambiguity for ultraviolet lines limits their usefulness 
in diagnosing the conditions in NGC 1705’s interstellar medium. We can only def­
initely attribute interstellar lines of low ionization potential (e.g. Sill, Fell, Mgll) 
to NGC 1705 (see table 2.5). Most of these lines have a noticeable redshift from 
their rest wavelength (e.g. A1II1671Ä) indicating they arise within NGC 1705. 
Their ionization potentials are in the range 7.6 -  18.8 eV which brackets that of 
Hydrogen. We therefore expect these lines to arise where we see Hll and their 
presence is thus no surprise. LGHH comment on the excess strength of A1II1671Ä 
compared to normal galactic haloes. However, we find the galactic and NGC 1705 
components are about equal for this line indicating that its strength is not exces­
sive.
We can not determine whether interstellar lines of the higher ionization 
species ClV, SlV, and AllII are present as we expect a strong stellar component 
(e.g. Fitzpatrick, 1984). The presence of such lines would indicate the presence 
of ~  105 °K gas. Nor do we definitely see N v 1238,1240 Ä which is a diagnostic 
of ~  2 x 105 °K gas (Savage and de Boer, 1981). This non-detection is partially 
due to uncertainties in the continuum level which is rather ill-defined in the region 
near Lya. Our upper limit for the detection of the combined feature would be 
~  1Ä. This is seven times the upper limit of these features towards 30 Dor.
In summary, the rich absorption line spectrum detected in the IUE spectra 
have not proved very useful in diagnosing either the stellar mix or the conditions 
within the ISM, due to the ambiguity of the lines’ origins. Higher dispersion 
spectra are needed to properly analyze the ultraviolet line spectrum. However, 
the IUE spectra have proved their worth in the estimates of E(B  — V)eg, t\ jv, and 
the checks on the star formation history that they provided.
4.3 H a  m orphology.
NGC 1705 is most striking in the light of H a (figures 1.4 and 4.2) with its giant 
loops and arcs. Overall the morphology is bipolar with the flow axis (f> «  —20°. 
NGC 1705 thus joins the ranks of starburst galaxies with a recognized bipolar 
H a morphology (McCarthy, Heckman, and van Breugel, 1987; Heckman Armus
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and Miley, 1987). We show in chapter 6 that other BCD and dwarf amorphous 
galaxies have a similar H a morphology. The H a morphology is also similar to the 
expanding supergiant bubbles in the LMC (Davies, Elliott, and Meaburn, 1976; 
Meaburn, 1981; Dopita, Mathewson, and Ford, 1985). Supergiant bubbles are the 
subject of a recent review by Tenorio-Tagle and Bodenheimer (1988), and have 
been modelled by Mac Low and McCray (1988; hereafter MacLMcC) and Mac 
Low, McCray and Norman (1989; hereafter MacLMcCN) amongst others.
Figure 4.2 identifies the most prominent features in the Ha image. Objects 
we have classified as H II regions are indicated with the letter “H”, while loops and 
arcs are denoted with the letter “A”. The relative positions of the Hll regions are 
given in table 4.3 along with the identification of underlying continuum sources 
shown in figure 3.5.
The H II region classification is based on a Ha surface brightness cutoff. The 
Hll regions all contain central continuum sources which are also seen in the U  
image, which demonstrates the validity of our classification. These Hll regions 
map out the current star formation sites in NGC 1705. In general their morphology 
is extended, often smoothly merging with the lower surface brightness loops and 
arcs. However, the cores of H4 and H5 are point sources with the cores of H3 and 
H4 being double in appearance.
The arcs are concave with the nucleus usually near their centres. The width 
of the arcs is about 5" (110 pc). The loops Al, A2, and A3 have a double struc­
ture, with inner and outer strands seen over much of their length. The appearance 
is similar to the “cellular” structure observed in the Ha distribution of M82 (Mc­
Carthy, Heckman, and van Breugal, 1987). It is not likely that this structure is 
due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability which produces radial finger-like extensions 
(e.g.  MacLMcC; Gull 1975; Rozyczka and Tenorio-Tagle, 1985; Tenorio-Tagle, Bo­
denheimer, and Rozyczka, 1987) that are not evident in the Ha distribution.
The Ha morphology is very much like that of a bubble expanding out of a 
gaseous disk (c./. figure 4 Bodenheimer, Tenorio-Tagle and Yorke, 1979; figures 5 
and 8 MacLMcC). This suggests the following model for NGC 1705: the continuum 
isophotes are indicative of a disk structure in which much of the stars and gas 
reside. Supernovae ejecta and stellar winds from the nucleus form a hot expanding 
bubble which sweeps up a shell of ambient gas. The bubble expands quickest 
along the steepest density gradient -  out of the disk to produce the bipolar Ha 
morphology. In the disk, the minor axis of the flow, the neutral and molecular 
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Figure 4.2: Identification of H l l  regions (H)  and loops and arcs (A) in the Ha 
image.
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Table 4.3: Position of H ll regions.
H ll
region




HI -11 -5 c ,  e
H2 -4 -6 9, h
H3 10 -3 V
H4 10 4 t
H5 11 6 u
may explain the relationship between the Hll regions and the arcs: both A1 and 
A2 have Hll regions near their endpoints (H2 and H3 for Al, and Hl, H4 and H5 
for A2) which are at their minor axes. Notice that the ridge-line of Al is beyond 
H3 and that of A2 is beyond HI and H4, respectively, suggesting that the arcs 
have swept past these Hll regions. So perhaps A2 has induced star formation in 
Hl, H4, and H5. However, for Al to have induced the star formation in H2 and 
H3, the original molecular clouds would have had to survive the passage of A2. 
Perhaps then these HII regions were actually formed by the passage of A2 and their 
position relative to Al is coincidental. Five of the loops are apparently flowing out 
the continuum minor axis (Al, A2, A5, A6, and A7). However, the orientation of 
A3 and A4 indicates the flow is not strictly bipolar. A better description would 
be multi-lobal.
4 .4  E m ission  line k inem atics.
We turn now to the emission line kinematics to see what they reveal about the 
ionized gas flow. Figure 4.3 shows example emission line profiles and our Gaussian 
fits to them. The results of our profile fitting along each slit axe shown in figure 4.4 
with the combined results shown in figure 4.5.
4 .4 .1  V elo c ities .
The emission lines are split over much of the face of the galaxy. At the nucleus 
spectra A-C and E show at least two components while D shows a sharp velocity 
discontinuity. The two main components at the nucleus can be traced throughout 
much of the galaxy. We designate them L (low) and H (high) for their velocity at 
the nucleus.
There is a third velocity component of Ha seen at the nucleus for spectra 
A and B, with a hint of the component also in C. The three components are 
clearly seen in the sum of spectra A-C (figure 4.3a). (Here the individual spectra 
were cross-correlated, shifted so as to be coincident, and then added.) The third 
component is seen only in the rows containing the nucleus. We associate this 
component with the nucleus as there are no other significant sources seen in the Ha 
image at the position corresponding to these rows (however, as discussed in §2.4.1 
the strength of the nucleus in Ha is due to the relative saturation of the narrow 






Figure 4.3: Examples of line profile fits, a) The sum of Ha spectra at the nucleus. 
The thick line is the spectrum, the thin line is the fit, and the broken lines show 
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Figure 4.3: c) [0 III] 5007 Ä profile from spectrum E at r  äs 7" (160 pc), (f> =  4°.
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Figure 4.4: (Following page) kinematics results. For each slit element the ordinate 
symbol position is shown at the Ha centroid as determined from the Ha image, 
and the error bar is the extent of the slit element. Panels on the left are Vr 
measurements and panels on the right are W50  measurements. The horizontal 
lines at right indicate the instrumental 0- For spectrum D the instrumental 
W5o is shown for [0 II] 3727 Ä, H7, and their mean. For the remaining spectra the 
width of the horizontal line indicates the uncertainty in W5 0 . Circles, squares, and 
triangles correspond to L, H, and other velocity components respectively. Open 
symbols indicate signal/noise < 3. The velocity distribution of the expanding 
ellipsoid model is shown as the grey line in the panels on the left.
We corrected for systematic Vr differences between spectra by setting the mean Vr 
of H and L at the nucleus to Vaya for spectra A-C, and E. For spectrum D, the 
mean absorption line Vr of the nucleus was set to Vsya. The plots are annotated 
where the slit intersects an H ll region or other objects that may be associated 
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Figure 4.5: Combined kinematics results: Vr , and Wjv as a function of nucleocentric 
radius for the L (circles) and H (squares) components.
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size of the nucleus limit its age to less than 6 x 104 years. A supernovae frequency 
of one per 2 x 104 years is derived from the population model of the nucleus 
and the stellar life-times of Maeder and Meynet (1987, 1989). This timescale is 
then consistent with one or more young SNR in the nucleus causing the third 
component.
The velocity fields of the H and L components are presented in figure 4.6. 
They were calculated as follows: first the data were transformed to a regular 
grid (2" spacing). Only grid points within 8" of a measurement were defined. 
The interpolation/extrapolation onto a regular grid employed double linear and 
quadratic techniques. The field thus produced was smoothed with a three point 
Hanning filter in each of its dimensions. This method generally produces contours 
that “make sense”. However, there are some contours such as the northern 680 
km s-1 contour which have a complexity not seen in the data.
The kinematics of the L and H components can summarized as follows.
1. They are split by around 100 kms_1over much of the face of the galaxy. This 
is partially due to the resolution of our moderate dispersion spectra; much 
smaller splits would not be resolved.
2. In spectra B and D which straddle the major axis of the continuum light dis­
tribution, they are segregated with L predominantly on the NE side and H on 
the SW side of the nucleus. Here the velocity gradients are steepest, with the 
magnitude of (V^, — Vr) dropping to zero at 10" ~ r ~ 20" (230 ~ r ~ 460), 
and then changing sign at larger radii.
3. In spectra A, C, and E the components coexist over much of the length of 
the spectra, and the overall slope is much more shallow.
4 .4 .2  L ine w id th s.
Figure 4.4 shows that the line widths are significantly broader than the instru­
mental width over much of the face of the galaxy. There is a small difference in 
the mean Wn (natural width; W^ o corrected for the instrumental width) between 
small and large radii as can be discerned in figure 4.5:
(WN) = 61 ±  4 km s"1 r < 18" (N  = 57)
(WN) =46 ± 9  kins“1 r > 18" ( ^  = 19)
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Figure 4.6: Velocity fields of the H and L components. The light line indicates 
the region over which the field is defined, the dots mark the positions of the 
measurements, and the nucleus is marked with a “+ ”• The velocity of each contour 
is given in kms"1.
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where the errors are standard errors and N  is the number of measurements (note 
18" =  410 pc). Similarly, the highest dispersion spectrum, E, shows a small 
difference between the L and H components with (Wn ) =  36 ±  7 km s-1 for L and 
58 ±  11 km s-1 for H (straight mean of measurements with signal/noise > 3). The 
resolution of spectra A-D is insufficient to determine whether the H component 
is significantly broader than L throughout the rest of the galaxy. It should be 
remembered that these differences are only at the ~  1.5<r level.
A Maxwellian velocity distribution for the ionized gas with Te =  1.37 x 104 °K 
(§4.2.2) will have W5o =  36 km s-1 . Any additional broadening, Wrem, is a result of 
both turbulent motions and velocity gradients within the volume sampled by the 
slit element. Velocity gradients are the likely cause of the increased W$o seen in 
spectra A and D at the position of A2 (figure 4.4), where we are presumably viewing 
down the tangent point of a giant bubble. For the L component in spectrum E 
the broadening is totally thermal. For the H component in spectrum E and for 
r <  18", Wrem ~  48 km s-1 . If turbulent motions are dominant then we expect 
cloud -  cloud collisions at the equivalent Gaussian a (36 km s-1) or Mach 1.3 in 
the ionized gas. Similarly for r > 18", WTcm =  29 km s-1 which corresponds to 
Mach 0.8 collisions if turbulent motions prevail.
4 .4 .3  In teg ra ted  Ha v e lo c ity  profile.
Figure 4.7 compares the integrated Ha and Hi velocity profiles. To make the Ha 
profile we combined the velocity fields with the Ha images, assumed that the line 
ratios are constant throughout the galaxy (not strictly true) and considered only 
the L and H components. This involved making “fractional strength” fields for the 
L and H components in a manner similar to the velocity field construction. We 
assumed Gaussian line profiles with Wn  set at the above radial means.
The integrated Ha velocity profile accounts for 74% of the total Ha flux, 
99% of the Ha flux within 18" of the nucleus, and 47% of the flux outside of this 
radius. The Ha profile centroid and widths are given by Vga = 634 kms-1, W50 = 
94 km s-1 , and W20 =  147 km s-1 . Vjjq , Vtys, and Vjjj are nearly equal within 
their errors. The weak saturation of HI in the Ha image may have caused us to 
overestimate the integrated Ha widths since this HII region has a velocity close to 
Vsya. As noted in §2.4.1 the total loss to saturation is small so the widths will not 
be severely overestimated. The HI profile is slightly broader than the Ha profile. 
This is probably not significant due to the simplifications used for constructing 
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Figure 4.7: Hi spectrum compared to integrated Ha velocity profile (normalized 
to have the same areas). Also shown are the integrated profiles of the L and H 
components.
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share similar distributions and kinematics. One way this can occur is if the Ha 
represents the inner ionized edge of an expanding dense Hi shell (or shells). If this 
is the case then we can not estimate the total mass from the HI line width as the 
gas motions are clearly non-virial.
4.5 A geom etric m odel for the ionized gas flow.
4.5.1 Description.
The overall Ha morphology and ionized gas kinematics can be described by a 
simple geometric model; that of a homologously expanding nucleo-centric prolate 
ellipsoid shell. The major axis of the ellipsoid is the axis of the bipolar flow. 
The homologous expansion assumption (i.e. expanding in scale only, which is not 
necessarily free expansion) ensures that the velocity vector is proportional to the 
radius vector from the nucleus, and thus the velocity profile along any slit through 
the shell is an ellipse. The free parameters of this model are the semi-major and 
semi-minor axes length, a, 6, the minor axis expansion velocity 14, the position 
angle of the major axis <f>a, and the inclination angle, 7 , of the major axis with 
respect to the line of sight.
Our approach has been to estimate the free parameters of the model from the 
overall Ha morphology and emission line kinematics. This is preferable to doing a 
formal fit to the velocity data alone which ignores the morphology. <f>a = —20° was 
adopted from the apparent major axis of the bipolar flow in figure 1.4. The shallow 
overall velocity gradient in spectra A and C which straddles <f>a indicates that the 
flow must be predominantly along the plane of the sky. The inclination angle can 
then be constrained to 45° < 7 < 90°. We find that 7 = 67.5° reproduces the 
velocity gradient in spectra A, C and E quite well. The farthest arc has r = 50" 
(1.13 kpc). Correction for the tip angle yields a = 50"/ sin 7 = 54" (1.24 kpc). 
From the Ha image b can be constrained to be in the range 15" ~ b ~ 20". We 
have adopted b = 18" (410 pc). 14 can be estimated from AVI.at, the H -  L velocity 
split at the nucleus:
Vi, »  0.5 sin 7 AVTtn  . (4-1)
Spectra A -  C have (AV^jv) = 109 kms-1, while spectrum E has A14,iv = 
80 kms-1. The mean of these two values yields 14 = 44 kms-1, which we have 
adopted in the model.
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4 .5 .2  R esu lts .
The model using the above parameters is plotted as a shaded line in figure 4.4. 
For spectra A and E, the overall fit is quite good. Spectrum C shows a more 
complicated velocity profile, especially for the L component. The overall gradient 
of the H component in spectrum C agrees well with the model. Spectra D and B 
show much steeper velocity profiles than the model in the region where the model 
is defined.
The most important outcome of this model is that the expansion timescale, 
TeXp = 6/vi, which is 9 Myr for this model, is within a factor of two of rnucieus (the 
photometrically determined age of the nucleus; chapter 3) for any likely set of free 
parameters or distance modulus. This result and the fact that the nucleus is near 
the centre of curvature of most of the loops strongly associates the nucleus with 
the flow, and suggests that the nucleus is a major power source of the flow. If so, 
the rough equality of rcxp and rnucieus suggests little deceleration of the flow, that 
is free expansion.
As noted in §4.3 the Ha morphology is like that of an expanding bubble in a 
gaseous disk. In Bodenheimer, Tenorio-Tagle, and Yorke’s (1979) champagne flow 
models, maximum flow velocities of ~  30 k m s '1 are produced by the expansion of 
a bubble of photo-ionized gas (T % 104 °K) across a density discontinuity, or in the 
case of Tenorio-Tagle, et al. (1986) across a steep density gradient. The superbub­
ble models of MacLMcC and MacLMcCN follow the expansion of a much hotter 
bubble (containing thermalized supernovae ejecta) with a central temperature on 
the order of 4 x 106oK. The maximum flow velocity produced is ~  640 kms-1. 
However these velocities occur in the hot bubble which is invisible in the optical 
and emits mainly X-rays. It is the shell velocities of up to 150 km s-1 (MacLMcCN) 
of such a bubble that would be observable. This is about the same as the tip ve­
locity in the flow model for NGC 1705 (Va = 132 kms-1), suggesting that it also 
has been powered by a hot gas with a temperature of a few million degrees Kelvin. 
If the bubble is still powered we can estimate its temperature by assuming that 
the tip of the flow has been accelerated to the interior sound velocity. This yields 
T  ~ 5 x 105 °K, and is a minimum because the tip may still be accelerating. The 
approximate sign is used because the maximum flow velocity depends on the den­
sity contrast between the bubble and the ambient gas and flow velocities greater 
than the interior sound speed can be achieved (Bedijn and Tenorio-Tagle, 1981). 
However, it is more likely that this temperature is an extreme lower limit as sug­
gested by simulations such as those of Tomisaka and Ikeuchi (1988) where the
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bubble has T  «  10s °K and the shell is expanding at a velocity around 100 kms l .
The deviations from the geometric model axe mostly in the sense that the 
observed velocities are closer to Vaya. The Hll regions in spectrum B and the 
intersection of the arc A2 with spectra A, C and D correspond to such “low velocity 
points.” Notice that the degree of deviation at A2’s position is more severe as one 
proceeds from the major to minor axis of the loop (i.e. from A to C to D). These 
positions can be modelled with a separate expanding ellipsoid model, using free 
parameters more appropriate to A2. These parameters are a = 29" (660 pc), 
b = 11" (250 pc), <j>a = —50°, 7 = 67.5°, and H = 30 to 44 kms-1. This shows 
that A2 has a separate kinematic identity from the flow as a whole.
The Hll regions in spectrum B also fit the model for A2. However, the Hll 
regions are likely to be strong density enhancements (molecular clouds) that have 
been squashed by the flow and are now forming stars. When an expanding shell 
sweeps past such an enhancement it is not likely to be accelerated to flow velocity 
(see review of Chevalier, 1977). As mentioned earlier Hl, H3 and H4 appear to 
have been passed by their nearest arcs. The velocities of HI, and H4 + H5 are 
predominantly transverse, therefore the fact that they fit the flow model for A2 
could be coincidental. A low velocity point is not seen to correspond to H3 in 
spectrum E. We suspect this is due to H3 being washed out due to bad seeing or 
guiding as there is no peak in the [O III] 5007 Ä distribution along the slit at its 
expected position. In spectrum C, the run of Vr just north of the nucleus shows 
a peak in both the L and H components. The position corresponds to object j  
suggesting gravitational perturbations.
There are positions where Ha is observed that are outside the scope of this 
model. This gas is not at rest with respect to Vaya as one would expect of undis­
turbed gas unaffected by the expanding ellipsoid. However, the geometry of our 
model is very simple. Instead of a prolate ellipsoid we should be using a form that 
is rounder at the tips and more pinched in the centre, and should be multi-lobal 
as indicated by A3 and A4.
4.6 D ynam ics o f  th e  flow.
Both the Ha morphology and the flow model suggest that the nucleus powers the 
flow. We will now consider the energy required to power the flow, and compare this 
with the expected mechanical energy output of the stellar components to see if this 
hypothesis is plausible. First the mass and distribution of the ISM is estimated, as
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this is required to estimate the kinetic energy of the flow. It has been shown that 
A2 has a separate kinematic identity from the flow as a whole. The reason for this 
and the nature of the multiple arcs on the SE side of the galaxy are discussed in 
the final subsection of this section.
4.6.1 Mass and distribution of the ISM.
Inventory  o f the ISM .
The ISM consists of warm and cold neutral gas, molecular gas, ionized gas, and 
the very hot gas (thermalized stellar winds and supernovae ejecta) which powers 
the flow. These phases have varying quantities of dust mixed in with them. Our 
estimates for the mass of neutral hydrogen and dust are given in table 2.7.
The presence of a molecular component can be inferred from the IRAS  flux 
which indicates the presence of dust. The molecular and dust components should 
be correlated because molecular gas is thought to form on dust grains. We will 
assume the molecular hydrogen and dust masses are directly related by
Mh2 = 250 Md (4.2)
given by Hunter, et al. (1989) who find this relation agrees with the CO line flux 
in NGC 1569. This galaxy is a nearby dwarf amorphous galaxy with broad-band 
and Ha morphologies very similar to NGC 1705 (Hodge, 1974; Arp and Sandage, 
1985). The definite detection of CO in it by Young, Gallagher, and Hunter (1984) 
is the first direct detection of the molecular component in a dwarf starburst galaxy. 
The molecular hydrogen mass of NGC 1705 is then Mh2 = 5.5 x 107 Af@. Hunter, 
et al. (1989) note Mh2 derived in this manner is probably uncertain by a factor of 
two at least.
The H ll mass, Mhii> can be estimated from the H/? luminosity and the elec­
tron temperature and density:
(1 + Y)Laßmp 
m  a ^ T ^ h ^ N . )  ■ (4.3)
where mp is the proton mass, Y  is the mass fraction of helium, (Ne) is the mean 
electron density, and is the effective H/3 recombination coefficient (Osterbrock, 
1974). For Te = 104 °K this reduces to
M H11
3.1 x 107 Mq
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for NGC 1705. (Ne) is highly uncertain. The upper limit is given in 4.2.2:
(Ne) £ 100 cm-3. A lower limit, (-/V^ min, can be estimated by assuming a unity 
volume filling factor:
f  , (4.4)
mpVoi
where VQ\ is the volume in which Mhii is estimated. From equation 4.3 we have
2 (1 + Y )I*ß
^  aS(T.)&«H*V* •
We used a spherical volume bounded by radii ri = 4.3", r 2 = 17.9" to determine 
(-Ne)min* These radii were selected to avoid the nucleus and because the inner 
regions have a filling factor closer to unity than the outer regions. The H/3 lumi­
nosity within was calculated by spherically de-projecting the Ha distribution, and 
taking the Balmer decrement appropriate for this region from spectrum F. We find 
= 1.4 cm-3 and thus
3.1 x 105 < Mnn < 2.2 x 107 M0.
Therefore the H II mass is insignificant compared to Mm and Mh, .
The mass of the very hot gas mass, Mvhg, can be estimated relative to Mnn 
by assuming that the two phases are in approximate pressure equilibrium. The 
assumption that the very hot gas fills the volume of the geometric flow model gives 
an upper mass limit for this component:
Afyhg <  VoiTnu 
Mnn — AArTyhg
where VQ\ is the volume, A is the area of the expanding ellipsoid, and Ar = 5" is 
the thickness of the H II shell. Taking Tvhg as estimated above and taking Tmi to 
be the Te of the ionized gas yields Mvhg ~ 0.014Mmi, or Mvhg ~ 3.1 x 105 Mq. If 
this gas is mostly thermalized stellar winds and supernovae ejecta from the nucleus 
we would expect Mvhg ~  2.8 x 1O5M0 , which is consistent our upper limit.
Only the neutral and molecular components have non-negligible masses. So 
far we have only considered hydrogen. Correcting for the helium content yields a 
total ISM mass of
M,  «  (1 + Y)(Mm + MHj) =  17.8 x 107 M0 .
How much gas is in th e  flow?
17% of the Ha flux comes from the Hll regions. These Hll regions axe probably 
not entrained in the flow, as suggested in §4.3 and §4.5. The similar integrated
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Ha and H I velocity profiles suggest that the HI mass distribution is like the Ha 
luminosity distribution. We therefore surmise that ~  17% of the HI is associated 
with the stationary Hll regions with the remainder entrained in the flow. This 
assumption can later be tested with high resolution HI mapping.
The molecular gas is likely to be in the form of dense molecular clouds (prob­
ably associated with the H II regions) which are also likely to have been bypassed 
by the flow. Support for this assumption comes from observations of NGC 1569, 
which also has the Ha morphology of an explosive event (Hodge, 1974) with a 
possible bipolar structure (de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and Pence, 1974). 
Hunter, et a/.’s (1989) observation that its CO is more concentrated than the Ha 
distribution is consistent with the molecular gas not sharing in any expulsive flow.
The mass of the gas in the flow, Mflow, is then roughly 80% of the neutral 
material: Mq0w = 9.0 x 107 Af©. This material is expected to be distributed 
similarly to the diffuse Ha. Australia Telescope Hi observations are required to 
confirm this. The remaining 8.8 x 107 Af© of gas is expected to be roughly station­
ary and associated with the H II regions and dense molecular clouds in the core of 
NGC 1705.
4 .6 .2  M ech an ica l en erg y  requ ired  for th e  flow.
The total mechanical energy output, Et , of the stellar populations powering an 
expanding bubble goes into the kinetic energy of the shell, Ek, the internal thermal 
energy, 2?u, radiative losses from the shell and bubble, and gravitational losses.
Ek e stim ates.
Ek can be estimated from the kinematics data. However, since this provides infor­
mation on the radial component only, the velocity distribution of the transverse 
component must be assumed. As a lower limit we assume no transverse component 
and use the HI profile to obtain
surface distribution of the flow material. This is an upper limit because the flow 
material should be denser along the minor axis for the model to be realistic. For 
our model’s axial ratio we find
(4.7)
As an upper limit we use the expanding ellipsoid shell model and assume a constant
E k,m ax  = 3.16AfflowvJ =  1.1 x IQ55 ergs . (4.8)
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As our “best” estimate we assume a simpler geometry: an uniformly expanding 
sphere. The expansion velocity is derived from the Hi velocity width: Vexp = 
W W \/3, so that
Ek = l- M ^ W l a = 3.7 x 1054 ergs . (4.9)
0
The corresponding specific kinetic energy is 2.1 x 1013 ergs gm-1. If all of the 
gas were entrained in the flow, and distributed like the Ha, then the above Ek 
estimates should be increased by a factor of two.
Is radiative cooling in th e bubble im portant?
The radiative cooling timescale, rcooi can be estimated using the cooling function, 
A(T), of Raymond, Cox and Smith (1976) which can be approximated by
A(T) rs A0 (T/IO5)" 0'5 for 105 < 3 x 107 °K , (4.10)
where A0 = 5 x 10“22 erg cm3 s-1 for solar abundance. This part of the cooling 
function is dominated by line cooling. Therefore A0 will scale with metallicity, so 
A0 ~  2 x 10-22 erg cm3 s-1 for NGC 1705. The heat content per unit volume is
S  = ^ (JVe + N)kT . (4.11)
The atomic density, N  is related to Ne by Ne «  1.1 N  for a fully ionized plasma 
with cosmic helium abundance. The heat loss rate per unit volume is given by
L = AiV2 . (4.12)
The cooling timescale is therefore
Tcooi =  y  «  0.8 l N e Myr • (4*13)
Using Tvhg, as above, this reduces to rcooi £ 9/Ne Myr. If the bubble is in ap­
proximate pressure equilibrium with the Hll then Ne <C 1 cm-3, and therefore 
Tcoo i > Texp> and thus radiative cooling is unimportant.
The interior density of an expanding superbubble is dominated by evapora­
tion from the shell (MacLMcC). When evaporation is included the interior temper­
ature is only weekly dependent on time (T oc r -6//35). As long as energy injection 
is maintained evaporation is not likely to cool the bubble to a temperature where 
radiative cooling is important.
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T h e ratio E k /E r  and thus E t .
Ostriker and McKee (1988) discuss the dynamics of blastwaves (an expanding 
disturbance preceded by a shock front) in various astrophysical contexts. Their 
case most appropriate to NGC 1705 is the expansion of a spherical blastwave 
with non-radiative energy injection (but with a radiative preceding shock). If the 
ambient density falls off with radius, r, as
p(r) (X r
and the energy injected into the bubble is a power law in time:
E t  oc r Vin ,
then there is a self-similar solution for the expansion given by
R(t) = Ct'  (4.16)
2 + TJin
^ 5 — kp
where C is a constant and R  is the radius of the shell of swept up ISM.
If the radius of the bubble starts accelerating, its shell will become Rayleigh- 
Taylor unstable and break up, releasing the internal energy, and thus greatly re­
ducing the transfer of energy to shell Ek. MacLMcC refer to this phenomena as a 
“blowout” (or a “superbubble blowout” for a bubble that is powered by a cluster 
or stellar association) Once this occurs the self-similar solution will not apply. The 
condition for acceleration not to occur is
17 < 1  , (4.18)
or
kp < 3  — TJin . (4.19)
For a galaxy to have finite mass it must have kp > 3 at large radii. This means 
that a superbubble will always blowout if energy injection can be maintained, and 
if gravitational and radiative losses are negligible.
MacLMcC show that the ratio of kinetic to thermal energy of an expanding 
bubble is given by
Ek ^  R 2
Eu 3 R2 + RR
For the above self-similar solution
Ek _  1
Eu 4 —  1 / tj
(4.14)
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0 striker and McKee give the efficiency of the conversion of Et to Ein in their 
equations 7.16 and 7.17. From these equations and assuming that the ratio of 
specific heats in the hot bubble is 7j =  5/3 and using Ek/Eu above, the ratio of 
Ek to Et is
EiL 
E t
5 -  -  
*7J
1 +
(3 -  kp)r]: - 1
7/ m (  1  4 "  7 m ) ( l  / * ) .  J
where /; is the filling factor of clouds in the bubble’s interior.
(4.22)
Bubbles powered by the star formation burst model in §4.6.3, below, will 
have rjin «  0.4 for r ~ 4 Myr. In this case the shell accelerates and blows out for 
kp >  2.6. In the range 0 <  kp <  2.6, and for /» =  0, Ek/Et varies from 0.12 to 0.15 
(with the minimum at kp =  1.8). If fi is as high as 0.5 these values will be reduced 
by a factor of about 0.65. For bubbles powered by the constant SFR model below 
the energy input is constant after 33.4 Myr so Tjin — 1.0. Blowout then occurs for 
kp >  2. In this case, and for fi =  0, Ek/Et varies between 0.19 at kp =  0 down to 
0.17 at kp =  2. Increasing fi to 0.5 will decrease Ek/ET by about 0.74 over this 
range.
We have adopted Ek/ET ~  0.15, which is correct to within 50% for all 
realistic parameters (of kp, 77xn, etc . . . )  excluding bubble blowout. The particular 
value is appropriate for rjin =  0.4, kp =  2.6, and fi =  0. In other words, for a 
burst population dominating the energy source of the flow and free expansion as 
suggested by the rough equality between rexp and rnucieus (§4.5). This yields
Et ~  2.5 x 1055 ergs,
which is the total mechanical energy release required to power the flow. The effects 
of gravitational losses, clouds in the bubble, and bubble blowout will tend to make 
this an underestimate. However, if a constant Lw  source ( e.g. a constant SFR 
population) is also supplying energy, Et will tend to be overestimated.
4.6.3 M echanical energy output of the stellar popula­
tions.
Now that we have an estimate of the total energy output required to power the 
observed flow, we want to determine whether the observed populations can provide 
this energy. Specifically, we want to determine whether the nucleus is indeed 
the main power source of the flow. Therefore we have modelled the mechanical 
luminosity, Lw,  output from the high mass stars (initial masses 9 to 120 M©) in 
the two basic population models used in chapter 3: a star formation burst and 
continuous star formation at a constant rate.
I l l
For these calculations the stellar-evolutionary tracks of Maeder and Meynet 
(1987, 1988, 1989) were employed with the IMF given in equation 3.1. This allows 
consistency with the M / L b ratios used in table 3.1. Three sources of Lw were 
considered:
1. Type II  Supernovae (SN II). Each of these is assumed to release 1051 ergs 
of mechanical energy (Chevalier, 1977). All stars more massive than 9 M q  
are assumed to end their life in this manner.
2. W inds from m ain sequence stars. The mechanical luminosity of a stellar 
wind is
Lw = \ m v I, , (4.23)
where M  is the mass loss rate (from Maeder and Meynet) and is the wind 
velocity calculated from log Teff using the empirical correlation of Waldron 
(1984).
3. W olf-Rayet winds. This phase of stellar evolution has been extensively 
discussed in two recent reviews (Chiosi and Maeder, 1986; Abbott and Conti, 
1987). Wolf-Rayet stars have M  about 160 times higher than 0  stars with 
the same log Teff and log L (de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen, and van der Hucht 
1987). To simplify the calculations all Wolf-Rayet stars are assumed to 
have M  = 6.3 x 10-5 Mq yr_1 (determined from the sample of de Jager, 
Nieuwenhuijzen, and van der Hucht, 1987) and = 2500 k m s '1 (Abbott 
and Conti, 1987). The Wolf-Rayet phase is assumed to occur for the last 
0.5 Myr of the life-times of all stars more massive than 40 Mq (Maeder 
and Meynet, 1987). For these parameters the integrated Lw over the Wolf- 
Rayet phase is twice the energy release of a SNII. As can be judged from the 
literature cited above, there is a lot of uncertainty in the mean parameters 
adopted. Nevertheless, it remains clear that the total energy released in this 
phase is on the order of that in a supernova explosion.
Red super giant winds have not been included in these calculations. RSG’s 
can lose mass at a prodigious rate (de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen, and van der Hucht, 
1987) but the low derived from their cool temperatures ensures they have a 
low Lw (see figure 3 in Dopita, 1989).
Type I supernovae have also not been included. The most popular model for 
their production is the binary model first proposed by Whelan and Iben (1973). In 
this model mass accretes onto a white dwarf in a binary system from the secondary
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star when it fills its Roche lobe. If this accretion causes the white dwarf to exceed 
the Chandrasekhar limit a supernova explosion is produced. For a star formation 
burst, the theoretical type I Supernova rates presented by Greggio and Renzini 
(1983) peak soon after the most massive white dwarf precursors end their (H and 
He burning) lives. C/O core white dwarfs have initial masses less than about 8 M q 
while He core white dwarfs have initial masses less than about 2.2 M q (following 
Greggio and Renzini). The supernovae rates from these white dwarfs then will 
not peak until about 40 Myr and 1.3 Gyr after the onset of the burst respectively. 
Therefore type I supernovae have not yet contributed to the Lw output of the 
nucleus. However, they may be an important energy source in the HSB and LSB 
populations.
Another serious omission may be Lw from the photo-ionizing flux. This is 
significant for r  < 5 Myr (Beltrametti, Tenorio-Tagle, and Yorke, 1982; Tenorio- 
Tagle, et al., 1986; Tenorio-Tagle and Bodenheimer, 1988; Noriega-Crespo, et aln 
1989). However, here we are concerned with the energy input into the hot bubble 
that powers the flow. We have shown earlier that its temperature is probably too 
high to be the result of photoionization alone.
For the burst model we calculated the specific Lw from the high mass stars 
formed in an instantaneous burst of star formation. This was done by normalizing 
the IMF so that 1 M q of stars is formed in the mass range 9 to 120 M q . The 
results of these calculations are shown in figure 4.8a. The following conclusions 
can be deduced from this figure:
• The main sequence wind component of Lw goes into sharp decline when the 
most massive stars end their core hydrogen burning lives.
• An instantaneous burst which produces Wolf-Rayet stars will have a sudden 
increase in Lw (a gust of wind) when stars start entering the Wolf-Rayet 
phase and shortly thereafter explode as a supernova.
• If Wolf-Rayet stars do not form there will not be a sudden increase in Lw 
unless main sequence winds are also inhibited.
• The onset time and duration of the Wolf-Rayet wind phase are highly depen­
dent on the upper mass limit and the minimum zero age mass of Wolf-Rayet 
progenitors respectively.
• Both adopting a finite star formation timescale and using a more realistic 
treatment of the transition to a Wolf-Rayet star will tend to smooth out the 




b) constant star formation rate
t  (Myr)
Figure 4.8: Mechanical luminosity (Lw) output of two ideal stellar populations, 
a) shows the specific Lw output of an instantaneous burst of star formation. The 
scale on the left shows the Lw per mass of stars formed between 9 and 120 Mq . The 
scale on the right is Lw scaled to the mass of the nucleus, b) shows the Lw output 
for a population forming high mass stars at a constant rate of 1 Mq yr_1. In a) the 
dashed, dot -  dashed, and dotted line show the main-sequence wind, Wolf-Rayet 
wind, and type II supernova contributions respectively. In both panels the solid 
line is for galactic abundance, and the thin line is for the wind components scaled 
to the lower metallicity of NGC 1705.
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• After about 15 Myr Lw varies slowly, declining gradually for our adopted 
IMF.
• Stochastic effects may be important at young ages for low mass clusters. A 
maximum random fluctuation in Lw of about 3% is expected for a cluster 
with the mass of the nucleus.
For the constant star formation rate model we calculated the Lw  output of 
a population forming 1 M0 yr-1 of high mass stars, starting at the onset of star 
formation until tsnh> the lifetime of the least massive type II supernova progenitor, 
which is 33.4 Myr for a 9 M0 star (Maeder and Meynet, 1989). The result is shown 
in figure 4.8b. It is trivial to show that this curve is proportional to the time 
integral of Lw for the star-formation burst model. For the three energy sources 
considered, Lw will remain constant at Lw = 2.1 x 1042 erg s-1 elfter tsnh because 
there is then an equilibrium between the birth and death rate of high mass stars.
The main-sequence and Wolf-Rayet wind contributions to these models were 
calculated from parameters appropriate for galactic stars. For a fixed log Teff and 
log T, the modified radiation pressure driven wind theory of Kudritzki, Pauldrach, 
and Puls (1987) predicts that oc ( ^ ) °  14 and M  oc ( ^ ) ° 47> and thus Lw  oc 
( ^ )  . The lower metallicity of NGC 1705 means the wind contribution to
Et is overestimated (metallicity is not expected to be an important parameter in 
determining the energy release of a supernova). However, the relationship between 
Lw and ( ^ )  is probably not as simple as the above relationship, because stars of 
the same mass but different abundances have different evolutionary tracks which 
in turn will affect the Lw output. Furthermore, the change in M, induced by the 
change in ( ^ ) ,  will also result in a substantially altered evolutionary track (Chiosi 
and Maeder, 1986). The Wolf-Rayet phase is particularly sensitive to variations in 
M  (Maeder and Meynet, 1987). The net effect of the altered evolutionary tracks 
on Lw has not yet been calculated (to our knowledge). We assumed these effects 
are not important and thus took Lw oc ( ^ ) °  ?$ and computed additional models 
where the strength of the wind components is reduced by a factor 0.54. The results 
for this case are plotted as thin lines in figure 4.8.
In table 4.4 we tabulate the total energy release of the nucleus, remain­
ing HSB population, and the LSB population over the age of the nucleus 
(^.nucleus, £r,HSB, and l?r,LSB respectively). Et,nucleus was calculated by integrat­
ing Lw for the instantaneous burst model from 0 to rnucicus and scaling to the mass 
of the nucleus (3.9 x 105 M0 of high mass stars formed). Et,hsb and F^ t.lsb were 
calculated by multiplying the equilibrium Lw  of the constant star-formation model
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Table 4.4: Mechanical energy output of the stellar populations.
Component
( t )  =  1 ( t )  =  °-43
Energy in 1055 ergs
Nuclear subcomponents
Type II supernovae 0.8 0.8
Main-sequence winds 0.4 0.2
Wolf-Rayet winds 0.4 0.2
E t , nucleus 1.6 1.2
£ t ,h s b 0.6 0.5
E t , l s b 0.8 0.7
fractional contribution
E t , nu cleus/ -^T.flow 0.6 0.5
E t , h s b /  ^ r .f lo w 0.2 0.2
E t , l s b /  E t ,üow 0.3 0.3
by rnucieus and scaling by their SFR Rom chapter 3 (0.0069 and 0.0098 Mq yr 1, 
respectively in high mass stars).
Also tabulated in table 4.4, is the ratio of total energies output by the com­
ponents to that needed to power the flow. We see that the energy of the flow is 
completely accounted for. Moreover, the nucleus is indeed the dominant energy 
source, contributing at least 50% of inflow However, the Et for the HSB and 
LSB populations is an overestimate of their contribution to the Et of the flow, 
because they are diffuse. Only the portion of the populations encompassed within 
the bubble will contribute to its energy. Similarly, the contribution of the HSB 
population relative to the LSB will be higher than that implied in table 4.4. By 
adjusting the parameters of the models, such as the IMF slope, or the minimum 
mass of WR stars it may well be possible for the nucleus to totally account for 
Et ,q.o w  We did not consider the effort of such adjustments worthwhile considering 
the uncertainties in Ft ,flow-
We conclude that the nucleus is the flow’s strongest single energy source, 
although the remaining HSB population, and to a lesser extent the LSB population, 
may also provide some of the flow energy (< 50% combined). It is interesting that 
the difference between rexp and the photometric age of the nucleus is about 3.5 
Myr. This happens to be the time delay between the onset of star formation and 
the occurrence of the Wolf-Rayet and supernovae wind gust for the adopted IMF. 
Considering the uncertainties in these timescales this result may be spurious.
4 .6 .4  T h e n atu re o f  th e  SE arcs.
One of the more interesting features of the Ha morphology is the arcs Al, A2, 
and A5 (and A8 which may be associated with A5) which emanate roughly out 
of the south east continuum minor axis. Have they evolved coevally with the flow 
as a whole, or are they signatures of later expansion events? We have seen that 
A2 has a separate kinematic signature from the flow model, which was created 
to represent the overall morphology as defined by the outer axes (including A5). 
Unfortunately, the range of allowed V& for A2 yields a range of rcxp that does not 
allow us to distinguish between coeval expansion or separate evolution from the 
outer arcs.
We will discuss three scenarios for the formation of the SE arc structures:
1. Superbubble blowout. This is discussed in §4.6.2 where it is shown that 
all superbubbles will blowout if energy injection can be maintained above the
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energy losses from the bubble. Blowouts of bubbles and superbubbles have 
been modelled by MacLMcCN, Tomisaka and Ikeuchi (1988) and Rozyczka 
and Tenorio-Tagle (1985).
2. V ariations in the  ionizing flux. Beltrametti, Tenorio-Tagle and Yorke 
(1982) show how a decrease in the ionizing flux results in the formation of 
two dense expanding shells. The outer shell consists of material swept up 
by the expanding Hll region before the ionizing flux decreases. When the 
ionizing flux decreases the outer regions recombine to form the inner shell 
as the ionization front recedes. The outer shell continues to snowplow into 
the ambient gas. Eventually the inner regions will re-expand due to its over­
pressure with the recently recombined gas. This expansion will decrease the 
interior Ne and the ionization front will again start to eat into the inner shell. 
The inner shell is seen by the edge of this ionization front, while the outer 
shell may be visible from its preceding shock. One can envisage scenarios 
where the details of the ionizing flux variation lead to the formation of more 
than two shells.
3. G usts of wind. This scenario is similar to 2) except the shells are formed 
by the variations in Lw- The temperature of the gas in the hot bubble is 
determined by the energy balance of the Lw input with the cooling due to 
adiabatic expansion, radiative losses and evaporation at the interface with 
the dense shell and of dense clouds which the shell sweeps past. When 
Lw is low the temperature will decrease more rapidly. When Lw  suddenly 
increases the fresh hot wind will sweep up the relatively cooler gas into an 
interior shell.
One problem with the blowout scenario is that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities 
create long radial Angers which are not observed in the H a distribution. Further­
more, the inner shell is almost completely destroyed by the blowout (Rozyczka and 
Tenorio-Tagle, 1985; MacLMcCN). Another problem with this scenario is that, in 
the models, the outer loop is connected to the remnants of the inner loop. This 
may be the case if A2 represents the inner structure and A5 and A8 the outer 
loop. We see that A5 and A8 intersect and the latter is apparently connected to 
A2. On the eastern side A5 is incomplete in H a. It is possible that the underlying 
Hi shell connects with A2. A blowout can not explain the relationship between 
A1 and A2, both of which can be traced to near the continuum major axis without 
intersecting.
The above problems can be partially alleviated when we consider that the
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sharply defined shells in the numerical models of both groups are composed of 
neutral material. The Hll zone, which was not modelled, will pad out the inner 
surfaces of the structure, perhaps closing the gaps in the inner loops. Similarly 
the sides of the outer loop will be shielded from ionizing flux by the inner loop. 
Only the tips of the outer loop will be visible, either due to the filtering through 
of ionizing radiation through the breaks in the inner shell, or from the preceding 
shock. The shock emissivity will be lower for the sides of the outer shell due to 
the lower expansion velocity. This may explain why A5 does not connect with A2.
One strength of the last two scenarios is that they can produce unconnected 
concentric arcs such as A1 and A2. However, we would expect them to be produced 
on both sides of the ionizing or wind source. Figures 1.4 and 4.2 suggest A6 
is the NW extension of A2. If there is an extension of A1 on the NW side it 
may be obscured by the complex high surface brightness Ha morphology there. 
Furthermore, if the ionizing or wind source is displaced only a fraction of a scale 
height from the plane of the disk, the flow will be highly asymmetric and stronger 
in the direction of displacement (MacLMcC; MacLMcCN).
The second scenario can be ruled out for two reasons. First we have already 
shown that the interior temperature is likely to be on the order of 106 °K which 
is too high for photoionization to be the power source. Second the maximum 
separation between the neutral shells is set by the recombination timescale rrec «  
1.2 x 105/iVe years (for Te = 104, where Ne is in cm-3; Osterbrock, 1974). The 
shells will not separate by more than Ar «  rrec14heU before the inner region starts 
to re-expand. Along the minor axis this means Ab ~ 5A/Ne pc = 0.2"/N e for 
Vb = 44 kms“1.
Figure 4.8 shows how each burst of star formation will produce a gust of 
wind when the high mass stars enter the Wolf-Rayet phase. If A5, A2, and A1 
were produced by separate bursts and each shell is expanding at the same velocity, 
then the ratio of their rexp is equal to the ratio of their radii. Taking rexp = 9 Myr 
for A5 yields rcxp = 4.3, and 2.6 Myr for A2 and A1 respectively. Figure 4.8 shows 
the Wolf-Rayet gust will be delayed approximately 3.5 Myr after the onset of star 
formation. This means the star formation bursts that produced Al, A2, and A5 
occurred about 6, 8 and 12 Myr ago respectively. Of course the oldest burst marks 
the formation of the nucleus. The geometry of the shells indicates the location of 
the younger bursts must be near the nucleus. The inner shells may then be the 
result of the formation of the brighter objects near the nucleus (most likely j  and 
m) which was perhaps triggered by the passing of the first gust of wind.
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The blowout and gust mechanisms can be combined to make a more intrigu­
ing scenario for the formation of the SE arcs that requires only one star formation 
burst: the formation of the nucleus. In this scenario A2+A6 is the original shell 
which started to expand shortly after the onset of star formation in the nucleus 
(powered by main-sequence winds and photoionization). When its tip entered a 
steep density gradient the bubble blew out to form A5, A7 and A8. The Wolf- 
Rayet and SNII wind then swept up relatively cooler bubble material to make Al. 
In this scenario rexp = 9 Myr applies to A2 rather than A5. Then from the ratio 
of their radii we derive rexp «  5.3 Myr for Al. The difference in their rexp (3.7 
Myr) between A2 and Al is very close to the expected delay after the onset of star 
formation for the gust to occur.
4 .7  Sum m ary.
In this chapter it has been shown that the emission line spectrum of NGC 1705 
is like that of typical emission line galaxies, but with apparently a high 
12 + log(0/H), like that of the LMC. An estimate of E(B — V)eg using the Balmer 
decrement is in sharp disagreement with other estimates using the IUE spectrum 
and Fir . The latter methods indicate virtually no reddening after correcting for 
E{B — V)gai. Such discrepancies are common for BCD’s and emission line galax­
ies, and are always in the sense that E(B — V )eg determined from the Balmer 
decrement is higher than that determined using other methods. This is not likely 
to be due to geometric effects for the case of NGC 1705. The simplest explanation 
for this phenomena is that the Balmer decrements of emission line galaxies are of­
ten steeper than for case B recombination. However, the cause of this steepening 
is not known, and the problem deserves further attention.
The main focus of this chapter has been an investigation of the flow pattern 
seen in the Ha image. The Ha morphology is that of a nucleo-centric superbubble 
expanding out of the plane of a disk galaxy. In the plane of the galaxy this bubble 
has apparently crushed clouds to induce the star formation we presently see as 
HII regions. The emission lines are split by about 100 km s-1over much of the face 
of the galaxy, confirming the presence of an expulsive flow. A comparison of the 
integrated Ha velocity profile with the HI profile indicates that the HI is probably 
entrained in the flow seen in the ionized gas. This means the HI profile can not 
be used to estimate the mass of the galaxy because the gas motions are clearly 
non-virial.
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The overall emission, line kinematics are well fit by a simple expansion model. 
The expansion timescale is on the same order as the age of the nucleus for any 
likely set of the model’s free parameters. The main deviations from the flow model 
occur at the position of the H II regions which are not likely to be entrained in the 
flow, and for the arc A2, which has a separate kinematic identity from the flow 
as a whole. A comparison of the total energy required to produce the observed 
flow and the expected mechanical energy output of the nucleus shows that the 
nucleus is capable of providing the majority of the observed flow energy. Combining 
this observation with the expansion timescale of the flow and the nucleo-centric 
bubble morphology provides overwhelming evidence that the flow is predominantly 
powered by the energetics of the nucleus.
The existence of a set of three concentric arcs emanating out of the continuum 
minor axis is most likely due to temporal variations in the energy output from the 
nuclear region, perhaps in conjunction with a blowout of the bubble of thermalized 
wind and supernovae ejecta which pressurizes the flow. The variations in the wind 
output can be produced by either separate bursts of star formation creating the 
nucleus and its immediate neighbours or by the formation of the nucleus alone. In 
the latter scenario the initial bubble blows out of its shell to form the outer arcs. 
The original shell appears relatively intact due to H II filling the gaps created in 
the blowout. The innermost arc is created by a strong gust of wind which occurs 
when the most massive stars turn off the main-sequence to become Wolf-Rayet 
stars and then supernovae. The relative expansion timescales of the inner arcs 
(derived from their radii) are consistent with the timing expected for the onset of 
this gust of wind.
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Chapter 5
Evolution of NG C 1705.
5.1 Introduction .
This chapter presents a discussion of the evolution of NGC 1705. First the past 
morphology is considered in §5.2. This is important as it may give us some idea 
as to the nature of the progenitors of BCD’s. The remainder of the chapter is 
concerned with the future evolution.
The key to the fate of NGC 1705 is the fate of its gaseous component. If the 
gas is removed, star formation will cease and it will become an inactive galaxy or 
be destroyed in the process. If gas remains, future star formation is allowed. The 
gaseous component is bound to the galaxy by gravity. An estimate of the total mass 
and its distribution is then in order. This is done in §5.3. In §5.4 we estimate the 
mass loss rate, M, for various mass to light ratios of the underlying component. 
§5.5 is a discussion of the morphological evolution as a result of the dynamical 
response to mass loss, fading of the existing populations and the possibility of 
future star formation. Finally, the likely fate of NGC 1705 is summarized in §5.6.
5.2 T he progenitor.
When discussing the progenitor we want to consider what NGC 1705 looked like 
before the HSB population formed. However, from our population age estimates 
(chapter 3) it is apparent that the HSB population may have been around for a 
considerable fraction of the LSB population age (thsb/'T'lsb ~ 0.3). There is a 
clear difference in mean population ages but we cannot rule out the possibility 
that the HSB population has existed for a lot longer than our age estimate. In 
this case NGC 1705 may have always been a BCD.
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We assume this is not the case and consider what it looked like just before 
the HSB population formed. This would be when the LSB population was 2 
Gyr old, and the only population in the galaxy. Then the LSB population would 
have been just 0.16 mag fainter in B even though it contained only 63% of its 
present mass. Its absolute magnitude would have been Mb ~  —14.8, with colours 
(U — B)o = —0.26, (B  — V)0 = 0.27. From figure 3.2 we see that these colours are 
like those of dl’s. The gaseous to stellar mass ratio was then Ma/M* «  2.8 which 
is common for dl’s (Hunter and Gallagher, 1985; Bothun, et al., 1985). Thus when 
integrated quantities axe considered, NGC 1705 looked like a dl.
If we neglect dynamical effects then its central surface brightness would have 
been only 0.16 magnitude fainter at B(0) «  21.6 mag arcsec-2. In §1.1 we discuss 
how such high surface brightness dwarfs are often not recognized as d l’s and can 
be mistaken for more distant disk galaxies.
Alternatively, if the progenitor had a large diffuse gaseous halo like normal 
dl’s then the presently bright B(0) may be due to the dissipational collapse of this 
halo. Such a collapse will increase the interior mass and thus increase the gravi­
tational pull on the stellar distribution. The orbits in the stellar distribution will 
respond by decreasing in their mean radius, and the central surface brightness will 
thus increase. However, this effect will only work if the HI halo has little angular 
momentum relative to the stellar distribution, or if this angular momentum is not 
transferred to the stars. If both the halo and stellar distributions are characterized 
by circular orbits and aligned angular momentum vectors, then it can be shown 
that transference of angular momentum to the stars as a result of halo collapse 
will cause the stellar distribution to expand.
5.3 Mass lim its.




The adopted mass estimates of the stellar populations are given in table 3.1. The 
mass and distribution of the ISM is discussed in §4.6.1. The combined mass of the
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first two components is 3.3 x 1O8M0 and is dominated by the ISM. Their resultant 
mass to light ratio is M/Lb = 1.2. If extreme estimates of their mass are adopted 
then 0.5 < M/Lb < 1.9 for the first two components.
The big unknown is the amount of dark matter; our data do not give a 
good estimate for the amount of dark matter, or its distribution. However, the 
indicative mass, Mj, derived from the Hi line width, gives an upper limit to the 
total mass, Mr, if the dark matter is mostly contained within the spatial extent of 
the HI distribution. This is an upper limit because the neutral hydrogen is likely 
to be entrained in the expulsive ionized gas flow which is non-virial (§4.4). The 
indicative mass derived from equations 5, 17, and 21 of Fisher and Tully (1981a) 
is Mj  =  5.4 x 1O9M0. This places the following limits on the dark matter content:
dark matter .
——------------- ~ 16 ,
visible matter
Mt / Lb < 19 .
When deriving M we assume the dark matter is distributed like the LSB pop­
ulation. If so then we have an upper limit to this combined population given
by
(M/Lb)lsb ~ 34 .
(The lower limit to (M/Lb)lsb is 0.10, derived using a burst population model of 
age rs). If the dark matter is in the form of stellar remnants in the LSB component, 
then (M/Lb)lsb < 18 from the 15 Gyr old burst model of SMT.
Alternatively, the dark matter may have a much more extended distribution 
than the luminous matter, as is the case for spiral galaxies (Athanassoula, Bosma, 
and Papaioannou, 1987) and for at least some dl’s (see §1.4). If so then for a given 
Mt / L b our M is a lower limit. This is because it takes less energy for an object 
to escape an extended mass distribution, than a more compact mass distribution 
of the same total mass. If the dark matter distribution is more extended than the 
HI distribution then we have no handle on the total mass of the system.
Thuan and Martin (1981) derive Mi /Lb ratios for 93 BCD’s which can be 
used as a guide to the expected Mt /L b for BCD’s, remembering that some of 
their indicative masses may be higher than the corresponding total masses due to 
non-virial motions such as in NGC 1705. For this sample the logarithmic mean of 
M i /L b corresponds to M i/L b = 0.69 with a two sigma upper limit of Mi/L b < 
5.4. The nine galaxies in their “miscellaneous galaxies” sample have been excluded 
from this mean because they have a significantly higher mean M j/Lb than the 
other (Markarian, Zwicky, and Haro) galaxies in the sample. We therefore take
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5.4 to be the maximum likely M?/Lb of NGC 1705. Again, if the Hi in BCD’s is 
immersed in a much more extended dark matter halo then they may have much 
larger values of M j / Lb .
5.4 M ass L oss.
To derive the mass loss rate from the gravitational field of the galaxy we need to 
know the spatial distribution of the stars, gas and dark matter, and the velocity 
distribution of the gas. Our approach is to assume a spherical geometry for the 
spatial distributions. Any inaccuracies in M  due to the geometry will be minor 
in comparison to the uncertainty in Mt / Lb - The HSB population (including the 
nucleus) and the gas not entrained in the flow (§4.6.1) are assumed to comprise 
a central point source. The LSB and dark matter distribution, parameterized 
by the effective mass to light ratio, (M/Lb )lsb? is assumed to be exponential 
throughout the galaxy. Its density distribution is found from de-projecting the 
surface brightness distribution using a method derived from King (1950). Similarly, 
the distribution of the gas in the flow is assumed to follow the Ha distribution 
(excluding the Hll regions). Its velocity distribution is assumed to be everywhere 
radial outwards with
where a = Vb/b from the expanding ellipsoid model (§4.5). The parameters were 
chosen to model the overall emission line kinematics and the morphology defined by 
the outer Ha arcs. We showed that at least one of the inner arcs, A2, has different 
kinematics from the flow as a whole. If these inner arcs indicate more recent gusts 
of wind from the nuclear region (§4.6.4), then the assumed velocity distribution 
will underestimate their velocity and M  will consequently be underestimated. The 
escape velocity is given by
where $(r)/ra  is the specific work needed to remove a parcel of ISM of mass m 
from radius r to infinity. Since velocity increases monotonically with r in the 
above velocity distribution, a parcel of ISM can never feel the potential energy 
of the ISM exterior to its present radius. Considering only gravitational effects, 
$ (r)/m  is then given by
where M*(r) and Mg(r) are the stellar plus dark matter and ISM mass interior to 
r respectively.




The Ve(r) curves for various mass distributions are plotted in figure 5.1. The 
curves correspond to the following cases:
1. the lowest allowed ( M/ Lb )lsb and ( M/ Lb )hsb>
2. our adopted population parameters with no dark matter,
3. an intermediate value of ( M / L b )lsb,
4. the maximum likely Mt / L b ,
5. remnant dominated dark matter in the LSB population,
6. and, (M/Lb )lsb corresponding to Mi / L b -
The dotted line is the velocity distribution of the flow. The radius, r esc, where 
it intersects the Ve(r) curves is where mass is being lost; the gas past this radius 
is moving faster than escape velocity and has effectively been lost. Table 5.1 
presents a summary of the information provided in this figure and other dynamical 
parameters for the above cases. The case number is given in row 1 and clearly 
displayed in figure 5.1. f\03a is the fraction of the total gas content past r esc. The 
derived M  is the past average mass loss rate. This is the mass accelerated to escape 
velocity divided by the time over which the acceleration took place, which is taken 
to be rnuciCU3 (the photometrically determined age of the nucleus, §3.3). Other 
parameters in this table concern the extrapolated mass loss and the dynamics of 
the system. These are discussed below. The mass loss parameters depend on very 
uncertain properties such as the molecular and neutral gas distributions and the 
distribution of dark matter. Therefore, table 5.1 should only be used to give an 
order of magnitude estimate of these properties.
We conclude that NGC 1705 is losing mass in a galactic wind for any likely 
Mt / L b (cases 1 to 4). This conclusion is not sensitive to the details of the geom­
etry. Any model with such Mt / L b will result in mass loss if the H a  morphology 
reflects the explosive effects of the formation of the nucleus on an originally tighter 
gas distribution. For case 5 the tips of arcs A5, and A7 are past resc when their 
projected radii are corrected for the adopted inclination angle of the flow, 7 (§4.5). 
In high contrast displays of the H a image some very faint emission can be discerned 
beyond the resc of case 6. If the adopted velocity distribution holds to these radii 
this gas has escaped. However, the derived mass loss is minuscule. This is to be 
expected since (M/Lb )lsb f°r this case is that required for the Hi to be in virial 










Figure 5.1: Escape velocity curves for various values of M t / L b (solid lines). The 
dotted line is the velocity distribution of the gas from the expanding ellipsoid 
model. The dashed line indicates the maximum radius where emission line veloci­
ties have been measured. The ( M / L b )lsb of the numbered escape velocity curves 
is given in table 5.1 along with the derived mass loss parameters.
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Table 5.1: Mass loss and dynamical parameters.
case 1 2 3 4 5 6 units
[ M / L b  ) l s b 0.10 0.78 2.4 8.6 18 34 M q /  L b ,q
( M l  L b ) h s b 0.09 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 M q / L b ,q
M t / L b 0.71 1.15 2.0 5.4 10 19 M0 / L b ,q
^esc 23 27 32 46 58 68 //
M 3.8 3.2 2.5 1.1 0.3 0.0 M0 /y r
/ lo s s 0.27 0.22 0.18 0.08 0.02 0.00
/ lo s s 0.71 0.59 0.46 0.21 0.05 0.00
^loss 46 56 72 160 640 oo Myr
Tdyn 29 24 20 13 10 7.5 Myr
■^ioss(^’d y n ) 0.55 0.24 0.13 0.010 0.001 0.000
e oo >  2.2 1.5 1.13 1.06 1.03
oo >  1.7 0.82 0.27 0.13 0.07
^dec 33 150 250 510 760 1100 Myr
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such high Mt I Lb the uncertainties in rnuc ieus and distance allows one to assume 
parameters in which there is no mass loss.
TW (given in table 5.1) is the timescale for total ISM loss if M  remains 
constant. If the velocity distribution is due to a single impulsive event, then there 
will be no further energy input into the ISM, and therefore no further mass loss; riOS8 
is then meaningless. However, figure 4.8 indicates that the mechanical luminosity 
output of the nucleus will be significant until at least tsnii? the lifetime of the 
least massive SNII (type II supernova) progenitor. We adopt tsnh = 33.4 Myr for 
consistency with the models in §4.6.3 (minimum initial mass for SNII of 9 Mq) 
to calculate f[oss (tabulated in table 5.1), the fractional ISM loss if M  remains 
constant until tsnii-
One problem with these projected mass loss estimates is that they assume 
continued Ek release to the shell. As discussed in §4.6.2, the hot bubble pressur­
izing the flow will blow out of its shell, if it has not already done so (§4.6.4). The 
blowout will release the internal thermal energy and greatly reduce the conversion 
of Lw to shell Ek. In MacLMcCN’s superbubble blowout simulations (in large 
disk galaxies) only 5% to 10% of the shell mass gets ejected out of the galactic 
plane. The remainder stays in the disk where the expansion approaches the stan­
dard momentum conserving snowplow solution (although in their models the shell
2
never actually slows down to the R oc r* law).
Even if the bubble has blown out and the shell is now “coasting”, there are 
compensating effects that will ensure mass loss continues. First of all, the Hll 
regions contain high mass stars which are adding to the integrated mechanical 
luminosity, as made evident by the Wolf-Rayet features seen in spectrum IUE-B 
(figure 3.8a). These Hll regions will be internally disrupted by their ionization, 
stellar winds and supernovae produced by the stars formed within, and their gas 
added to the outflow from the bubble. Now as the hot gas escapes after blowout, 
the internal pressure is released. The H II bounding the shell is expected to be in 
rough pressure equilibrium with the hot gas. If so, it will then expand into the 
emptying cavity and is likely to be swept up by the continuing outflow of thermal- 
ized winds and SN ejecta (e.g. similar to Bodenheimer, Tenorio-Tagle, and Yorke, 
1979). Furthermore, the expansion of the H II will decrease the recombination rate 
(oc N*) and thus increase the ionization rate of the shell and molecular clouds 
(e.g. Bodenheimer, Tenorio-Tagle, and Yorke, 1979). The freshly evaporated Hll 
will also rush into the cavity and join the outward flow. This process will continue 
until the ionizing sources are turned off.
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Detailed modelling of the blowout and these above effects are required to 
predict the total ISM mass that will be lost. Combining these effects and our 
conservative approach of assuming geometries which underestimate M  means that 
Zw is a rough lower limit to the fraction of the ISM that will be lost.
The future morphological evolution will be governed by three processes.
1. dynamical effects due to mass loss,
2. aging of the stellar populations,
3. further star formation (if any).
We will consider each of these processes in turn and then consider the likely fate 
of NGC 1705 in the following section.
5.5 .1  D y n a m ica l effects.
E xpansion .
The dynamical effects of mass loss on a stellar system are discussed by Hills (1980). 
If more than half the mass of a virialized system is lost in less than a dynamical 
timescale the system will become unbound and dissociate, where the dynamical 
timescale, r^yn, is given by
If TW is much greater than rjyn the system will not be dissociated by mass loss, 
but will adiabatically expand in scale. The expansion factor is given by Yoshii and 
Arimoto (1987).
Where /  is the total fractional mass loss of the system. The induced fading in 
surface brightness as a result of this expansion is Afie = 51oge. raj™, e, and A 
for the six cases of ( M/ L b )lsb are presented in table 5.1, the latter two quantities 
were calculated assuming total ISM loss. Tdyn was calculated at f  = 22" (500 pc), 
the effective radius of the LSB population.




The original distribution of the mass that is lost is also important. If the 
original phase space distribution of the stars, gas, and dark matter axe similar, 
then loss of the gas will result in a homologous expansion. This is the assumption 
under which e and Afie are calculated. If the mass that is lost is originally centrally 
concentrated, the expansion will be greater in the inner regions where it comprised 
a greater fraction of the total interior mass. The values e and Afie in table 5.1 then 
represent the mean for the assumed mass distribution. The HSB population traces 
the recent star formation in NGC 1705 and thus the recent past gas distribution. 
Since it is centrally concentrated the latter case will apply if there is substantial 
ISM loss. This means the HSB population will be diluted to larger radii with 
respect to the scale of the LSB population. Differential expansion will also apply 
if the dark matter component has a more extended distribution than the LSB 
population.
l^oss(T'dyn) is the total fractional mass of the galaxy that will be lost over r^ yn 
if M  remains constant. This quantity is tabulated in table 5.1. In case 1, over 50% 
of the total mass will be lost in a dynamical timescale and thus the galaxy will be 
totally disrupted. Similarly, for case 2 we expect partial disruption of the outer 
regions. This is because Tdyn varies as ~  r 3/2; at r = 40" (910 pc), Tdyn = 51 Myr 
over which time 50% of the interior mass will be removed. The remaining 23% 
of the LSB population exterior to this radius (2.7 x 107Mq) is likely to be lost. 
For the remaining cases (2 to 6) the fractional gas content is less than 50% and 
Tdyn < o^ss* Therefore e and Afie were calculated assuming adiabatic expansion. 
For case 2 adiabatic expansion provides a lower limit to e and Afie.
O rbital decay of the  nucleus.
The orbit of the nucleus will decay to the galaxy’s centre via dynamical friction 




M .n u c le u s
(5.6)
where M {f ) is the mass interior to the mean orbital radius, f, of the nucleus. 
Norman (1985) gives this formula using the total galactic mass. However, M(r) 
should be used since it is only the mass interior to r that provides the gravitational 
acceleration. Tdec is tabulated in table 5.1 where we have taken f  = 4.5" (100 pc), 
the separation between the nucleus and the centroid of the smoothed continuum 
images. For Mt !Lb < 5.4 the nucleus will become central within a Gyr.
As a result of this decay the orbital energy of the nucleus will be transferred
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to the local stellar populations. This will increase the expansion of the inner 
regions and thus further spread the HSB population to larger radii. We used the 
virial theorem and conservation of energy to estimate the maximum expansion of 
the inner regions due to orbital decay. We chose to model the system as comprising 
a homogeneous sphere containing the stars interior to r0, the initial radius of the 
circular orbit of the nucleus and the initial radius of the sphere. The nucleus has 
fractional mass /jy. After the orbit decays the nucleus is at rest at the centre of 
the sphere which expands to radius while remaining homogeneous. The ratio of 
the radii is then given by
ri = 3 /  2 -f- 5/jy \  
r0 2 \3  + 5f N)
This is an upper limit because the actual stellar distribution extends beyond r0 
and some of the orbital energy of the nucleus will be transferred to these stars. 
The maximum expansion of the inner regions due to this effect is thus 1.31. Taking 
the above mean orbital radius and case 2, the expansion factor of the inner regions 
will be less than 1.10. This expansion is small relative to the expansion due to 
mass loss. If the dark matter distribution is more extended than assumed, then 
/ jv will be underestimated and so then will ri / r0. However, we would still have 
7*1 / r 0 < 1.10 which is the case for no dark matter.
5.5 .2  A gein g  o f  th e  p op u la tion s.
Consider the photometric evolution in the absence of future star formation. Fad­
ing of the four stellar components will be towards relative luminosities equal to 
their relative masses, and will occur on the timescale of the present age of the 
LSB population. Therefore, the final luminosity ratio nucleus:HSB:LSB will be 
0.01:0.18:0.81 and will be established on a 3 Gyr timescale.
The young embedded objects will suffer drastic fading on this timescale. 
Those that are individual stars will end their lives within 10 Myr. The remaining 
clusters will fade below B — 21 within 0.5 Gyr, if they are presently 10 Myr old 
or less. Figure 5.2 shows the contrast in the B  band, c#, as a function of time for 
two 10 Myr old clusters against the background in a 3" (70 pc) aperture at the 
centre of NGC 1705. The initial magnitudes are chosen to represent the nucleus 
and the brightest cluster j. The contrast is defined by
«*>-«■4 ♦ $ & © ? )  • (s'!)
where Fq(t) is the B  flux. Here the present central population mix derived from
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the surface photometry was used to determine the colour evolution of the contin­
uous star formation populations after star formation ceases. If there is adiabatic 
expansion, the cb curves will be correct for an aperture of diameter 3e". The 
effects of differential expansion are not considered.
Figure 5.2 shows that the contrast enhancement of the nucleus will allow it 
to easily remain visible for a Hubble time. After 3 Gyr it will fade to B  =  19.8; 
after 10 Gyr it will have B  = 21.0. Object j  will fade to B = 22.1 in 0.5 Gyr, to 
B  = 23.1 at 3 Gyr, and B  = 24.3 at 10 Gyr. Thus within 0.5 Gyr it will be below 
the detection limit of the images used in this study, but will remain visible in deep 
images as a 0.08 mag contrast enhancement for many Gyr (the contrast is greater 
than 0.10 mag for all objects found in the 66 frame). The contrast evolution of 
a 100 Myr old cluster presently with B = 19.8 will be very similar to that of 
object j. Thus some of the older fainter clusters may also remain visible in deep 
images unless they are destroyed by dynamical effects (e.g. tidal interactions, or 
coalescence with the nucleus by dynamical friction).
How long will the nucleus, HSB, and LSB components be discernable as 
separate populations from their broad band colours? This can be determined from 
figure 5.3 which shows the UBV  colour differences relative to the LSB population 
at two positions: a Z" aperture centred on the nucleus, and in surface colours at 
f  = 5" (110 pc). Again dynamical effects are not considered. If a colour difference 
of 0.05 mag is the minimum measurable indication of a change in populations, 
then the HSB and LSB populations will be indistinguishable in UBV colours after 
about 1.3 Gyr of fading. A significant difference in UBV colours between nucleus 
and halo will remain for about 3 Gyr. Tests with different assumed population 
ages confirm that these timescales scale with the LSB population age.
Figure 5.3 assumes all populations have the same metallicity. If the nucleus 
is sufficiently more metal enriched than the LSB population then it will appear 
redder for r  ~ 3 Gyr.
If ageing alone is considered the HSB population will remain visible as a 
higher surface brightness excess above an exponential halo. Presently at f  = 5" 
the HSB/LSB surface mass ratio is 1.30, which implies a surface brightness excess 
at r  = oo of AfiB = 0.90 mag over the exponential profile. This excess will remain 
if the expansion due to mass loss is homologous, but will diminish if the expansion 
is differential (as seems likely §5.5.1). The excess will also be decreased if we have 
greatly over-estimated the mean age of the HSB population, and thus its M /L b • 
If a 0.2 Gyr old continuous star formation model is used for the HSB population
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r  (Gyr)
Figure 5.2: Contrast evolution in a 3" aperture for the nucleus and brightest cluster 
[B = 17.5). The background population mix is that derived for f = 0" assuming 
no further mixing of the populations.
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the colour difference with the halo at two positions. The 
solid lines are for a 3" aperture centred on the nucleus. The dot-dash lines are for 
surface colour at f  = 5". We assume no further mixing of the populations.
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then the asymptotic A/z# is 0.41 mag at r = 5". Such an excess will look like a 
kink in the surface brightness profile near where the HSB population sets in.
5.5.3 Further star formation.
Since the fractional loss of the ISM may be much higher than /ioss, there may not 
be sufficient ISM left for future star formation. This possibility is most likely for 
low M r/Lb ( ~ 2). Table 5.1 shows that M  is much greater than the SFR (0.03 
to 0.14 Mq yr-1 §3.5) except for case 6. Therefore, in NGC 1705, mass loss from 
the system is playing a greater role in regulating the gas content than the loss to 
conversion into the stellar phase.
It is likely that star formation is propagating outwards as dense clouds are 
compressed by winds emanating from the nucleus (see §4.3). The present wave 
of star formation can then only last as long as there is undisturbed gas left to 
compress. Since the actual molecular cloud distribution is unknown this timescale 
is also unknown. An upper limit can be taken as the time for the minor axis flow 
to reach the Holmberg radius, which is about 35 Myr after the formation of the 
nucleus.
The formation of the nucleus has set much of the ISM in motion, in a vast 
expanding structure. The star formation presently seen in the Hll regions will 
disrupt much of the remaining ISM and set it into motion as well. Most of the flow 
material is expected to be in a thin dense shell (c./. MacLMcCN; Tenorio-Tagle and 
Bodenheimer, 1988). This will break up due to the bubble blowout, gravitational 
instabilities, and the loss of coherence in the shell (after the restoring pressure 
of the hot bubble is lost) due to the orbital dispersion of the flow material. The 
present wave of star formation is thus likely to be followed by a lull, during which 
the shell fragments loose their turbulent velocity dispersion and molecular clouds 
large enough to sustain star formation reform. We will not attempt to calculate 
the duration of this lull.
5.6 Sum m ary: th e fate o f  N G C  1705.
It is clear that NGC 1705 is losing mass in a galactic wind. However, the uncertain­
ties in the mass loss parameters means one can not be certain whether all the ISM 
will be removed, or whether a significant fraction will remain. The most important 
parameter is M r/£ s , and it is obvious that the latter possibility is more likely for
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higher A/t/T b . If there is no dark matter, there is a strong possibility that the 
stellar distribution will become totally or partially unbound, and NGC 1705 will 
not survive mass loss.
If all of the ISM is removed by the wind and the galaxy survives, then the 
nucleus will become centralized within about a Gyr, the remaining embedded 
structure will fade to insignificance in a much shorter timescale, and colour dif­
ferences between the components will become undetectable within about 3 Gyr. 
The HSB population will fade and probably be dispersed to larger relative radii by 
differential expansion. It is reasonable to assume that the resultant surface bright­
ness distribution will be exponential at least where the LSB population dominates. 
We will then have a galaxy with elliptical isophotes, a central unresolved nucleus, 
no other obvious embedded objects, no colour gradients, and an exponential light 
distribution. These are the properties of a dE,N galaxy (§1.2).
The current star formation burst is not expected to last more than about 35 
Myr. If significant gas remains after the present wind episode, we expect it to be 
followed by a quiescent phase, during which the remnants of the flow will dissipate 
their turbulent energy and giant molecular clouds will form. The morphology 
following this phase then depends on how further star formation proceeds. If the 
overall star formation is like that in dl’s (Hunter and Gallagher, 1985) then the 
morphology will be that of a dE,N with a central red nucleus and a few star 
formation regions spread throughout the galaxy. Such galaxies are not known of. 
dE like galaxies with signs of recent star formation have these regions confined to 
their centre and have young nuclei (Hodge 1963; 1973; Caldwell 1983; Vigroux, 
Souviron, and Vader, 1984; Caldwell and Bothun, 1987; Da Costa and Mould, 
1988).
If star formation proceeds in strong bursts or in a centrally concentrated 
region as before, then the BCD morphology will be retained, at least during star 
formation. In about 3 Gyr time the nucleus will look innocuous compared to other 
embedded objects if they have the same distribution of magnitudes as presently 
seen. If NGC 1705 continues on as a BCD then only a limited number of massive 
globular clusters can form as each will produce a significant amount of mass loss. 
For the maximum likely M t / L b  (case 4) already about 8% of the ISM has been 
lost. Therefore we can expect less than 10 more clusters as massive as the nucleus 
to form in NGC 1705. Other older globular clusters may already exist, appearing 
inconspicuous amongst the embedded structure.
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C hapter 6
C om parisons and Im plications.
6.1 O ther E xam ples.
The salient features of NGC 1705 discussed in this study are not unique. We found 
four other examples of amorphous and BCD galaxies with conspicuous blue nuclei 
and/or minor axis Ha filaments. These galaxies are discussed below.
6.1.1 NGC 1569.
This well studied amorphous galaxy has already been mentioned in chapter 4. The 
fact that it resolves into stars at about Mb ~  20.2 (Arp and Sandage, 1985) and 
its high reddening (E(B — V) = 0.56 due to its low galactic latitude) indicates its 
distance is D = 2.2±0.6 Mpc (Israel, 1988). The absolute magnitude of NGC 1569 
is then Mbt = —17.3 (Sandage and Tamman, 1981).
The first detailed study of NGC 1569 was by Abies (1971) who drew atten­
tion to two star-like objects, A and B, near the galaxy’s centre. Hodge’s (1974) 
continuum photographs show a third fainter object, which with A and B fall along 
the continuum major axis. The absolute magnitude and colour of A and B are 
Mb ~  —13.3, (B — V)0 ~  0.0 and Mb ~  —12.5, (B  — V)o ~  —0.2, respectively. 
Arp and Sandage (1985) debated whether these objects are very luminous binary 
stars or “super star clusters”. They found the latter interpretation more likely. 
A and B are respectively about 0.6 and 1.4 mag fainter in the B  band than the 
nucleus of NGC 1705. Their colours indicate that they have roughly the same age 
as the nucleus of NGC 1705. Their masses are then roughly 8 x 105 and 4 x 105 MQ 
for A and B respectively. These are typical masses for galactic globular clusters 
(Illingworth, 1976). Arp and Sandage (1985) noted that A appears elongated and
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both appear less sharp than stellar profiles, indicating that they may be resolved 
at the 1" to 2" level (alternatively, they suggested the fuzziness may be due to 
the high surface brightness background of the underlying galaxy). A and B then 
have diameters up to 20 pc. This compares with diameters (full width at half 
maximum) between 4 and 16 pc for the LMC globular clusters studied by Elson, 
Fall and Freeman (1987). So the slight resolution (if real) is consistent with A and 
B being young globular clusters.
Hodge (1974) presented Ha and continuum photographs of NGC 1569 which 
clearly show Ha filaments and arms radiating perpendicular to the continuum 
major axis. De Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1974) measured the Ha 
velocity field using high resolution Fabry-Perot interferograms and found that the 
steepest velocity gradient is along this minor axis flow. De Vaucouleurs (1981) 
updated this velocity field and presented a fine reprint of one of Hodge’s Ha pho­
tographs of NGC 1569 which shows the strong resemblance to NGC 1705. De 
Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs and Pence (1974) suggested that the morphology is 
due to bipolar ejection with an opening angle of 130° and with A and B near the 
centre of the flow. They gave an expansion timescale for the flow which becomes 
rexp ~  10 Myr elfter correction to D = 2.2 Mpc. rexp is roughly the age of A and B 
indicating that they probably power the minor axis flow. NGC 1569 is apparently 
another example of a galaxy with a galactic wind powered by recently formed 
globular clusters.
6.1.2 N G C  5253.
This is one of the original five galaxies catalogued as amorphous by Sandage and 
Brucato (1979). In a deep CCD study of NGC 5253, Caldwell and Phillips (1989; 
hereafter CP) estimated its distance to be D = 3.7 Mpc using the two supernovae 
that have occurred in it (Z Cen 1895, and SN1972E). They gave the absolute 
magnitude of the galaxy as Mb ~  —16.8.
The surface brightness profile measured by CP is characterized by an expo­
nential profile of roughly constant colour for radii r > 1.1 kpc and a much bluer 
high surface brightness excess in the inner regions. This identifies NGC 5253 as 
a BCD galaxy. The extrapolated central surface brightness is B (0) = 21.4 and 
its exponential scale length is a -1 = 510 pc. These properties are like those of 
NGC 1705 and the three BCD’s in the sample of BMCM. In the U — B , B  — V  
plane the colour of its exponential structure ((U — B)0 = —0.05, (B — V)0 = 0.49) 
falls between the colours of dl’s and dE’s but closer to the colours of dl’s (see
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figure 3.2). CP interpret these colours as indicative of wide spread star formation 
in the halo about 1 Gyr ago.
CP catalogued over a hundred point-like objects which they interpreted as 
being mostly star clusters. However, we note that almost all of these objects 
have My  £ — 8 and thus many are likely to be individual stars. At least 16 
of their objects are brighter than tub = 20.6, which roughly corresponds to the 
limiting magnitude in our 66 image of NGC 1705 (after correcting for the different 
distances and assuming that most of NGC 1705’s objects have (B — R)c,o like its 
HSB population) in which we see 22 objects. This means that NGC 1705 and 
NGC 5253 have a similar number of objects brighter than Mb = —7.2.
The nuclear region of NGC 5253 contains at least five bright knots most of 
which have unresolved cores. This is best seen in the CCD image presented by 
Melnick (1987) but can also be discerned in the images of CP and Campbell and 
Terlevich (1984). The brightest of these have Mb ~  —11.6, (U — B) = —0.8, 
and (B — V) = 0.0. Such colours are like those of the nucleus of NGC 1705 
but these objects are fainter, being more comparable to the ionizing cluster in 30 
Dor, NGC 2070, which has Mb = —11.1 (Elson, 1986). These clusters therefore 
have masses ( ~ 2 x  105 Af©) about an order of magnitude lower than the mass of 
NGC 1705’s nucleus, but which are still well within the range for globular clusters 
(Illingworth, 1976).
NGC 5253 shows filaments in H a and [O III] 5007 Ä which extend along the 
continuum minor axis (Hodge, 1966; Sersic, Carranza and Pastoriza, 1972; Gra­
ham, 1981; and CP). Its Ha velocity field (one of the first obtained by TAURUS; 
Atherton, et a/., 1982) does not show a strong minor axis velocity gradient. In­
stead, the velocity gradient is along the continuum major axis, suggesting that 
the gas motions are predominantly due to rotation. However, the strongest minor 
axis filament has a distinct kinematic identity from the background H a (Atherton, 
et al., 1982).
Walsh and Roy (1987, 1989) find a region of enhanced Nitrogen abundance 
corresponding in position to a cluster containing Wolf-Rayet stars. This finding 
shows that star formation is continuing in the nuclear regions, and that the young 
stars formed are energizing and enriching the ISM.
The optical and ultraviolet weighted age of the nuclear region is r  «  20 Myr 
(Appendix). Since there is not a single dominant cluster, as in NGC 1705, this 
age probably is indicative of its HSB population as a whole. The presence of Wolf- 
Rayet stars indicates that it is a continuous star formation population. Comparison
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with the age estimates in table 3.1 suggest that the nuclear regions are about half 
the age of the HSB population in NGC 1705. The nuclear region appears to have 
set some of the ISM into a flow outwards along the minor axis. However, an object 
massive enough to cause a large scale bipolar flow as in NGC 1705 and NGC 1569 
has not yet formed.
6.1.3 N G C  3077.
NGC 3077 is a northern amorphous galaxy which differs from the other galaxies 
mentioned because it is clearly interacting with its nearest neighbor, M81 (van 
der Hulst, 1979). This association places it at a distance D = 3.3 Mpc (Sandage 
and Tammann, 1974). Like NGC 1705 and NGC 5253 it has an exponential 
distribution of light plus a “bulge” component (Krienke, 1973, as cited by Krienke 
and Hodge, 1974) which is likely to be a blue HSB population. Price and Gullixson 
(1985) note the presence of a newly formed cluster, near (but not at) NGC 3077’s 
centre (Krienke and Hodge, 1974). This cluster may be powering a minor axis 
flow revealed by the presence of Ha filaments (Barbieri, Bertola, and di Tullio, 
1974) similar in appearance to those in NGC 1569 and NGC 5253. However, in 
this case we can not discount the possibility that the filaments are a result of the 
interaction with M81.
6.1.4 I Zw 18.
This well studied BCD, at a distance of about 10 Mpc (e.g. Dufour and Hester, 
1990), has been the subject of three recent narrow-band (Ha and continuum) 
imaging studies (Hua, Grundseth and Nguyen-Trong, 1987; Davidson, Kinman and 
Friedman, 1989; Dufour and Hester, 1990; the latter two studies present reviews of 
its properties). In the continuum images its light is distributed along an axis. Four 
unconnected blobs are aligned along this axis, and the major axis of the resolved 
blobs are also aligned along this axis. In Ha, the elongation is perpendicular to the 
continuum axis and appears to be made up of giant loops. This is best seen in the 
images of Dufour and Hester, who also present a version of their Ha image overlain 
with the Hi contours of Viallefond, Lequeux and Comte (1987). The Hi is mainly 
distributed along the continuum axis, with HI clouds corresponding to some of the 
disconnected blobs. HI spikes jut out on each side of the galaxy perpendicular to 
this axis. The Ha flow is bound on the NW side by these spikes. On the SW side, 
the Ha flow is partially bound by two Hi clouds (one on each side of the major
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axis). Viallefond, Lequeux and Comte’s (1987) velocity field shows that there is 
a significant velocity gradient along the minor axis spikes. The Hi morphology 
is reminiscent of the stellar wind bubble models of Rozyczka and Tenorio-Tagle 
(1985) where blowout has occurred leaving only the sides of the bubble.
I Zw 18 has the lowest metallicity observed in a galaxy; ~  1/40 of solar 
abundance (e.g. Davidson and Kinman, 1985; from the oxygen abundance and the 
solar abundance scale of Dopita and Evans, 1986). Kunth and Sargent (1986) note 
that this is the lowest metallicity expected to be seen in an HII region. Dufour and 
Hester (1990) argue that the continuum blobs represent separate star formation 
bursts in their associated Hi clouds. Little metal enrichment has occurred because 
the metal enriched stellar ejecta and supernova remnants were lost from the system 
in a wind much like the one currently seen.
6.1 .5  C onclusions.
The above list is by no means meant to be complete, and statistical inferences 
about how often these features occur have not been drawn. However, since there 
are four amorphous galaxies (including NGC 1705) within about 5 Mpc of us which 
display minor axis filaments and blue nuclei, we conclude that these phenomena 
are not uncommon. The expulsive nature of the Ha filaments has often not been 
recognized. This is probably because their Ha morphology is not as clearly due to 
an outward flow as that in NGC 1705, and because of the lack of sufficiently high 
resolution spectroscopy to measure velocity gradients.
6.2 Im plications and further work.
6.2 .1  T h e B alm er d ecrem en t.
In §4.2.1 it was shown that estimates of NGC 1705’s E(B — V) from the Balmer 
decrement were at variance with methods using the ultraviolet spectrum and far 
infrared data. It was shown that these differences could not be accounted for by 
geometric effects such as a hole in the dust distribution in front of the nucleus. 
Further, it was noted that these discrepancies are common in studies of extragalac- 
tic Hll regions and BCD’s, and are always in the sense that E(B  — V) from the 
Balmer decrement is higher than from other methods. The simplest explanation 
for the phenomena is that the Balmer decrement in these Hll regions is steeper 
than for case B recombination. Further, since the degree of the discrepancies differs
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from object to object, the Balmer decrement must vary from object to object.
This result has disturbing consequences for emission line studies of H II re­
gions. It calls for a re-examination of the cause of the Balmer decrement in Hll 
regions. Most abundance analyses of Hll regions assume the case B Balmer decre­
ment to determine the reddening and usually abundances are determined from 
line strengths relative to Balmer lines. If there is a non-case B component to the 
Balmer lines then these methods will produce systematic errors which should be 
examined.
In order to confirm the presence of steep Balmer decrements alternate esti­
mates of E(B  — V) should be obtained for Hll regions and emission line galaxies. 
A few such methods are listed below.
1. The far infrared method (§4.2.1). This provides an upper limit to E( B — V)  
and requires far infrared flux measurements and a flux calibrated spectrum, 
preferably from the ultraviolet (IUE) to the near infrared.
2. Miller’s (1968) method. This uses [Sll] lines in the blue at A4068,4076Ä and 
in the near infrared at ~  A10300Ä. This method has the advantage that the 
lines originate from the same upper level and thus the ratio of their intensities 
does not depend on the conditions of the plasma but only on the transition 
probabilities. The disadvantages are that the long A baseline requires at least 
two spectra which must be matched, and that these [S II] lines are very weak 
in extragalactic Hll regions and BCD’s (e.g. Kunth and Sargent, 1983).
3. Dopita, Binette and Schwarz’s (1982) method. This method uses [S II] and 
[0 II] lines in the red and blue which are combined in the ratio R :
[SII] 6716,6731 Ä [0 II] 7318,7328 Ä 
~  [SII] 4068,4076 Ä [OII] 3727,3729 Ä
One problem with this method is that there are weak dependencies on elec­
tron temperature and density. So far the method has only been applied to 
shock spectra (where there is an additional dependency on the pre-ionization 
of the shock) but it should be relatively easy to extend the theory to photo- 
ionized spectra. This method has the advantage that all lines can be mea­
sured in a single spectrum.
On the other hand the ratio of Balmer line intensities to the radio continuum 
flux is not a good alternative for determining E(B — V).  Israel, Goss, and Allen
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(1975) find that it estimates E(B — V) higher than does the Balmer decrement. 
Obviously, if case B assumptions yield incorrect fluxes for the Balmer series they 
will also result in incorrect E(B — V ) estimates from the Balmer line to radio 
continuum method.
6.2.2 The progenitors of B C D ’s.
The exponential distributions seen in the outer parts of NGC 5253 and NGC 1705 
have colours like a dl but a short scalelength (on the order of 400 pc) and an ex­
trapolated central surface brightness of B(0) ~  21.5. This suggests that compact 
dl’s with surface brightnesses like normal disk galaxies can be the progenitors of 
BCD’s (and also dE’s). However, such galaxies appear to be rare. In §1.1 and 
§1.3.3 we discuss how such galaxies can be mistaken for distant disk galaxies. One 
can search for these objects by carrying out a radial velocity survey of objects clas­
sified as likely background objects in the Virgo (Binggeli, Sandage and Tammann, 
1985) and Fornax (Ferguson, 1989; Ferguson and Sandage 1988) cluster catalogues, 
looking for misclassified cluster members. This may be a tedious process for the 
Fornax cluster which is heavily contaminated by background galaxies. Ferguson 
(1989) estimates that 45 or less of the 2328 likely background galaxies are likely 
to be misclassified cluster members. If the scarcity of high surface brightness dl’s 
is real, this may be a further indication that the BCD phase is long lasting.
6.2.3 Are B C D ’s the result o f a burst or continuous star 
formation?
The continuous nature of the star formation in the HSB population follows from 
its (optical luminosity weighted) mean age of 50 Myr and the presence of very 
young objects, such as Wolf-Rayet stars and ionizing clusters which indicates star 
formation within the last 5 Myr. If the star formation rate has been constant, 
then the age of the HSB population is about 1 Gyr. The actual onset time for 
star formation is ill-constrained by the optical colours, but it is safe to say that 
the population is over 50 Myr old.
This is contrary to the popular conception of BCD’s as due to a short-lived 
burst of star formation (e.^. Thuan, 1983, 1987). One of the main reasons for 
adopting a burst scenario is that continuous star formation will produce more 
metals than observed within about 100 Myr (Thuan, 1987; Searle and Sargent, 
1972). However, winds such as those observed in NGC 1705 can “open the box”
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and remove the excess metallicity (Vader, 1987). Thuan (1983, 1987) interprets 
the optical and infrared colours of BCD’s as being due to a burst of star formation 
between 20 and 50 Myr old. Like NGC 1705, these galaxies have a strong emission 
line spectrum which indicates the presence of photoionizing sources less than about 
5 Myr old (e.g. Beltrametti, Tenorio-Tagle and Yorke, 1982). Therefore, star 
formation in BCD’s is likely to be continuous in nature and could last on order of 
a Gyr. Indeed, we have not ruled out the possibility that NGC 1705 has always 
had a BCD morphology on the basis of population colours.
To resolve directly whether the high surface brightness population in BCD’s is 
due to a single burst or continuous star formation requires the examination of deep 
colour magnitude diagrams. These will be available with the launch of the Hubble 
Space Telescope. The ideal candidates for such an examination are NGC 1569, 
NGC 1705 and NGC 5323. With the space Telescope, stars down to m y  «  27 
are accessible in practical exposure times. At the apparent distant modulus of 
NGC 1569 and NGC 1705 this corresponds to 4 M q  zero-age main sequence stars 
which have main sequence lifetimes of about 170 Myr (Maeder and Meynet, 1989; 
and using the intrinsic colours and bolometric corrections of Johnson, 1966). Thus 
the star formation history of these galaxies over a timescale of about 200 Myr can 
be determined.
6.2.4 Young globular clusters.
We have estimated the mass of the nucleus to be 1.5 x 106 M q  from its luminosity 
and colours using the population models of SMT. This is like the mass of the 
most massive galactic globular clusters. The limits to its size are also consistent 
with the nucleus being a globular cluster. The magnitudes of objects A and B in 
NGC 1569 indicate they may also be massive young globular clusters, while the 
nuclear clusters in NGC 5253 are apparently an order of magnitude less massive 
than those in NGC 1569 and NGC 1705.
High resolution images of these galaxies can confirm whether the morphology 
of their central objects is globular cluster like. As mentioned in §3.3, if the nucleus 
of NGC 1705 is a globular cluster it should have a full width at half maximum 
on the order of 0.3". New active optic techniques with suitable image processing 
can produce ground base images with resolution of ~  0.2" (Wilson, 1989). In 
addition speckle interferometry of the nucleus of NGC 1705 is just feasible with 
a 4.0 m class telescope (K. Hege, 1988; private communications). This technique 
can resolve objects with diameters between 0.05" and 0.5". The Hubble Space
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Telescope can resolve objects down to its diffraction limit of 0.06".
The velocity dispersion of a 106 M0 galactic globular cluster is about 
20 k m s '1 (Illingworth, 1976). However, the problem is finding lines intrinsi­
cally narrow enough with which to measure the dispersion. The Balmer lines 
in NGC 1705’s nuclear spectrum are Stark broadened. The Ca H and K lines 
arise from cooler stars which are probably supergiants. Their low surface surface 
gravity would suggest that these lines are narrow. However, they are expected to 
be losing mass in a stellar wind with a velocity of at least 30 kms-1 (Waldron, 
1984), and their lines will also be broadened.
6.3 A  scenario for B C D  evo lu tion .
Our results favour the view that BCD’s are progenitors of dE galaxies (e.g. BMCM) 
and that nuclei of dE,N galaxies are globular clusters which have been dragged to 
the centre of the galaxy by dynamical friction (Norman, 1985). We have already 
indicated that compact dl’s are probably the progenitors of BCD’s.
We can now sketch a picture for evolution during the BCD phase and into 
the inactive sequence. It is in some ways similar to the stochastic self-propagating 
star formation picture of dwarf galaxies of Gerola, Seiden, and Schulmann (1980). 
The BCD phase starts when a large conglomeration of molecular clouds forms stars 
over an extended region in a dwarf galaxy, giving rise to a high surface brightness 
population, and the BCD morphology. In general, stochastic fluctuations in the 
SFR are damped locally by negative feedback from photo-ionization (see Larson, 
1987). Star formation in a cell will produce an expanding bubble of thermalized 
stellar wind and supernovae ejecta which will interact away from the star forma­
tion site with both negative feedback (sweeping away ISM) and positive feedback 
(collapsing clouds). The net result will be a quick damping of star formation lo­
cally but the induction of star formation in more distant regions. The scale length 
of interaction will be determined by how many stars form in a cell before star 
formation is halted by the negative feedback. If a large number of stars forms in a 
site, then the whole cloud can be destroyed by the mechanical energy release. The 
galaxy would then quickly evolve into a dE galaxy. This may occur if a massive 
globular cluster forms (as in the case of NGC 1705), in which case the resultant 
galaxy will be a dE,N after the orbit of the globular cluster decays to the centre 
of the galaxy to become the nucleus.
In the context of figure 1.2 BCD’s appear to evolve from compact dl’s along
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path 3. They may remain as BCD’s for a large fraction of their lifetime. The 
BCD phase ends with a large fluctuation in the SFR, such as the formation of a 
globular cluster, which results in the expulsion of the remaining gas. The galaxy 
then fades onto the inactive sequence (path 7), becoming a dE,N if a star cluster 
near the centre triggers the wind, otherwise becoming a dE.
This scenario explains why no dl galaxies have massive central globular clus­
ters or nuclei (BMCM): the formation of such would be catastrophic and the 
galaxy would very quickly lose its dl morphology1. It can also explain the strong 
correlation of the ratio dE, N/dE with galaxy luminosity seen in the Virgo cluster 
(Sandage, Binggeli, and Tamman, 1985; van den Bergh, 1986). The less massive 
the system, the smaller the fluctuation in the SFR needed to expel the gas, and 
thus the less likely that the fluctuation will result in the formation of a globular 
cluster. In addition the less massive systems will be more susceptible to ram pres­
sure stripping. Our picture does not require dark matter to explain the difference 
between dE and dE,N galaxies as suggested by Caldwell and Bothun (1987).
We predict that the nuclei of dE,N galaxies are younger than their haloes, 
at least at the low mass end where cluster formation is catastrophic. Examples of 
bluer and younger nuclei are seen in several dE,N’s including NGC 205, NGC 185, 
NGC 4627, NGC 1531, (Caldwell, 1983) and M100dw5 (Vigroux, Souviron, and 
Vader, 1984). Some of these have off-centre nuclei indicating that their orbits 
have not yet decayed to the centre of the galaxy. However, a significant colour 
difference between nucleus and halo will probably not last for more than a few 
Gyr (see figure 5.3). Indeed, most dE,N’s have no measurable colour difference 
between nucleus and halo (Caldwell and Bothun, 1987).
This scenario does not account for the globular clusters in dwarf galaxies 
that are ~  0.5 dex more metal poor than their haloes. Such clusters are observed 
in the Fornax dSph (Buonanno, et al., 1985, Zinn and Persson, 1981), NGC 185, 
NGC 205, and NGC 147 (Da Costa and Mould, 1988). We note that most of these 
clusters are located far from the centre of their parent galaxy (see plates in Ford, 
Jacoby and Jenner, 1977; Hubble, 1932; and Hodge, 1961). Their formation would 
not effectively eject the gas interior to their orbits, but would probably compress 
it, which may induce the formation of much of the rest of the galaxy (c. f . Dopita 
and Smith, 1986).
1 There is one dl with an old massive globular, the WLM galaxy (DD0221; Abies and Abies, 
1977). However this cluster is displaced from the centre of the galaxy, and its off-centre formation 
may have just blown a whole in the side of the ISM distribution, as suggested by the superbubble 
models of MacLMcC.
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This work suggests that dwarf galaxies can be disrupted by ejection of their 
ISM before the bulk of the galaxy forms. The contribution of such disrupted 
dwarfs (whether by this mechanism or by tidal disruption) to intra cluster light 
(Melnick, White and Hoessel, 1977) may be important. The disruption of a BCD 
via cluster formation provides a source for “intergalactic tramp” globular clusters. 
The intergalactic tramp clusters around our galaxy are not very massive and thus 
could not have disrupted anything but the most diminutive dwarf galaxy. It might 
be worthwhile doing a radial velocity survey of faint ( 19-22  mag) point sources 




This chapter is divided into five sections in which the conclusions are listed: those 
concerning the general properties of NGC 1705, its stellar populations, its gaseous 
flow, conclusions about the evolution of NGC 1705, and relevant conclusions con­
cerning other galaxies.
7.1 G eneral properties.
• NGC 1705 is a nucleated blue compact dwarf galaxy (a BCD,N) at a distance 
of about 5 Mpc (Ho = 75 kms-1 Mpc-1), with a blue luminosity of Lb = 
2.8 x 108 Lq'Q.
• Its emission line spectrum is like that of typical emission line galaxies, with 
an oxygen abundance like that of the LMC.
• The reddening, E(B  — F), determined from the Balmer decrement is in sharp 
disagreement with other estimates using the ultraviolet spectrum and the far 
infrared flux. Such discrepancies are common for BCD’s and emission line 
galaxies, and are always in the sense that E(B — V ) determined from the 
Balmer decrement is higher than that determined using other methods. This 
is not likely to be due to geometric effects for the case of NGC 1705. The 
simplest explanation for this phenomena is that the Balmer decrements of 
emission line galaxies axe often steeper than for case B recombination. One 
likely cause for this steepening is large optical depths in the Balmer lines. 
The problem deserves further attention.
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7.2 Stellar content.
• There are two stellar populations in NGC 1705:
1. The HSB (high surface brightness) population. This is contained near 
the centre of the galaxy in a region about a kpc in diameter, and de­
fines NGC 1705’s BCD morphology. The HSB population has an optical 
luminosity weighted mean age of about 50 Myr, and shows clear indi­
cations of current and recent past star formation. This indicates that 
the HSB population has been forming stars in a continuous fashion for 
at least 50 Myr. If it has been forming stars at a constant rate it, then 
is about a Gyr old.
2. The LSB (low surface brightness) population. It has an exponential 
light distribution out to radius of ~  60" =  1.4 kpc. Its optical colours 
are significantly bluer than dE galaxies. It is likely to be a star forming 
population with an age on the order of 3 Gyr.
• Embedded objects confined to the spatial extent of the HSB population 
are manifestations of the star formation in this population. These objects 
include clusters, some of which are young enough to be ionizing sources, and 
probably some individual supergiant stars.
• The brightest of these sources is the “nucleus”. It is not a true dynamical 
nucleus, because it is displaced from the centre of the galaxy by about 800 pc. 
Its photometric age is 13 Myr. It contains both hot and cool stars with the 
cool component dominated by red supergiants. Its luminosity and the limits 
on its diameter are consistent with it being a young globular cluster with a 
mass (1.5 x 106 Mq) like that of the most massive galactic globular clusters.
7.3 The gas flow.
• The Ha morphology is that of a nucleo-centric superbubble expanding out 
of the plane of a disk galaxy, thus forming a bipolar flow. In the plane of the 
disk, this bubble has apparently crushed clouds to induce the star formation 
we presently see as HII regions. The emission lines are split by about 100 
kms"1 over much of the face of the galaxy, confirming the presence of an 
expulsive flow.
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• A comparison of the integrated Ha velocity profile with the Hi profile in­
dicates that the Hi is probably entrained in the flow seen in the ionized 
gas.
• The overall emission line kinematics are well fit by a simple expansion model. 
The expansion timescale is on the same order as the age of tjie nucleus for 
any likely set of the model’s free parameters. The main deviations from the 
flow model occur at the position of the HII regions which are not likely to 
be entrained in the flow, and for one of the inner loops which has a separate 
kinematic identity from the flow as a whole.
• The mechanical energy output of the nucleus can produce most of the kinetic 
energy observed in the flow.
• Combining this observation with the expansion timescale of the flow and 
the nucleo-centric morphology of the flow provides overwhelming evidence 
that the flow is predominantly powered by the mechanical luminosity of the 
nucleus.
• The existence of a set of three concentric arcs emanating out of the continuum 
minor axis is most likely due to temporal variations in the energy output from 
the nuclear region. There are two likely scenarios for the production of these 
arcs:
1. Each arc is due to the sharp increase in the mechanical luminosity 
output after a star cluster forms and its most massive stars enter the 
Wolf-Rayet phase and then quickly explode as supernovae. The furthest 
arcs which delineate the extent of the flow were caused by the formation 
of the nucleus. The inner arcs were caused by the formation of clusters 
near the nucleus.
2. The outermost arcs are due to the blowout of the superbubble defined 
by the next most inner arcs. This bubble was powered by the main- 
sequence wind output from the nucleus. It appears relatively intact due 
to Hll filling the gaps created by the blowout. The innermost arc is 
created by the strong gust of Wolf-Rayet wind and supernovae ejecta 
which occurs when the most massive stars turn off the main-sequence. 
The relative expansion timescales of the inner arcs (derived from their 
radii) are consistent with the timing expected for the onset of this gust 
of wind.
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• NGC 1705 is losing mass in a galactic wind. The mass loss rate is greater 
than the current star formation rate for any likely mass to light ratio for the 
galaxy. This confirms the long held view that galactic winds can occur in 
dwarf galaxies, and that they should have a profound effect on their evolution 
(e.g. Larson, 1974). If NGC 1705 does not contain dark matter, around 20% 
of its ISM has already achieved escape velocity. For the maximum likely 
mass to light ratio, around 8% of the ISM has been accelerated to escape 
velocity.
7.4 E volution .
• The progenitor of NGC 1705 is likely to have been a short scale length dl 
galaxy with a central surface brightness like that of normal disk galaxies. 
However, since the HSB population has a large age relative to the LSB 
population, we can not rule out the possibility that the galaxy has been a 
BCD for most of its life.
• The uncertainties in the mass to light ratio and the mass loss parameters 
means we can not be certain whether all the ISM will be removed by the 
present wave of star formation, or whether a significant fraction will remain.
• If there is no dark matter, there is a strong possibility that mass loss will 
be so severe that the stellar distribution will become totally or partially 
unbound, and NGC 1705 will be destroyed.
• If all of the ISM is removed by the wind, and the galaxy survives, then 
the nucleus will become centralized within about a Gyr. The remaining 
embedded structure will fade to insignificance in a much shorter timescale, 
and colour differences between the components will become undetectable 
within about 3 Gyr. The HSB population will fade and probably be dispersed 
to larger radii by differential expansion. The resultant galaxy will have the 
properties of a dE,N galaxy.
• If significant gas remains after the present wind episode, then the current 
star formation burst will probably not last more than about 35 Myr. This 
is likely to be followed by a quiescent phase, during which the remnants of 
the flow will dissipate their turbulent energy and giant molecular clouds will 
reform. The morphology following this phase then depends on how further 
star formation proceeds:
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1. If the overall star formation is like that in dl’s then the morphology will 
be that of a dE,N, with a central red nucleus and a few star formation 
regions spread throughout the galaxy. Such galaxies have not been 
discovered.
2. If star formation continues as before, that is mostly remaining confined 
to the HSB population, then the BCD morphology will be retained. In 
about 3 Gyr time the nucleus will look innocuous compared to other 
embedded objects if they have the same distribution of magnitudes 
as presently seen. If so, then only a limited number (< 10) massive 
globular clusters can form since each will produce a significant amount 
of mass loss. Other older globular clusters may already exist, appearing 
inconspicuous amongst the embedded structure.
• Our results favour a scenario where BCD’s form from dl galaxies and even­
tually evolve into dE’s due to ISM loss caused by galactic winds. If the wind 
event is due to the formation of a massive globular cluster the result is a 
dE,N galaxy.
7.5 O ther galaxies.
• Nearby dwarf blue amorphous galaxies are likely to be BCD’s.
• The HSB populations in other BCD’s are probably also the result of relatively 
continuous star formation and not a single short burst. This follows from 
their optical luminosity weighted mean ages between 20 and 50 Myr, and the 
presence of bright emission lines indicating star formation within the last 5 
Myr.
• The phenomena of minor axis flows and young nuclear clusters is not uncom­
mon in amorphous/BCD galaxies. Besides NGC 1705, there are at least four 
other such galaxies with apparent minor axis flows: NGC 1569, NGC 3077, 
NGC 5253, and I Zw 18. The first three and NGC 1705 are all nearby (within 
5 Mpc) amorphous galaxies with clusters near their centres. These clusters 
are probably powering their flows.
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Abstract.
Empirical correlations are found between log ages (logr) and the intrinsic ultravi­
olet colors (7(18 — 31)o and (7(25 — 31)o for 27 LMC clusters, where logr is on the 
uniform age scale of Elson ana Fall (1988). The problems and limitations of using 
these correlations as age indicators for LMC clusters and other stellar populations 
are discussed. The results are partially based on a new calibration of log r  versus 
the reddening-corrected S  parameter of Elson and Fall (1985). The log r  estimates 
from UV colors are about as accurate as those using the S parameter. However, 
the decreased sensitivity of the UV colors to age for the bluest clusters gives little 
incentive to use these correlations in preference to the 5 parameter. The nature of 
this loss in sensitivity is briefly discussed. We have used our correlations to esti­
mate the ages of two LMC clusters of unknown age (NGC 1968 and NGC 1974) and 
the nuclei of two nearby blue compact dwarf galaxies (NGC 1705 and NGC 5253). 
For the latter two objects optical- and ultraviolet-based age estimates are in good 
agreement.
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A .l  In troduction
The Magellanic Clouds contain star clusters with a rich variety of colors. Searle, 
Wilkinson, and Bagnuolo (1980) have shown that the integrated spectra of these 
clusters form a one-parameter sequence. This sequence is clearly seen in the plane 
of two reddening-free color indices derived from Gunn uvgr photometry. Elson 
and Fall (1985) show that this sequence is also evident in the U — B, B — V  
plane (for which there are much more data available) and calibrate this sequence 
as an age sequence using their parameter S. In both two-color diagrams the 
cluster sequence has a “hook” morphology. This reversal is due to the decreased 
importance of line blanketing in the stars of older clusters, and to the overall change 
in the morphology of the color-magnitude diagram with chemical abundance, and 
has been interpreted as an indication of the chemical enrichment history of the 
Magellanic Clouds (Searle, Wilkinson, and Bagnuolo 1980; Chiosi, Bertelli, and 
Bressan 1988).
We would like to see if these clusters display a similar well-defined age se­
quence in their ultraviolet (UV) colors. Naively, one would assume that UV colors 
make an ideal age indicator for young clusters as their UV spectrum is strongly 
dependent on the temperature of the main sequence (MS) turnoff. Also, their UV 
colors are not affected by short-lived, high-luminosity red phases of stellar evolu­
tion (e.g. red supergiants, AGB stars, and carbon stars; Brocato and Castellani 
1987). Broadband infrared colors of Magellanic clusters show no smooth varia­
tion with age due to the domination of a small number of such stars at infrared 
wavelengths (Persson et al. 1983). However, similar stochastic effects may also 
be important for the UV colors, which may be dominated by a relatively small 
number of very hot stars on the upper MS. Moreover, Cohen, Rich, and Persson 
(1984) find a strong reversal in UV colors at late ages, perhaps due to the same 
effects causing the reversal in optical colors. In this work we intend to assess the 
capability and reliability of UV colors to estimate the ages of stellar systems, and 
then apply our results to more distant objects (e.g., star clusters and populations 
in other galaxies) as a way to estimate their ages from their IUE (International 
Ultraviolet Explorer) spectra.
Two recent compilations of data on LMC clusters have allowed us to de­
termine empirically how their UV and optical colors vary with age. These are 
the atlas of merged short- and long-wavelength IUE spectra of 31 clusters by Cas- 
satella, Barbero, and Geyer (1987) (hereafter refered to as CBG87), and Elson and
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Fall’s (1988) (EF88) most recent calibration of their S parameter using ages of 57 
clusters on a uniform scale from color-magnitude diagrams. In §A.2 the quantities 
used in this study are defined and presented. In §A.3 the relationships between 
the age, the UV colors, and the 5 parameter are presented. In §A.4 we discuss the 
results and apply them to objects not used in the calibrations. The conclusions 
are summarized in §A.4.
A .2 Quantities Used.
We have used Table 3 of CBG87 to form UV colors from filters centred at A1500, 
1800, 2500, and 3100Ä and widths of 200Ä for the first three bands and 150Ä for 
the last. The narrower width for the A3100Ä band was selected so as to not have to 
extrapolate the data of CBG87. Table A .l lists the strongest features commonly 
seen in these four bands, with identifications from Rosa, Joubert, and Benvenuti 
(1984). The equivalent width of the strongest features in these clusters is on the 
order of a few Angstroms (Cohen, Rich, and Persson 1984). The maximum total 
flux removed by these features in the above bands is about 15% (determined from 
planimeter measurements of the CBG87 spectra). We are thus confident that 
colors formed from these bands measure the continuum slope. We checked this by 
selecting narrower bands that excluded strong features and redoing our analysis. 
The results are essentially the same. We will consider three intrinsic UV colors, 
C(15 — 18)0, C(18 — 31)0, and C(25 — 31)0, defined by:
C(Ai — A2 )o — —2.51og
where } \ t0, refers to the mean dereddened flux density at wavelength A. This selec­
tion of colors allows one color in each of the long- and short-wavelength portions 
of the IUE spectrum and one color which spans the portions.
The observed colors must be corrected for interstellar extinction. In the op­
tical the reddening law, X(A) =  A\ /E(B  — V), does not vary much between 
the galaxy and the LMC (Howarth 1983). The reddening correction is then 
parametrized by the total extinction, E{B — V).  The reddening law of Rieke and 
Lebofsky (1985) has been adopted to remove the extinction in the optical. For 
the clusters with no UV data, E(B — V) was taken from the literature or, where 
available, from the compilation of Elson (1986). The latter E(B — V) estimates 
are derived from photometry of stars in or near the clusters. For clusters with no
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Table A .l: Spectral features in ultraviolet bands.
Band limits (Ä) Aq (A) Ion(s) Type
AA1400 -  1600
AA1700 -  1900
AA2400 -  2600 
AA3025 -  3175
AA1393 -  1402 
AA1483 -  1486 
A1527
AA1548 -  1550 
A1808
AA1722 -  1727 
AA1855,1863 
























available reddening estimate we assumed E(B — V) = 0.12, the mean for clusters 
in Elson’s (1986) compilation, for consistency with her system.
In the UV there are significant differences in X(A) from galaxy to galaxy. 
Two components of reddening must be removed for the LMC clusters: that aris­
ing in our galaxy, parametrized by E(B — V)gai, and that arising in the LMC, 
parametrized by E(B  — V )lmc« The galactic component is assumed to be uniform 
over the face of the LMC, with E(B  — V)gai = 0.034 (McNamara and Feltz 1980). 
This was removed using the galactic reddening law Ag(A) from Seaton (1979). 
The reddening law within the LMC is not uniform1. Fitzpatrick (1985) shows that 
most reddening laws derived for the LMC (e.g. Howarth 1983) are applicable only 
within about 500 pc projected distance of 30 Dor, the region where most of the 
stars used to derive these laws are located. Outside of this region the reddening 
law is closer to that of the galaxy and the strength of the A2175Ä absorption 
feature varies from position to position. Here the mean reddening law (Xx,(A); L 
for LMC) can be well fitted by a linear combination of Howarth’s reddening law 
(Xd(A); D for 30 Dor) and X g{A)
X L(X) = 0.69Xg(A) + 0.31XD(A).
X d{A) was used to remove the LMC component of reddening in the UV spectra of 
clusters within 500 pc projected distance of 30 Dor, and Xl(A) was used to remove 
the LMC reddening in the UV for the remaining clusters. (We note that the results 
are essentially the same if X#(A) is used to remove the reddening in all clusters.) 
CBG87 derive E(B — V )lmc as the amount of extinction needed to remove the 
A2175Ä absorption feature after correcting for XG(A) and assuming X d(A) for the 
LMC reddening law. For clusters in the 30 Dor group, the E(B  — V )lmc is taken 
directly from CBG87. For the remaining clusters with UV data, E(B — V”)lmc 
is taken as that from CBG87 multiplied by 0.52 to compensate for the different 
contributions of the A2175Ä feature to Xu(A) and AT(A).
In Table A.2 we have compiled data on the clusters used in EF88 and 
CBG87 and on other clusters with logr estimates from color-magnitude diagrams. 
We have omitted the clusters NGC 1806, and NGC 1786 from this sample. The 
UV spectrum of the former is weak and that of the latter is contaminated by a 
foreground galactic star (van den Bergh and Hagen 1968; CBG87). The A1500Ä 
band in NGC 2019 is contaminated by N IV] 1486 Ä emission, presumably from the 
H II region just to the north of the cluster (the UV spectrum is that of an old object, 
so it is unlikely that the emission arises within NGC 2019, as noted by the referee).
1We are grateful to the referee for stressing this point to us.
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Table A.2: Data on LMC clusters.
N am e E (B -V ) C (15 — 18)0 C (18  — 31)0 C (25  — 31)0 So log T
N G C  1651 0.12: 39.2 9.24 (10)
N G C  1711* 0.09 L -0 .4 2  ( 4) -1 .2 1  (16) -0 .4 5  (11) 20.0 7.20 ( 8)
N G C  1718 0.12: 44.8 9.26 ( 8)
N G C  1755 0.19 L -0 .3 8  ( 4) -1 .0 1  (16) -0 .3 9  (11) 24.3 [7.89]
N G C  1774 0.07 L -0 .38  ( 5) -1 .2 7  (16) -0 .4 2  (12) 23.5 [7.84]
N G C  1777* 0.065 45.3 8.88 ( 9)
N G C  1783c 0.10 38.0 8.78 (11)
N G C  1805 0.07 L -0 .42  ( 5) -1 .2 8  (16) -0 .4 6  (12) 17.7 [7.42]
N G C  1810 0.12: 18.1 7.88 (26)
N G C  1818 0.05 L -0 .3 6  ( 3) -1 .2 2  (15) -0 .4 2  (10) 19.9 7.41 ( 8)
N G C  1831d 0.07 32.7 8.41 (13)
N G C  1834 0.12: 22.1 7.90 (14)
N G C  1835 0.08 L 0.25 (10) 0.98 (16) 0.52 (11) 45.8 [9.44]
N G C  1841 0.07 42.2 9.90 (13:)
N G C  1844 0.12: 25.3 7.89 ( 8)
N G C  1847 0.12: 21.7 7.38 (10)
N G C  1850 0.06 L -0 .31  ( 4) -0 .9 2  (16) -0 .2 8  (11) 21.9 7.78 (10)
N G C  1854 0.08 L -0 .29  ( 8) -0 .9 7  (17) -0 .2 1  (12) 24.5 7.66 (12)
N G C  1856 0.24 D -0 .3 4  (10) -0 .9 2  (18) -0 .11  (10) 27.8 8.08 (14)
N G C  1858 0.12: 4.8 7.18 (40)
N G C  1860 0.12: 20.1 8.24 (17)
N G C  1863 0.12: 21.5 7.94 (13)
N G C  1866 0.05 L -0 .31  ( 3) -0 .7 3  (15) -0 .1 5  (10) 29.2 8.08 (14)
N G C  1868 0.07 34.5 8.70 ( 8)
N G C  1870 0.12: 23.9 7.92 (25)
N G C  1951 0.09 L -0 .3 6  ( 3) -1 .2 8  (17) -0 .5 0  (13) 24.7 [7.92]
N G C  1967 0.14 D -0 .5 7  ( 8) -1 .6 4  (18) -0 .7 9  (12) 12.0 [7.00]
N G C  1978 0.07 L 1.18 (28) 1.11 (19) 0.79 (13) 43.8 9.40 ( 8)
N G C  1983 0.09 L -0 .3 6  ( 4) -1 .0 3  (16) -0 .4 4  (11) 13.1 7.08 ( 8)
N G C  1984 0.14 D -0 .5 3  ( 8) -1 .2 9  (18) -0 .5 8  (11) 10.7 7.03 (11)
N G C  1987 0.12 D 0.64 (23) 0.00 (22) 0.10 (15) 35.1 [8.67]
N G C  1994 0.14 D -0 .5 6  ( 7) -1 .5 3  (18) -0 .8 0  (11) 14.2 7.06 (29)
N G C  2004 0.06 L -0 .42  ( 3) -1 .1 4  (16) -0 .5 2  (11) 15.9 7.08 ( 8)
N G C  2010* 0.09e 28.3 7.66 ( 8)
N G C  2011 0.08 13.5 6.96 ( 8)
N G C  2014 0.07 10.0 6.96 ( 8)
N G C  2018 0.10 L -0 .32  ( 8) -1 .3 0  (18) -0 .5 3  (14) 11.3 [6.96]
N G C  2019 0.12 L 0.06 ( 9) 1.21 (16) 0.71 (10) 46.1 [9.46]
N G C  2041 0.06 L -0 .3 2  ( 4) -0 .9 3  (15) -0 .2 8  (10) 25.7 [7.99]
N G C  2058 0.16 25.3 8.03 (11)
N G C  2065 0.20 25.6 8.03 (11)
N G C  2074 0.07 10.9 6.78 (18)
N G C  20 9 7 ' 0.049 38.5 8.77 ( 8)
N G C  2100 0.19 D -0 .3 9  ( 8) -1 .2 8  (17) -0 .5 5  ( 9) 15.6 7.18 ( 8)
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Table A.2: (continued).
N a m e E(B-V) C ( 1 5  — 1 8 ) 0 C ( 1 8  — 3 1 ) 0 C ( 2 5  — 3 1 ) 0 So l o g r
N G C  2 1 2 0 ' 0 . 0 4 9 4 6 . 9 9 . 0 7  ( 8 )
N G C  2 1 2 1 0 .1 5 4 4 . 4 9 . 0 3  ( 1 1 )
N G C  2 1 3 4 0 . 0 9  L - 0 . 2 8  ( 6) - 0 . 6 7  ( 1 6 ) - 0 . 1 8  ( 1 1 ) 2 8 .5 8 . 2 9  ( 8 )
N G C  2 1 3 6 0 .1 8 2 4 .8 7 . 7 8  ( 1 0 )
N G C  2 1 5 5 0 .1 0 4 4 .1 9 . 2 6  ( 9 )
N G C  2 1 5 6 0 .1 0 2 6 .3 7 . 9 6  ( 1 8 )
N G C  2 1 5 7 0 .1 0  D - 0 . 3 6  ( 7 ) - 0 . 9 9  ( 1 7 ) - 0 . 2 7  ( 1 1 ) 2 5 .2 7 . 6 6  ( 2 2 )
N G C  2 1 5 9 0 .1 0 2 5 . 9 7 . 9 6  ( 1 8 )
N G C  2 1 6 2 s 0 . 0 4 9 4 0 . 5 8 . 8 7  ( 8 )
N G C  2 1 6 4 0 . 0 7  L - 0 . 4 0  ( 7 ) - 1 . 2 5  ( 1 7 ) - 0 . 5 9  ( 1 3 ) 2 3 .8 7 . 8 8  ( 2 0 )
N G C  2 1 7 2 0 .1 0 2 5 . 2 7 . 9 6  ( 1 2 )
N G C  2 1 7 3 0 .0 7 4 2 . 5 9 . 1 8  ( 8 )
N G C  2 1 8 1 ' 0 . 0 4 9 3 3 . 7 8 . 7 4  ( 8 )
N G C  2 1 9 3 s 0 . 0 4 9 4 5 . 5 9 . 2 0  ( 9 )
N G C  2 2 0 9 0 .0 6 3 6 .9 9 . 0 3  ( 8 )
N G C  2 2 1 0 0 . 0 7  L 0 . 2 4  ( 1 0 ) 1 .2 5  ( 1 6 ) 0 . 6 4  ( 1 1 ) 4 6 .6 9 . 9 4  ( 1 3 : )
N G C  2 2 1 3 0 .1 0 3 9 .9 8 . 9 9  ( 1 6 )
N G C  2 2 1 4 0 . 0 7  D - 0 . 3 6  ( 0 8 ) - 0 . 9 5  ( 2 0 ) - 0 . 3 3  ( 1 5 ) 2 3 .3 7 . 7 8  ( 1 0 )
N G C  2 2 3 1 0 .0 8 3 8 . 4 9 . 2 6  ( 8 )
N G C  2 2 4 9 0 .1 2 : 3 3 .6 8 . 7 8  (1 3 : )
N G C  2 2 5 7 0 .0 8 5 0 .1 1 0 .1  ( 8 )
S L 5 0 6 0 .1 2 : 4 6 . 2 9 . 1 6  ( 8 )
S L 5 1 5 ' 0 . 0 4 9 3 8 .1 8 . 8 3  (  8 )
S L 5 5 6 H 0 .1 2 : 3 8 .0 : 9 . 2 2  ( 8 )
S L 6 6 3 S 0 . 0 4 9 4 7 . 2 9 . 1 9  ( 8 )
S L 7 6 8 ' 0 . 0 4 9 4 2 . 5 8 . 8 7  ( 8 )
S L 8 4 2 ' 1 0 .1 2 : 4 5 .0 : 9 . 3 1  ( 8 )
S L 8 5 5 k 0 .1 2 : 4 0 .0 : 9 . 0 9  ( 8 )
S L 8 6 8 0 .1 0 5 0 .2 1 0 .1  ( 1 3 : )
H 4 a 0 .0 5 * 3 9 .0 9 . 2 3  ( 8 )
H S 3 1 4 0 .1 2 : 9 .7 7 . 3 8  ( 1 2 )
E S 0 1 2 1 - S C 0 3 * 0 .0 3 4 3 .1 9 . 9 4  ( 1 0 )
N otes:
a  Photometry (used to determine So) and logr from Mateo (1988). 
b  Photometry and E(B — V) from Mateo and Hodge (1985). 
c logr in EF88 system derived from Mould, et a/., (1989). 
d  Photometry from Mateo (1988), logr is mean from Mateo (1988) and EF88. 
e E(B — V)  from Mateo (1988).
' Photometry, E(B — V ), and logr from Mateo (1987).
9  Photometry, and E(B — V ) from Mateo (1987); logr is mean from Mateo 
(1987) and EF88.
h  Published integrated photometry not available; So taken as 5  from EF88.
1 Photometry and E(B —  V) (assumed totally foreground) from Mateo, 
Hodge, and Schommer (1986).
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We corrected for this contamination by replacing the affected 50Ä band in CBG87 
with the value obtained by interpolation from the neighboring bands. There is 
another emission line at A3085Ä (perhaps an 0  III Bowen resonance fluorescence 
line; Rosa, Joubert, and Benvenuti 1984), but its contamination of the A3100Ä 
band is not serious. NGC 1968 and NGC 1974 do not have an available age 
estimate or integrated optical colors from which one could be derived. In §A.4 we 
use our results to estimate their ages. The data in Table A.2 include:
Column 1. Name of the cluster, where SL identifications are from Shapley and 
Lindsay (1963) and HS identifications are from Hodge and Sexton (1966). EF88 
contains a more complete list of cross identifications.
Column 2. Total extinction toward the cluster; colons indicate that the mean 
total extinction is used. For clusters with UV data, the letter indicates whether 
X d(A) or Xx,(A) was used to remove the LMC extinction.
Columns 3 - 5 .  Intrinsic UV colors from CBG87. Estimated errors in 0.01 
units are given in parenthesis. The error estimate is the quadratic sum of two 
terms. The first term is from the signal-to-noise in each band, assuming zero 
background, found using the procedure outlined by Bohlin et al. (1980) and the 
camera flux calibrations of Holm et al. (1982) (SWP and LWR cameras) and 
Cassatella and Harris (1983) (LWP camera). The second term is from the un­
certainty in E(B — V) of 0.05 (CBG87). The spatial variations in the A2175Ä 
feature strength will also produce an uncertainty in the colors. If one assumes 
common properties for this feature (see Seaton 1979; Howarth 1983; Fitzpatrick 
1985) and call its peak P, with standard deviation <7p, the resultant uncertainties 
in the colors are then crc = clE(B — V^lmc^p * where a = 0.17, 0.03, and 0.30 for 
C(15 — 18)o, (7(18 — 31)o, and C(25 — 31)o, respectively. From Fitzpatrick (1985), 
ap äs 1.1 after correcting for the expected variations due to random error. Using 
the mean E(B  — V)lmc> the induced color uncertainties are then approximately 
0.015, 0.002, and 0.027 mag for (7(15 — 18)o, C(18 — 31)o, and C7(25 — 31)o, re­
spectively. These are relatively small compared to the two other error terms and 
have not been included in the total color uncertainty.
Column 6. 5 parameter adjusted for differences in the foreground extinction, 
which we shall call So. The integrated optical photometry was taken from Elson 
(1986) except where noted. The mean uncertainty in an individual So measure­
ment, €5, is likely to be at least ±2 due to the photometric uncertainty (EF88). 
The referee notes that the photometric errors allow a larger uncertainty in 5o in
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the “hook” region (5 ~ 35) of the two color diagram. However, an examination 
of logr plotted against So (Fig. A.l below) does not show an appreciably larger 
scatter in this region. Therefore, we have taken es = ±2 throughout.
Colum n 7. Logarithm of the age in years, logr, and its uncertainty (in units 
of 0.01 dex) for each cluster on the uniform system of EF88. This system is 
based on a distance modulus of (m — M )o = 18.6 for the LMC and the isochrones 
of VandenBerg (1985), which do not incorporate convective overshoot. Where 
other values of (m  — M )0 are used, logr is adjusted in the manner of EF88. 
Recently many researchers have found evidence for a shorter distance scale of 
(m — M )o ~  18.2 for the LMC. Of particular relevance is the difficulty many have 
found in fitting isochrones if (m — M )0 > 18.5 (e.g., Schommer, Olszewski, and 
Aaronson 1984; Da Costa, Mould, and Crawford 1985; Mateo and Hodge 1986). 
If the true distance modulus of the LMC is as low as 18.2, then ages on the EF88 
system are underestimated by a factor of 1.4 (this factor is relatively independent 
of age for logr > 7.0; EF88). Values in brackets are from our recalibration of logr 
versus So presented in §A.3; otherwise values are from EF88, or the sources given 
in the notes.
The low logr errors for three of four of the clusters in EF88 with logr 
uncertainties less than 0.06 are a result of taking the formal error on age estimates 
from different color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the same cluster, using the 
method of Hodge (1983). Hodge’s method uses the mean age as determined by the 
magnitudes of the MS turnoff and the brightest blue star. Each method produces 
ages accurate to about 0.12 in logr, or 0.08 for the mean. However, the CMDs 
of different investigators include the same bright stars, and thus the age estimates 
are not independent. We have therefore adopted a minimum logr uncertainty of 
0.08, which corresponds to a 20% uncertainty in age. Ages marked with a colon 
did not have a published error estimate. For them we assumed an uncertainty of 
0.13. This is the quadratic mean of the uncertainties of the remaining points in 
the logr versus So fit presented in §A.3.
A .3 A ge calibrations.
A.3.1 log r versus So*







Figure A.l: Log ages as a function of So for the clusters in Table A.2. The solid line 
is our fit to the data. The adopted photometric uncertainty in an So measurement 
is displayed in the upper left hand corner.
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log r  = (6.15 ±  0.10) + (0.072 ±  0.003)5o. (A.l)
All fits in this section are standard linear least-squares fits with independent 
weights as determined by the estimated error in each coordinate (see Deming 
1964). The standard deviation of this fit is <7iogr = 0.28, or a factor of 1.9 in age. 
This calibration is slightly flatter than the fit to intrinsic colors reported by EF88.
A .3.2 log r versus U V  colors.
Fig. A.2 shows the UV colors as a function of logr. The sample includes only one 
intermediate-age cluster and four old clusters. In (7(18 — 31)0 and (7(25 — 31)o 
there is no significant evidence for a color reversal as for the optical colors of 
old (log r  > 9) clusters. However, the low number of old clusters in the sample 
does not allow us to rule out such a color reversal. The variation of (7(15 — 18)o 
with age, shown in Fig. A.2a is more complicated: there is a suggestion of a color 
reversal for logr ~ 9.4. However, this is based on the colors of NGC 1987 and 
NGC 1978, both of which have very weak spectra shortward of about A1700Ä. 
The exposures for these two objects are long; the background error contribution 
in the A1500Ä band is high and our errors will be significantly underestimated. So 
there is no strong evidence for a color reversal in (7(15 — 18)o- The apparent color 
reversal in (7(1345 — 3150) and (7(1345 — V ) found by Cohen, Rich, and Persson 
(1984) is due to the inclusion of NGC 1987 and NGC 1978. If we exclude these 
clusters, there are no intermediate-age and only three old clusters with reliable 
(7(15 — 18)o colors. The young clusters with logr < 8.4 span a range of only 0.27 
in (7(15 — 18)o. We have therefore abandoned (7(15 — 18)o as an age indicator.
The linear fits to log r  as a function of the remaining UV colors are
logr = (8.57 ±  0.08) + (0.96 ±  0.07)C(18 -  31)0, <rlogT = 0.30, (
log r  = (8.30 ±0.06) ± (1.90 ±  0.13)C(25 -  31)0, <rlogT = 0.28.
Judging from the standard deviations alone, the UV colors are about as good an 
age indicator as the S parameter. However, an examination of Fig. A.2 suggests 
that the relationship deviates from linearity for the bluer clusters, in the sense that 
the color evolution is slower for the youngest clusters. The UV colors are therefore 
not as sensitive to age for these clusters.
To test the reality of this apparent nonlinearity we derived the mean colors 
and log r  for the clusters in two bins:
A) : logr < 7.5 10 clusters,
B ) : 7.5 < logr < 8.2 11 clusters.
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Figure A.2: Log ages plotted against intrinsic ultraviolet colours. The solid lines 



















These “mean points” should fall near the best-fit line if the relation is linear. The 
results of this test are in Table A.3. The means axe determined using the weights 
assigned to each point in the least squares fit. These weights are slightly different 
in the logr versus (7(18 — 31)0 and logr versus C(25 — 31)o fits, and thus the 
mean logr in a given bin is slightly different for the two fits. A(7 and Alogr are 
the (observed -  calculated) separations of the mean points from the best-fit line 
in color and in log r . For both colors, the deviations are in the same sense for the 
corresponding mean points. The nonlinearity is worse for the (7(18 — 31)o fit, for 
which the mean points deviate from the best-fit line by more than three standard 
deviations.
The same effect can be seen in Fig. A.3 which shows how So varies with the 
UV colors. Our fits to So versus (7(18 — 31)o and (7(25 — 31)o are
S0 = (33.5 ±1.1) + (11.5 ±  0.9)(7(18 — 31)0, <tSo = 4.1,
So = (30.5 ±  0.8) + (23.4 ±  1.6)(7(25 -  31)0, <rSo = 3.5.
Again, we see a worsening of the linear fit for the bluest clusters, and a suggestion 
of a slower UV color evolution relative to the optical color evolution for the bluest 
clusters.
A .4 D iscu ssion .
A .4.1 The Form of the Age -  Color Calibrations.
The nonlinearity in the log r  -  UV color relations for the bluest colors cannot be 
attributed to problems in the log r -  So calibration, as it is seen in both the log r  -  
color and So -  color relationships. It appears that the problem is intrinsic to using 
UV colors: they are relatively insensitive to age for very young stellar populations.
One explanation for the apparent nonlinearity may be the effects of convec­
tive overshoot and mass loss (Maeder and Meynet 1987), which cause the tem­
perature of the MS turnoff (i.e. the end of the core hydrogen burning phase) to 
be a nonmonotonic function of mass for M  > 12Mq (see Fig. 9 of Maeder and 
Meynet). These brightest MS stars could therefore cause the apparent slow UV 
color evolution. However, at this stage our results do not warrant a higher order 
fit, as the worsening of the fit to the blue is probably due in part to the stochastic 
effect of a small number of stars at the MS turn-off. Also, the intrinsic scatter for 
the youngest clusters will increase if the cluster formation time-scale (Robertson
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Table A.3: Mean points.
a) log r versus (7(18 — 31)o
Bin <7(18- 3 1 ) 0 log r A C A logr
A -1 .23  ±0.05 7.16 ±  0.04 0.23 -0.22
B -0 .98  ±0 .05 7.86 ±  0.05 -0.24 0.23
b) log r versus (7(25 — 31)o
Bin (7(25 -  31)0 log T A (7 Alogr
A -0 .52  ±  0.04 7.16 ±  0.05 0.08 -0.15








Figure A.3: So plotted against intrinsic ultraviolet colors. The solid lines are our 
fits to the data. The dotted lines come from eliminating logr from Eqs. (A.l) and 
(A.2). The photometric uncertainty in So is plotted in the upper left hand corner 
of panel (a).
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1974) varies from cluster to cluster.
The optical two-color diagram is a more useful tool for estimating ages of 
coeval stellar populations, because it is sensitive to the mix of hot and cool stars 
whereas UV and infrared colors are most sensitive to one or the other. (We note 
that the redder the bands used to form the UV color, the better it is as an age 
indicator, see Figs. A.2 and A.3)
A .4.2 A p p lica tion s.
The color -  log r  relationships are applicable to coeval stellar populations with the 
same age dependence of the parameters that affect the integrated UV colors as 
in the LMC. Other than age, we expect chemical abundance (Cohen, Rich, and 
Persson 1984) and IMF slope (Lequeux et al. 1981) to be the main parameters that 
will affect the UV colors. The colors will not be sensitive to the IMF upper and 
lower mass limits (Mu and Ml) for the age range used to define our correlations, 
except for very young clusters with Mu < 3OM0 (Maeder and Meynet 1987) 
or any old clusters that might have Ml > 1 Mq (Tinsley 1980). For noncoeval 
populations, Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) yield UV luminosity-weighted mean quantities.
One problem in applying the color -  log r  relationships to extragalactic ob­
jects is to determine the reddening correction: its magnitude and the particular 
reddening law. Reddening estimates based on the Balmer decrement are often 
higher than those based on the UV spectrum (usually using the absorption dip 
at A2175Ä: e.</., Lequeux et a/.1981). The referee suggested to us that, to first 
order, the form of the reddening law can be interpolated between the galactic, 
LMC, and SMC laws using the mean metallicity of the galaxy under considera­
tion. However, as he pointed out, the large internal variations in the LMC law and 
the uncertainty in the SMC reddening law (cf. the extinction curves of Hutchings 
1982, and Rocca-Volmerange et al. 1981) mean that the uncertainty inherent in 
this procedure will be large.
Table A.4a gives the ratio of the error 5log r  produced by an error 8E(B  —  V) 
for the UV and optical age estimates for the various reddening laws already defined 
and for the SMC reddening law Xs(A). For So the upper limit of this ratio is 
given, and occurs when the color evolution is parallel to the reddening vector. 
We see that the UV logr estimates are at least 1.3 times more sensitive to errors 
in E(B  —  V)  than the So estimates. Table A.4b shows the effect of removing the
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Table A.4: Sensitivity of age estimators to reddening errors.
(a) Effect of uncertainty in E(B — V) 
6\ogr/8E(B  — V)
Estimating
parameter X a W
Reddening law 
X lW  X d ( A) X s ( A)
C(18 -  31)„ 2.3 2.6 3.2 7.4
C{ 25 -  31)0 3.5 3.3 2.8 3.7
50 <  1.8
(b) Effect of using the wrong reddening law 
[(logr)LMC — (logr)i]/i?(J9 — V)
Estimating Reddening 1<iw, i
parameter Xc(A) xD(A) Xs(X)
C(18 — 31)0 0.3 -0.6 -4.8
C(25 -  31)o -0.2 0.5 -0.4
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reddening with X l{X) when another law is actually applicable. It is clear that log r  
estimated from (7(25 — 31)o is less sensitive to errors in the form of the reddening 
law than logr estimated from (7(18 — 31)0. Notice that the values in columns 2 
and 3 of Table A.4b have opposite signs for (7(18 — 31)o and (7(25 — 31)o. This is 
due to the relative effects of the A2175Ä feature in the A1800 and A2500Ä bands.
We have used Eq. (A.2) to estimate the ages for the two CBG87 LMC clusters 
(NGC 1968 and NGC 1974) that do not have other age estimates, and also for the 
nuclear stellar populations of two blue compact dwarf (BCD) galaxies (NGC 1705 
and NGC 5253). This is obviously a valid approach for the LMC clusters. Its valid­
ity for the BCD colors is less certain as the IUE slit often covers an extended star 
formation region that is not necessarily coeval and may have a different IMF slope 
from that of cluster populations. In addition the BCD’s may have abundances 
very different from those of the LMC (e.g. IZwl8, Lequeux et al. 1979).
The UV colors of the LMC clusters were derived from Table 4 of CBG87. 
Those of the BCD galaxy NGC 1705 were derived from our IUE spectrum, which 
is displayed in Fig. A.4. Those of NGC 5253 were derived from the atlas of Rosa, 
Joubert, and Benvenuti (1984). The results are given in Table A.5. Log r  estimates 
are made only for colors in the following ranges, which axe defined by the sample 
in Table A.2:
-1.64 < C(18 — 31)0 < 1.25,
-0.80 < C(25 — 31)0 < 0.79.
We assume an error of 0.05 in E(B  — V).
NGC 1705 has been studied in detail by Meurer et al. (1990) who find its 
met alii city to be similar to that of the LMC. In a preliminary report, Meurer et al. 
(1989) have shown that the unresolved nucleus of NGC 1705 is likely to be a young 
globular cluster with a mass like that of the most massive galactic globular clusters 
(see also Melnick, Moles, and Terlevich 1985); its IUE spectrum is dominated by 
a single coeval population.
NGC 5253 has a morphology much like that of NGC 1705, with a bright blue 
nucleus that in this case is resolved and not dominated by a single cluster (Caldwell 
and Phillips 1989). X d(A) was used to remove the extragalactic extinction because 
of the similarities with 30 Dor; both NGC 5253 and 30 Dor contain young stellar 
populations enmeshed in a giant Hll region. The metallicity of this galaxy is 
again similar to that of the LMC (Campbell, Terlevich, and Melnick 1986). From 
Table A.5 we see that the optical and UV estimates of logr for NGC 1705 and 
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Figure A.4: IUE spectrum of the nucleus of NGC 1705.
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Table A.5: Results for objects of unknown age.
Name
( i ) (2) (3 ) (4 ) (5 ) (6) (7 ) (8)
Type
(9 )
NGC 1968 0.04“ 0 .00“ -1.68 (19) -0.62 (12) 7.1 LMC cluster
NGC 1974 0.04“ 0 .00“ -1.62 (18) -0.65 (10) 7.0 7.0 LMC cluster
NGC 1705* 0.045c 0.00* -1.37 (17) -0.61 ( 8) 7.3 7.1 7.1* BCD
NGC 5253 0.05c 0.07e -1.29 (17) -0.54 ( 7) 7.3 7.3 7.4^ BCD
N otes:
“ CBG87.
b IUE spectra used and exposure times: SWP26187 (120m),
SWP25906 (60m), LWP3621 (180m), LWP3624 (117m), LWP5949 (60m), 
LWP6230 (40m). 
c Burstein and Heiles (1984). 
d Meurer, et a/., (1989).
* Campbell, Terlevich, and Melnick (1986) based on tbe Balmer decrement.
* From optical photometry of Wegner (1979).
C olum ns:
(1) Name of object.
(2) E(B — V'Jgai, the galactic law component of reddening.
(3) E(B — V c^g, the extra-galactic component of reddening, removed using
XD(X).
(4) <7(18-31)0.
(5) <7(25 -  31)0.
(6) logT(18_3 i): logr determined from C(18 — 31)0.
(7) logT(2 5 _3 i): logr determined from <7(25 — 31)0.
(8) logTs0: logr determined from So parameter.
(9) Type of object.
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A .5 C onclusions
Using 66 LMC clusters we have recalibrated Elson and Fall’s (1985, 1988) age 
sequence using intrinsic colors, and have presented correlations between logr and 
two integrated UV colors for 27 LMC clusters. This allows one to use these colors 
to estimate the ages of LMC clusters to about the same accuracy as can be obtained 
from integrated optical colors. However, the UV age calibrations suffer from the 
following inadequacies:
1. Most of the clusters in the sample are young, with logr < 8; the sample 
includes only one intermediate-age and four old clusters.
2. There axe no very young (log r  < 6.8) clusters in the sample.
3. The dispersion about the linear fits to UV color and logr (or So) is greatest 
for the bluest clusters. The data indicate that the relationship becomes 
nonlinear, with the youngest clusters having a slower color evolution.
The last problem is intrinsic to using UV colors as age indicators. Since it is 
these young blue clusters whose UV spectra are easiest to measure, there is little 
incentive to use UV ages in preference to optically determined age estimates.
There is no significant evidence for a color reversal at late ages as is seen in 
the optical. However, there are not enough old and intermediate-age clusters in 
our sample to rule out such a reversal.
When applying our results to estimate ages, one should be aware of the 
following limitations:
1. The calibrations are valid only for coeval populations whose abundance and 
IMF slope follow the same age relationships as do LMC clusters. Application 
of these correlations to noncoeval populations yields UV luminosity-weighted 
mean ages.
2. The UV age estimates are at least 1.3 times more sensitive to errors in 
E( B — V)  than an estimate using the optical So parameter. The age esti­
mates are also sensitive to the reddening law used.
The correlations have been used to estimate the ages of two LMC clusters 
with previously unknown ages, and also of the nuclear stellar populations of two
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blue compact dwarf galaxies that have metallicities similar to that of the LMC. 
The UV estimates of logr for the nuclei of NGC 1705 and NGC 5253 agree well 
with the optical estimates using So.
We acknowledge helpful discussions with L. Greggio and E. Brocato. We 
are very grateful to the referee, M. Mateo, for his important comments and useful 
discussions, and for providing data from his thesis prior to publication. GRM 
gratefully acknowledges financial support from an Australian National University 
Scholarship and Anne, Bob, and Thea McAdam.
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